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COMMENTARIUM OFFICIALE PRO SODALIBUS CONGREGATIONIS
MISSIONIS ALTERNIS MENSIBUS EDITUM

Apud Curiam Generalitiam Via dei Capasso, 30 - 00164 ROMA
ANNO XXXVI (1992); N° 181 Fasciculus 3, Mai.-Jun.

ACTA SANCTAE SEDIS

Provvista di Chiesa
11 Santo Padre ha nominato Vescovo Coadiutore di Villavicencio (Colombia) Sua Eccelenza Reverendissima Monsignor Alfonso
Cabezas Aristizabal , C.M., finora Vescovo titolare di Zama Minore
ed Ausiliare di Cali.
Da L'Osservatore Romano , 14.05.92

Congregatio pro Gentium Evangelizatione
Con l'assenso del Rev.mo Padre Superiore Generale delta Congregazionc delta Missione, P. Richard McCullen, la Congregazione
per 1'Evangelizzazione dei Popoli ha nominato it P. Thomas Sendlein, C.M., Direttore Nazionale delle Ponti ficie Opere Missionarie
in Panama.
Il P. Thomas Sendlein a attualmente Direttore delta Missione
Nazionale, che, come parte delle celebrazioni del V° Centenario dcll'inizio dell'Evangelizzazione dell'America Latina, si sta svolgendo nell'Arcidiocesi di Panama e net Vicariato Apostolico di Darien.
Con l'assenso del Rev.mo Padre Superiore Generale delta Congregazione delta Missione , P. Richard McCullen , la Congregazione
per I'Evangelizzazione dci Popoli ha nominato it P. Joke Planin§ek,
CAI.. Direttore Nazionale delle Pontificie Opere Missionarie in
Slovenia.
Il P. Joie Planinsek a attualmente Economo Provinciale e Direttore degli Studenti delta C.M. in Ljubljana.
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CURIA GENERALITIA
DEL PADRE GENERAL
A LA VIII ASAMBLEA DE CLAPVI
Roma, 25-27 de junio de 1992

Alocucion en la Sesion de Apertura

Queridos Padres:

Quisiera empezar expresandoles mi aprecio y agradecimiento
a todos ustedes por haberme invitado a hablarles hoy. Me alegra
tener esta oportunidad de felicitar a CLAPVI por Ilegar a to que
en mi pals se considera la mayoria de edad, los 21 anos. Como tantas otras cosas en el mundo de hoy , este numero magico ha sido
cambiado , y la mayoria de edad dicen ahora que se alcanza a los
18, creo. Cuando yo era estudiante se nos decia - no sc con que
autoridad - que la gente de las tierras calidas maduraban mucho
mas pronto que nuestra gente. Con razon pucdo pensar que Iasi
todos ustedes, por to mismo que proceden do regiones mas calientes que la mia, han Ilegado a la mayor edad con el use de razon...
Y como CLAPVI nacio evidentemente con use de razon, debio de
celebrar su mayoria de edad hace 21 anos , y mis felicitaciones llegan mas bien atrasadas.
Durante 12 de esos 21 anos el P. Alvaro Quevedo ha sido el
Secretario, y por el ultimo numero de la Revista CLAPVI me he enterado de que tambien el - como yo - esta a punto de dejar el oficio. Quicro expresarle a Alvaro mis agradecimicntos por todo to
que ha hecho por la Conferencia durance los pasados 12 anos.
No hacia mucho que el estaba en el oficio cuando to encontre
por primera vez en su pais, Colombia . En esa ocasion me impresionaron su cordialidad y su profundo interes por promover a
CLAPVI. A traves de los anos lo he vuelto a encontrar en muchas
ocasiones . La regularidad y puntualidad con que llega la Revista
CLAPVI es ya un reconocimiento a la eficiencia y competencia do
su Secretario Ejecutivo. Porque rcunir un numero suficicnte de articulos de calidad para las cuatro ediciones anuales de la Revista
es no pequena empresa , y esto , imagino , es apenas una da las
muchas responsabilidades que trae consigo el officio de Secretario.
Asi, pues, mis mas calurosas felicitaciones , Alvaro, y mis agrade-
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cimientos por todo lo que ha hecho. Si no fuera porque yo mismo
voy a engrosar pronto la fila de los desempleados , y por lo mismo
no puedo ofrecer buenos salarios, lo invitaria para que fuera mi
secrctario personal , con el encargo ademas de poner un poco de
orden en el caos de mi vida...
He hecho referencia hace un momento a los articulos de calidad que contiene cada uno de los numeros de la Revista . La inculpaci6n que el notable historiador frances Henri Bremond hacia a
la Congregaci6n hace 70 anos ( precisamente antes de la publicacion por Pierre Coste de las obras de San Vicente ) era que nosotros , los de la familia de San Vicente , habiamos guardado con tanto
celo a nuestro Padre , que parecia que no quisicramos compartir
sus escritos con un pOblico mas amplio . A la publicaci6n de las
obras de San Vicente por Pierre Coste, Bremond gentilmente retiro
sus cargos . Si Bremond estuviera escribiendo hoy dia , habria rendido, creo , generoso homenaje a to que la Congregacion ha hecho
en los pasados 70 anos para dar a conocer mejor a San Vicente y
su pensamiento . Ha habido - me atrevo a decirlo - una aceleraci6n notable en publicaciones de todo tipo (articulos , monografias,
estudios , tesis ) sobre nuesto carisma vicenciano . El valor de muchos
de esos estudios radica en la diversidad de circunstancias de donde
han brotado . Por esta raz6n, los 75 ntimeros de CLAPVI son una
verdadera mina de espiritualidad vicenciana que la Revista ha recogido, en un Continente que constituye tan grande esperanza para
el futuro de la Iglesia en el mundo. Quizas algOn editor pudiera
en el futuro hacer una seleccion de los articulos mas significativos publicados en ella, y editarlos en un libro que Ilegara a un radio
mas amplio de la familia vicenciana.
Quisiera compartir con ustedes otra idea que ha estado dando
vueltas en mi mente hace algun tiempo . Como acabo de decir, me
han impresionado mucho el volumen y la calidad de las colaboraciones a la Revista . Cuando la recibo tengo siempre la sensacion
de que hay un grupo de Provincias que estan marchando juntas,
atentas al momento social y a la situaci6n eclesial de America
Latina. Tengo tambien la impresi6n de que es grande la colaboracion entre esas Provincias . Pero , con todo respeto, me pregunto si
esa colaboraci6n no se limita a lo que sucede en sus encuentros
anuales y a la ayuda prestada al editor de la Revista . Como observador desde fuera - y con un conocimiento ciertamente limitado
de las difercncias sociales y culturales que existen entre las Povincias latinoamericanas -, mas de una vez me he preguntado ;por
que no hay mks colaboracion entre las Provincias de Lalino-America
en el trabajo de la formacidn de nuestros Seminaristas y Estudiantes?
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En la predicacion de misiones, en general, ha habido una notable cooperacion entre las Provincias. .Por que no ya a nivel de la
formacion de nuestros candidatos? No se podria dar una reduccion en el mimero de nuestros Seminarios Internos y nuestros Seminarios Mayores en el continente Latinoamericano?;Estamos dando
tanta importancia a la cultura nacional, que eso nos excusa de una
mayor colaboracion con las otras Provincias en el trabajo de la formacion inicial?
Ustedes se enteraran en la Asamblea de que Africa espera lanzar un proyecto de teologado con estudiantes de diferentes nacionalidades. Elio implica el aprendizaje del franccs por parte de un
grupo de estudiantes nigerianos, que ya han cmprendido en su
patria el estudio de esa lengua. Lo que Africa esta tratando de hacer,
deberia ser factible tambien, en algun grado, en America Latina,
en donde apenas si existe la barrera de la lengua.
Es claro que no espero que CLAPVI resuelva la cuestion que
suscito, pero he creido deber compartir con ustedes tanto mis
impresiones positivas como esta otra que me ha inquietado los ultimos anos : ";Liberavi animam meam.'"
Y ahora me resta solo decirles que ruego a Dios los bendiga
en el trabajo de estos dias. Y que si no teminan ustedes de discutir
todos los puntos de su Agenda, recuerden que - como anotaba San
Vicente en carta dirigida al Senor Almeris, que entonces residia
aqui -: "Lo que no se pueda pacer ahora... se hard luego, especialmente en Roma " (Coste III, CEME, 424).

Homilfa en la Misa de Apertura

Lectura, 2Re 24, 8-17
Evangelio , Mt 7, 21-29

Mis queridos Cohermanos:
La imagen de la 'edificacion' es comun a las dos lecturas que acabamos de escuchar. En la del Libro de los Reyes la idea se centra,
al menos parcialmente, en el que habia sido simbolo sagrado para
los Israelitas durante tantas generaciones - y supogo to es para cl
judio piadoso de hoy -, quiero decir, el Templo. Solo un israe162

lita, pienso, puede medir la profundidad del trauma causado cuando
el Rey de Babilonia, Nabucodonosor, entro en Jerusalen y despojo
el templo de sus tesoros. No destruyo el edificio - lo haria algunos anos mas tarde - pero lo saqueo.
En el pasaje evangelico , San Mateo centra la atencion en la imagen de la edificacion, usada por Nuestro Senor, o, mas hien, dc los
cimientos de la edificacion. Hay edificios construidos sobre solidos fundamentos de roca, y los hay que descansan sobre arena, que
inevitablemente se desploman cuando soplan vientos de borrasca.
Esa imagen de las diversas clases de cimientos de las dos casas,
en el Evangelio de boy, la toma San Vicente con gran fuerza cuando
introduce el segundo capitulo de nuestras Reglas Comunes, ese
capitulo que es, quizas, el mas sucinto sumario que poseemos de
la espiritualidad vicenciana. Se puede sentir en ese primer parrafo
la fuerza del convencimiento personal de San Vicente:
"Ante todo cada uno de nosotros se es forzard por convencerse
de esta verdad: que la ensenanza de Cristo no puede enganar
nunca, mientras que la del ^mundo es siempre falaz. El mismo
Cristo afirma que esta es como una Casa construida sobre
arena , mientras que su propia doctrina es como un edificio
fundamentado sobre roca solida. Por eso la Congregacion profesard el obrar siempre segtin las ensenanzas de Cristo, nunca
segtin las ensenanzas del mundo" (RC, II, 1).
El Templo que es la Congregacion esta siempre expuesto a los
vientos fuertes de ajenas filosofias, y esta sujeto a las incursiones
de aquellos que, tal vez inconscientemente, se ban apartado de la
pura doctrina del Sermon de la Montana. Los miembros de la Congregacion corren el peligro de caer cautivos, como el Rey Jeconias;
de ser deportados a un mundo que no conoce a Cristo.
Al fin de su vida, San Vicente era mas que nunca consciente
del poder de esas fuerzas extranas . En su memorable conferencia
del 6 de diciembre de 1658 sobre el fin de la Congregacion, decia:
"Despues que yo me vaya, vendrdn lobos rapaces, y de entre
vosotros surgirdn falsos hermanos que os anunciardn cosas
perversas y os ensenardn to contrario de lo que os he dicho;
pero no los escucheis, son falsos profetas. Llegard incluso a
haber, hermanos mios, esqueletos de misioneros que intentardn insinuar falsas mdximas para arrui nar, si pudieran, estos
fundamentos de la compania; a esos es a los que hay que resistir....Y quienes serdn los que intenten disuadirnos de esos
bienes que hemos comenzado? Serdn espiritus libertinos, libertinos, libertinos, que solo piensan en divertirse y, con tal que
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haya de comer, no se preocupan de nada mas.;Quienes mds?
Serdn... Mds vale que no to diga. Serdn genies comodonas (y
decia esto cruzando los brazos, imitando a los perezosos), personas que no viven mds que en un pequeno cfrculo, que limitan su vision y sus proyeclos a una pequena circunferencia
en la que se encierran como en un punto, sin querer salir de
allf,• y, si les ensenan algo fuera de ella y se acercan para verla,
enseguida se vuelven a su centro, to mismo que los caracoles
a su concha" (Coste XI, CEME, 396-397).
Si San Vicente nos preguntara ahora que fuerzas consideramos nosotros hoy como una amenaza para la supervivencia de la
Congregacion, ;que le responderiamos? Puede ser que inconscientemente apartaramos la atencion de nosotros mismos y le explicaramos al Santo la injusticia de ]as estructuras dentro de las cuales
trabajamos y que impiden la liberacion del pobre. Podriamos exponerle con gran claridad la injusticia institucionalizada que hace ineficaces tantos de nuestros programas de evangelizacion de los
pobres. Todo cuanto dijeremos acerca de estos puntos tendria, estoy
cierto de ello, inmenso valor.,.-Pero que me dicen - podria replicar San Vicente - de las estructuras y de la institucion de la misma
Congregacion? Y de nuevo nosotros estariamos en capacidad de
avanzar valiosas sugerencias para mejorar y hacer mas flexibles
las articulaciones y nervios de nuestra Comunidad.
Me imagino, sin embargo, que San Vicente no se detendria alli.
Con cortes insistencia seguiria preguntando: .Y que me me dicer,
de la institucion que son ustedes, cada Cohermano en particular?
Sirvicndose de una frase de la "Evangelica Testificatio" de Pablo
VI, podria recordarnos que:
"El primer medio de evangelizacion en la Iglesia es el testimonio de una vida verdadera y esencialmente cristiana, que
se entrega a Dios en una union indisoluble y se da igualmente
con todo el fervor del alma al projimo ... Es, pues, por nuestra propia conducta, por nuestro propio modo de vivir como
puede la Iglesia evangelizar mds eficazmente el mundo; es por
el testimonio de nuesira propia vida como nosotros podemos
proclamar claramente la fidelidad de la Iglesia a Dios, su
pobreza y ascetismo, su independencia frente a los poderes
de este mundo, en una palabra, su santidad (ET, 41).
"La ensenanza de Cristo - anota San Vicente - no puede
enganar nunca " (RC, II, 1). Supongo que uno de los primeros comentarios que oimos acerca de las Reglas Comunes cuando estabamos
en el Seminario Interno fue que cada uno de los 12 capitulos de
dichas Reglas se abria con la evocaci6n (lei ejemplo de Cristo. Es
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prueba - sin duda estaremos de acuerdo - de que San Vicente
estaba profundamente arraigado en la persona y el pensamiento
de Jesucristo. Para nuestro trabajo de evangelization ciertamente
nosotros nos basamos en las palabra y acciones de Jesucristo. Con
toda raz6n le damos gran importancia al texto de Lucas acerca de
la misi6n y vocation de Jesucristo que predica el evangelic a los
pobres. Existe el peligro, sin embargo, de que, haciendo recaer todo
el enfasis en la evangelization, podamos dejar de lado el ejemplo
de Cristo propuesto por San Vicente para aquellos otros campos
de nuestra existencia. Podriamos mirar tan intensamente al Cristo
Evangelizador, que no nos fijaramos y nos inspiraramos en el Cristo
casto y c@libe, en el Cristo pobre, en el Cristo obediente; correriamos el riesgo de no inspirarnos en el Cristo de la Comunidad, en
el Cristo que ora, en el Cristo despojado de poder, en el Cristo sencillo y prudente, en el Cristo manso, en el Cristo que sufre. En este
contexto yo expreso la esperanza de que durante nuestra Asamblea
no nos dejemos absorber tanto por el desafio de la Nueva Evangelizacion, que le dediquemos poco tiempo y reflexion a un desafio
quizas mas dificil, el de llegar a ser nosotros mismos Hombres Nuevos. Y no es necesario que yo les diga que no puede haber Nueva
Evangelizaci6n si los predicadores y anunciadores de la buena
nueva no Ilegan a ser Hombres Nuevos. El Senor mismo nos lo
recuerda: "corno el sarmiento no puede dar f ruto de si mismo si no
permaneciere en la vid, tarnpoco vosotros si no permaneciereis en
Mi" (Jn 15, 4).
En visperas de la Asamblea, pues, yo ruego porque la riqueza
de su experiencia de trabajo en ese que el Papa Juan Pablo II ha
Ilamado el "Continente de la Esperanza" pueda adornar el Templo de la Congregaci6n; que, a traves de la que en las Letanias Lauretanas es Ilamada "Casa de Oro" y "Area de la Alianza ", podamos
reforcar los cimientos de nuestra Congregation, de manera que Ilegue a ser una casa edificada sobre coca, que nos proteja a nosotros
y a los pobres, que son nuestra herencia por siempre.
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La Vice-Province "Saint Justin de Jacobis" s'etende au territoire des dioceses ou se trouvent actuellement les maisons qui
formaient la Region de Naples. Elle comprend, en outre, la
communaute "ad instar Domus" d'Addis-Abeba, erigee dans
le territoire de la Vice-Province d'Ethiopie.

DECRETUM ERECTIONIS VICE -PROVINCIAE
'SANCTI JUSTINI DE JACOBIS'

Richard McCullen
Superior Generalis Congregationis Missionis

De consensu Consilii, ad tenorem articuli 107, 3° Constitutionum Nostrarum, die vigesima quarta mensis junii 1992,
ERIGO et ERECTAM ESSE DECLARO
Vice-Provinciam
'SANCTUS JUSTINUS DE JACOBIS',
cum omnibus juribus et obligationibus Vice-Provinciarum
Congregationis Missionis juxta Constitutiones et Statuta ejusdem Congregationis.

Datum Romae, in Domo nostra Generalitia,
die vigesima quarta junii anni 1992

Richard McCullen, C. M.
Superior Generalis

V v" Vq-

C_
C .6q -

De mandato Superioris Generalis
Victor Bieler, C. M.
Secretarius Generalis
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DECRETUM ALTF. R1. M

Delimitatio territorialis Vice-Provinciarum Congregationis
Missionis in Aethiopia declaratur

1. Vice-Provincia Sancti Justini de Jacobis extenditur in territorium illarum Diocceseum in quibus Domus Neapolitans. Regionis nunc cxstant.
Cornprehcndit insuper contmunitatcm 'ad instar Domus' erectam in territorio, Addis-Abebac Vice-Pro\ inci.>..
2. Vice- Provincia Addis-Abebae extenditur in territorium illarum Dioeceseum in quibus eiusdem Domus nunc extant.
3. Alias vero Diocceses tamquam'liberum territorium missionis' considerantur , ita ut:
a. Ad novam Domum in eis erigendam Vice- Visitatores mutuum
consensum quaerere debeant, necnon approbationem Superioris
Generalis ad normam art. 107, § 6 Constitutionum Congregationis
Missionis;
h. Dioccesis tamen in qua nova Domus erigitur ' liberum territorium missionis' manet.

Datum Romae , in Domo nostra Generalitia,
die vigesima quarta junii anni 1992

Richard McCullen, C. M.
Superior Generalis

V

(Y L`^

^M- .

De mandato Superioris Generalis
Victor Bieler, C. M.
Secretarius Generalis
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REGIMEN CONGREGATIONIS MISSIONIS
NOMINATIONES ET CONFIRMATIONES
Mai.-Jun., 1992

DIGS-NOMEN

OFFICHIM DOMCS

PROVINCIA

Visitator 1i3+
DFC 1/6
Great Britain
DFC 216
DFC 1/6 Santa Luisa
DFC 1/6 Warszawa
DFC 3- Bolivia
Consultor 1/3
Consultor 1!3

Hiberniae
Hibernia
Hibernia
Matritensis
Poluniae
Columbine
Parisiensis
Parisiensis

t'^,,.;! 1

P:u iien;i.

Cunwll u 1 3

Pal isicnsis

Visitator 1/6
DFC 1/6 Siena
Consultor 113
Superior 113 12°Subangdaku
Superior 1/3 4° Calumpang
Superior 2/3
70 Muntinlupa

Chiliensis
Romana
Philippinarum
Philippinarum
Philippinarum
Philippinarum

Superior 113 Teno (a.i.D.)

Chiliensis

Superior 2/3 9° Betroka

Madagascarensis

Superior 313

Indonesia

5 nrai.
NOONAN Mark
TUOHY James
O'DOWD Dermot
ALVAREZ SAGREDO Felix
BATKO Edward
VEGA HERRERA Jose
AMYOT D'INVILLE Emeric
FACELINA Raymond
HERISSI-1 R.\ !n ,::,1
JOLLY Mu m1
21 nrai.
SAMPEDRO Francisco
BIANCHI Benito
MAHUMOT Ranilo
MAHUMOT Ranilo
ENANO Benito
CAROLINO Danilo
NASAYO Marlio
COGONI Tonino
2 jun.

PONTICELLI Silvano

8° Malang

18 jun.
WANAT Mitchell
KUZIA Anthony
MANFREDA Giannantonio
MARINO Calogero
SC.ARPITTA Giuseppe
INTISO Michele
DIALA Richard
DOYLE Brian
MOORE Brian
GARDINER Charles
GILDEA Perm
O'KELLY John
CROWLEY Roderic
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Superior 113 Lisbon F. (a.i.D.) SAF N. Anglia
Superior 113 1° West hart ford SAF N. Anglia
Superior 113

11 Napoli

Neapolitana

Superior 1/3
2° Benevento
Neapolitana
11 ° Palermo
Neapolitana
Superior 1/3
Neapolitana
5° Chieti
Superior 213
24° Oraifite
Hibernia
Superior 2/3
Superior 213 5° Dublin Hibernia
21° Ikot Ekpene Hibernia
Superior 23
15° Sheffield
Hibernia
Superior 113
Superior 1/3 16° Twickenham Hibernia
17° Warrington Hibernia
Superior 1/3
Hibernia
22° Lagos
Superior 1/3

OFFICIUM DOMUS PROVINCLA

DIES-\() %IFN

24 jun.
WELDh:MAR11M 7. Johannes
COST+ I Rhl !R.\ Luciano

v-Visitator 1.6
Sanctus Jllstinuy 1 ihiopica
DFC 2.6 \L ru;.::..u,a

NECROLOGIUM
Mai. - Jun., 1992

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

NOMli\

CONDICIO OBITUS

DOMUS

AEt. Voc.

MULLAUER Anton
CASADO G. Jesus
MURPHY Thomas J.
VANDENBERG Herbert
GIGLIO Giuseppe
PULAI Laszlo
RECZEK Zygmunt
CSIKOS Ferenc
KOTLINSKI Matcusz
OCAMPO Jorge

Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Frater
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos
Sacerdos

Graz-Eggenberg 3°
Orense 1/°
Perryville 12°
Perryville 120
Lecce 71
Budapest 10
Vitrv 260
Budapest 1°
Krakow 9°
Belalcdzar 17°

84
84
88
82
73
84
54
78
35
71

3.
18.
7.
11.
20.
9.
27.
13.
26.
26.

5.92
5.92
5.92
5.92
5.92
5.92
5.92
4.92
6.92
6.92

41
65
69
65
57
53
35
60
12
53
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SPIRITUALITAS

LISTENING AS THE FOUNDATION FOR SPIRITUALITY
By Robert P. Maloney, C.M.

Each morning he wakes me to hear,
to listen like a disciple.
The Lord Yahweh has opened my ear.
(Is. 50:4-5)

Have you ever noticed how little explicit emphasis there is on
listening in the " Rules " of communities , in the standard "manuals" on the spiritual life , and even in the classics ? One searches
in vain for a chapter on listening in the writings of St. Benedict
or St . Ignatius, and even in the writings of very practical , concretelyoriented saints like Francis de Sales and Vincent dc Paul . One comes
up empty too in Luis de Granada and Rodriguez , or in later widely
used treatises on spirituality like Tanquerey . It is true, of course,
that listening enters the picture implicitly under many headings
in these writings . But if one views listening as the foundation for
spirituality, as is the thesis of this article , surely one might expect
it to stand out in greater relief.
This article has a very modest goal . It proposes to offer some
preliminary reflections on listening as the foundation of spirituality. I say "preliminary " reflections because all of the headings below could be much further developed, as will be evident to the reader. In fact , the author would hope that various readers, working
from their own traditions ( philosophical , biblical, theological, as
well as those of various religious congregations ) might develop this
thesis more fully.
To undergird and then concretize the thesis, the article will examine, in a preliminary way: 1) listening in the New Testament; 2)
listening as the foundation for all spirituality; 3) some echoes of
the theme in the spirituality of Vincent de Paul ; 4) the contrast between an implicit and an explicit theme ; 5) some ramifications
today.
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I. LISTENING IN LUKE'S GOSPEL
A broader investigation of the question would, of course, begin with the Old Testament, where the listening theme plays a vital role, especially in the Deuteronomic and prophetic traditions.
So often, there, Yahweh complains that, while he speaks, his people "do not listen". Conversely, the prophets are pre-eminent
listeners; they hear what Yahweh has to say and then speak in his
name. "Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening," says the boy
Samuel as he begins his prophetic career.
The listening theme likewise recurs again and again in the New
Testament, where a study of Johannine literature, for instance,
would reveal listening as the key to eternal life. "Whoever is of God
listens to every word God speaks. The reason you do not hear is
that you are not of God..... If someone is true to my word, he shall
never see death" (John 8:47, 51).
Here, however, I will offer just a brief analysis of Luke's gospel,
where the listening theme is quite explicit. For Luke, as for the entire New Testament, God takes the initiative through his word,
which breaks into the world as good news; listening is the indispensable foundation for all human response to that word.

1. Mary, in the Infancy Narratives, is the model listener
As with almost all the important themes in Lucan theology, the
listening theme is introduced in the Infancy Narratives. These narratives, by way of preface, provide a summary of the theology that
Luke will weave through his gospel. The listening theme is among
the most prominent Lucan motifs (parenthetically, one might add
that, in Luke's gospel, another theme is at work in many of the
listening stories , since, contrary to the expected cultural patterns
of the writer' s time, a woman is the model listener presented to
the reader).
Mary is evangelized in Luke's opening chapters. She is the first
to hear the good news. She is the ideal disciple, the model for all
believers. Mary listens reflectively, in the infancy narratives, to:
Gabriel , who announces the good news of God's presence and tells
her of the extraordinary child whom she is to bear (1:261.);
Elizabeth , who proclaims her blessed among women because she has
believed that the word of the Lord would be fulfilled in her (1:39f.);
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Shepherds , who tell her and others the message which has been revealed to them about the child, the good news that a Savior is born!
(2:16f.);
Simeon , who proclaims a canticle and an oracle: the first, a song of
praise for the salvation that has come to all the nations; the second,
a prophecy that ominously forebodes the scandal of the cross (2:25f.);
Anna , who praises God in Mary's presence and keeps speaking to all
those who are ready to hear (2:36f.);"
Jesus himself , who tells her about his relationship with his heavenly Father, which must take precedence over everything else (2:4 If.).

2. Her attitude, as the ideal disciple, is one of attentiveness
When the word of God breaks in on Mary's life, she listens attentively. Using a standard pattern, Luke pictures Mary as listening to the word with wonderment, questioning what it might mean,
deciding to act on it, and then meditating on the mystery of God's
ways.
Listening : "Upon arriving, the angel said to her: 'Rejoice, 0 highly
favored daughter! The Lord is with you."' (1:28)
Being astonished : "She was deeply troubled by his words, and wondered what his greeting meant." (1:29)
Questioning : " How can this be since I do not know man ?" (1:34)
Acting (accepting , obeying): " Be it done to me according to your
word." (1:38)
Treasuring and pondering : "Mary treasured all these things and
reflected on them in her heart." (2:19; 2:51)

3. The same theme is presented in several brief, key stories later
in Luke's gospel
Luke uses three brief stories to illustrate this central discipleship theme: namely, that it is those who listen to the word of God
and act on it who are the true followers of Jesus.
8:19-21 His motherand brothers came to be with him, but they could
not reach him because of the crowd. He was told, "Your mother and
your brothers are standing outside and they wish to see you. "He told
them in reply, "My mother and my brothers are those who listen to
the word of God and act upon it."
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In this story, Luke changes the Markan emphasis (cf. Mark
3:31-35) radically. While Mark depreciates the role of Jesus' mother
and relatives, Luke extols it, echoing Luke 1:38, 2:19, 2:51: Jesus'
mother is the ideal disciple, who listens to God's word and acts on
it. Anyone who does likewise will be happy.
10:38-42 On their journey Jesus entered a village where a woman
named Martha welcomed him to her home. She had a sister named
Mary, who seated herself at the Lords feet and listened to his words.
Martha, who was busy with all the details of hospitality, came to him
and said, "Lord, are you not concerned that my sister has left me to
do the household tasks all alone? Tell her to help me." The Lord in
reply said to her: "Martha, Martha, you are anxious and upset about
many things; one thing only is required. Mary has chosen the better
portion and she shall not he deprived of it."
Even though Jesus' statement about the one thing necessary
has been subject to innumerable interpretations, there is little
doubt about the central point of this story in the context of Luke's
gospel. Mary has chosen the better part because she is sitting at
Jesus' feet and listening to his words, just as any true disciple
does. While there are many other themes in the story (such as,
once again, the role of women, and also the role of the homechurch in early Christianity, which is reinforced here through a
Lucan addition), Luke again emphasizes what ultimately grounds
the following of Jesus: listening to the word of God. That is the
better part (cf. 8:4-21).
11:27-28 While he was saying this a woman from the crowd called
out, "Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that nursed
you!" 'Rather,"he replied, "blest are they who listen to the word of
God and keep it."
This passage interrupts, rather puzzlingly, a series of controversies that Jesus is involved in during the journey to Jerusalem. But
Luke inserts it here as an occasion for Jesus to clarify the true meaning of discipleship once more: real happiness does not lie in physical closeness to Jesus, nor in blood relationship with him, but in
listening to the word of God and acting on it.

H. LISTENING AS THE BASIS FOR SPIRITUALITY
All spirituality revolves around self-transcendence. As a working definition for spirituality, we might use one proposed by Sandra Schneiders, who defines it as "the experience of consciously
striving to integrate one's life in terms not of isolation and self-
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absorption but of self- transcendence toward the ultimate value one
perceives." t
In the Christian context, spirituality involves "putting on the
Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 13:14), "giving away one's life rather than
saving it up" (Mark 8:35, Matt. 16:25, Luke 9:24, John 12:25), and
other phrases that imply self-transcendence. The self is not obliterated through self-transcendence; rather, it becomes fully actualized.'- That is the Christian paradox: in giving oneself, one finds
one's true self. In that sense, authentic love of God, of the neighbor, and of self conic together.
Different contemporary authors put this in different ways. For
Bernard Lonergan, self-transcendence occurs in the radical drive
of the human spirit, which yearns for meaning, truth, value, and
love. Authenticity, then, "results from long-sustained exercise of
attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility." ! For
Karl Rahner, the human person is the event of the absolute selfcommunication of God. In his foundational works, Rahner describes
the human person as essentially a listener, one who is always awaiting a possible word of revelation. Only in Jesus, the selfcommunication of God , is the human person ultimately fulfilled.
At the core of the historical human person is a gnawing hunger for
the other, for absolute value. A particular spirituality is a way in
which this longing for the absolute is expressed.4
But this inner yearning for truth and love, this " reaching out",
as Henri Nouwen expresses it, can only be satisfied by a word from
without - spoken or enfleshed - that reveals the meaning of what
true humanity really is. In the human person the fundamental disposition for receiving that word or Word is listening.
It is worth noting here that the Book of Genesis, Wisdom liter-

t Sandra Schneiders, "Spirituality in the Academy," Theological
Studies 50 (1989 684.
2 Cf. Gal. 2:19-21: "1 have been crucified with Christ, and the life I live
now is not my own; Christ is living in me. Of course, I still live my human
life, but it is a life of faith in the Son of God, who loved me and have himself for me." The Greek text identifies Jesus as the "self-giving one". It also
makes it clear that self-transcendence does not wipe out true humanity,
but fulfills it.
Beranrd Lonergan . A Third Collection, edited by Frederick Crowe
(New York: Paulist. 1985) 9.
4 Cf. K. Rahner. Gnundkurs des Glaubens (Freiburg: Herder, 1984) 35f.;
42f.
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ature, and the Johannine tradition all seize on the concept of the
"Word" as the way in which God initiates and breaks into human
history. The creating word bears within it its own immediate
response: "Let there be light, and there was light." But the word
spoken to the human person, who in God's image and likeness rules
with freedom over all creation, must be listened to and responded
to freely.
Of course, listening here is used in the broadest sense. It includes seeing, hearing, sensing, feeling, perceiving. "Attentiveness"
might serve as an umbrella term that encompasses the various ways
in which the human person is open to grasp what comes from
without. Listening in this sense is the indispensable pre-condition
for self-transcendence. Without it, the word that comes from
without goes unheard, the truth that draws the human mind to a
vision that goes beyond itself goes unperceived, the love that seeks
to capture the heart goes unrequited.
Is this why the saints have so stressed the importance of listening in prayer? Is this why obedience has played such an influential role in the tradition of religious communities? Is this why the
seeking of counsel has always been regarded as one of the signs
of true wisdom? Is this why the Word Made Flesh and the word
of God in the scriptures are at the center of all Christian spirituality? Is this why the reading of the scriptures at the Eucharist and
communion with the Word himself in his self-giving, sacrificial love
are "the source and summit" of genuine Christian living?

III. SOME ECHOES OF THE THEME IN THE VINCENTIAN TRADITION
The central place of listening, within the context of spirituality, is not explicit in the conferences and writings of St. Vincent.
But the spirituality proposed by St. Vincent includes several key
themes in which the importance of listening is evident.

a. Humility as the foundation of evangelical perfection
Vincent calls humility "the foundation of all evangelical perfection and the core of the spiritual life"'. For him, the humble
person, on the deepest level, sees everything as gift. The humble

5 Common Rules II, 7.
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recognize that God is seeking to enter their lives again and again
so that he might speak to them. So they are alert, they listen for
God's Word, they are eager to receive God's saving love. The humble know that the truth which sets them free comes from without:
through God's Word, through the cries of the poor, through the
Church, through the community they live in.

There is probably no theme that St. Vincent emphasized more.
He described humility as the origin of all the good that we do 6.
He told the Daughters of Charity: "If you establish yourselves in
it, what will happen? You will make of this Company a paradise,
and people will rightly say that it is a group of the happiest people
on earth ...." 7.
Humility and listening are closely allied, in that listening is the
basic attitude of those who know that fullness of life, salvation, wisdom, truth, love, come from without. Brother Robineau, Vincent's
secretary, whose reflections about the saint have just been published, notes that this attitude was especially evident in Vincent's
conversations with the poor, with whom he would sit and converse
with great friendliness and humility 8.
St. Vincent loved to call the poor the real "lords and
masters" 9 in the Church. It is they especially who must be
listened to and obeyed. In the reign of God, the world of faith, they
are the kings and queens; we are the servants. Recognizing the special place of the poor in the new order established by Jesus, the
contemporary Vincentian heritage urges that the followers of St.
Vincent, like the founder, be "always attentive to the signs of the
times and the more urgent calls of the Church" 10 "... so that not
only will we attend to their evangelization (that of the poor), but
that we ourselves may be evangelized by them" ".

6 SV IX , 674; cf. Common Rules II, 7.
7 SV X, 439.
8 Andre Dodin , ed., Monsieur Vincent raconte par son secretaire ( Paris:
O.E.LL., 1991, cf. # 46 and 54.
9 Cf. SV IX, 119; X, 332.
10 Constitutions 2.

11 Constitutions 12, 3.
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b. Reading Sacred Scripture
St. Vincent was convinced that the word of God never fails. It
is like "a house built upon rock" 12. He therefore begins each chapter of his rule, and many individual paragraphs, with a citation from
scripture. He asks that a chapter of the New Testament be read
by each member of his community every day. Basically, he wants
them to listen to the word of God and to make it the foundation
of all they do:
Let each of us accept the truth of the following statement and try to
make it our most fundamental principle: Christ's teaching will never
let us down, while worldly wisdom always will. 13
Ahelly notes, in a colorful passage, how devoted St. Vincent
was to listening to the word of God: "He seemed to suck meaning
from passages of the scriptures as a baby sucks milk from its
mother, and he extracted the core and substance from the scriptures so as to be strengthened and have his soul nourished by them
- and he did this in such a way that in all his words and actions
he appeared to be filled with Jesus Christ"".
In a conference on the "Gospel Teachings", given on Feb. 14,
1659, Vincent emphasizes how well Mary listened to the word of
God. "Better than anyone else," he states, "she penetrated its substance and showed how it should be lived 1'."

c. "Obeying " everyone
The word "obedience" (ob + audire = to listen thoroughly) is
related etymologically to the word "listen" (audire). For St. Vincent the role of obedience in community was clearly very important. But he also extended obedience beyond its usual meaning, in
which all are to obey the legitimate commands of superiors. Using
a broadened notion of obedience, he encouraged his followers to
listen to and obey everyone, so that they might hear more fully what
God is saying and act on it.

12 Common Rules II, 1.
13 Ibid.
14 Abelly, book III, 72.73.
15 SV XII, 129.
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Our obedience ought not limit itself only to those who have the right
to command us, but ought to strive to move beyond that.... Let us
therefore consider everyone as our superior and so place ourselves
beneath them, and even more, beneath the least of them, outdoing
them in deference, agreeableness, and service.16
Obedience, moreover, is not the duty of "subjects" alone, but
of superiors too. In fact, superiors should be the first to obey, by
listening to the members well and by seeking counsel.
There would be nothing more beautiful in the world, my Daughter,
than the Company of the Daughters of Charity if ... obedience
flourished everywhere, with the Sister Servant the first to obey, to
seek counsel, and to submit herself.17

IV. AN IMPLICIT THEME VERSUS AN EXPLICIT ONE
It is clear that listening plays a significant, even if unaccented, role in each of the themes described above. The importance of
listening is not, therefore, a "forgotten truth" (to use Karl Rahner's
phrase) either in the writings of Vincent de Paul or in the overall
spiritual tradition; neither, however, is it a central one. Therein lie
two dangers.
First, truths that remain secondary or merely implicit run the
risk of being underemphasized or distorted. The danger of distortion can be illustrated by using the same themes described above.
Reading a chapter of the word of God daily can degenerate into
fulfilling an obligation or studying a text, unless the importance
of listening attentively retains its pre-eminent place. Of course, in
a healthy spirituality the reader listens to God's word, but distortion occurs when spirituality begins to lose its focus.
Likewise, the practice of humility, when distorted, can result
in subservience to the voices without and deafness to the voices
within, where God also speaks. In such a circumstance, "humility" might mask lack of courage in speaking up, deficient selfconfidence, or a negative self-image.
A distorted emphasis on obedience can result in a situation
where "subjects" are expected to listen exclusively to superiors,

16 SV XI, 69.
17 SV IX, 526.
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no matter what other voices might say, even voices that conscience
demands we listen to. Conversely, it could produce a situation
where a superior protests too loudly that he only has to "listen"
to the advice of others, not follow it (whereas, in such instances,
it may be quite evident that he listens to almost no one but himself).
But when listening retains a place at the center, the danger of
distortion is lessened. Reading the word of God, practicing humility, and obeying are seen as means for hearing what God is saying.
The accent remains on attentiveness.
There is also a second danger. When the importance of listening as such is underemphasized, there is subtle tendency to focus
on particular practices to the detriment of others, or to be attentive to certain voices while disregarding others. For instance, a
member of a community might pray mightily, seeking to discern
what God is saying, but pay little attention to what a superior or
spiritual director, who know the person well, are trying to say. He
or she may listen "transcendentally" or "vertically", so to speak,
but show little concern for listening "horizontally". Along similar
lines, a superior might, to use an example coming from the other
direction, be very confident that, because of the grace of his office,
God lets him know what his will is, while other (more human!)
figures, by the grace of their office, are desperately trying to signify to the same superior that God is saying something quite different. The simple truth is: there are many voices to which we must
listen , since God speaks to us in many ways. Some of these ways
are obviously privileged, but none has an exclusive hold on the
truth.

V. SOME RAMIFICATIONS
In his wonderful book on community 18, Dietrich Bonhoeffer
wrote:
The first service that one owes to others in the community consists
in listening to them. Just as love of God begins by listening to His Word,
so the beginning of love for the brethren is learning to listen to them.
It is because of God's love for us that he not only gives us his Word
but also lends us his ear. So it is his work that we do for our brother
when we learn to listen to him. Christians, especially ministers, so
often think they must always contribute something when they are in
the company of others, that this is the one service they have to render.

18 D. Bonhoeffer . Life Together (London: SCM Press, 1954) 75.
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They forget that listening can be a greater service than speaking. Many
people are looking for an ear that will listen. They do not find it among
Christians, because these Christians are talking where they should
be listening. But he who can no longer listen to his brother will soon
be no longer listening to God either, he will be doing nothing but prattle in the presence of God too. This is the beginning of the death of
the spiritual life.

If listening is so crucial to healthy spirituality, then how might
members of communities grow in it, both as individuals and in
common?

1. Listening as an individual
From reflection on the Church's long spiritual tradition one
might glean a number of qualities that characterize good listeners.
Here I will touch briefly on four, which seem to me crucial for
growth in listening.

a. Humility
The indispensable quality for good listening is humility. It is
"the foundation of all evangelical perfection, the core of the spiritual life," as St. Vincent put it 19. The humble person senses his or
her incompleteness, his need for God and other human persons.
So he listens.
Humility acknowledges that everything is gift; it sees clearly
that all good things come from God. St. Vincent writes to a priest
of the Mission (probably Robert de Sergis or Lambert aux Couteaux): "Because we recognize that this abundant grace comes from
God, a grace which He keeps on giving only to the humble who realize that all the good done through them comes from God, I beg Him
with all my heart to give you more and more the spirit of humility ...... 20 .
But consciousness of one's incompleteness has a further dimension. It is not only "vertical", so to speak, but "horizontal"; we depend not only on God directly, but on God's creation around us.
Truth, then, comes from listening not only to God himself, but to

19 Common Rules II, 7.
20 SV I, 182.
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the human persons through whom God's presence and words are
mediated to us. The hunger for truth and love that lie at the heart
of the mystery of the human person is satisfied only from without.
We are inherently social, living within a complex network of relationships with individuals and with society.

b. Prayerfulness/Reflectiveness
It is only when what is heard is pondered, that its full meaning is revealed. The quest for truth, therefore, involves prayerfulness and reflectiveness. While at times one can hear God speak even
in a noisy crowd, it is often only in silence that one hears the deepest
voices, that one plumbs the depth of meaning . The Psalmist urges
us: "Be still and know that I am God" (Ps. 46:10).
The gospels, particularly Luke's, attest that Jesus turns to his
Father again and again in prayer to listen to him and to seek his
will. Prayer is then surely one of the privileged ways of listening.
But it must always be validated by life. One who listens to "what
God is telling me" in prayer, but who pays little heed to what others
are saying in daily life is surely suspect. Prayer must be in continual contact with people and events, since God speaks not only
in the silence of our hearts, but also (and often first of all) in the
people around us.
Moreover, since prayer is a meeting with God himself, what
we say in prayer is much less important than what God says to us.
When there is too much emphasis on what we say or do during prayer, it can easily become a "good work", an "achievement", a
"speech", rather than a "grace", a "gift", a "gratuitous word" from
God. Naturally, prayer, like all human activities, involves structures, personal discipline, persevering effort. But the emphasis
must always be on the presence of the personal God, to whose word
we must listen attentively as he speaks to us the good news of his
love for us and for others.
In an era when there is much noise, where the media, if we so
choose, speak to us all day long, one must surely ask: are we able
to distinguish the voice of God among the many voices that are
speaking? is God's word able to say "new things" to us? are we
still capable of wonder? As may be evident to the reader, the word
wonder has an etymological kinship, through German, with wound.
Is the word of God able to wound us, to penetrate the membrane
that seals us off, that encloses us within ourselves? Can it break
into our consciousness and change us?
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c. Respect for the words of human persons
It is here perhaps that the tradition was weakest. It did emphasize humility. It did accent the need to hear what God is saying
and to discern his will . But it rarely focused explicitly , in the context of' spirituality, on the central place of listening to other human persons.
Many contemporary documents put great emphasis on the dignity of the human person and on the importance of hearing the cries
that come from his heart . Gaudium et Spes 21 and Redernptor
Hominis 22 see the human person as the center of creation. In a
slightly different context, Centesimus Annus 23 puts it strikingly:
"Today, the Church's social doctrine focuses especially on man ......
Respect for the human person acknowledges that God lives in
the other and that he reveals himself in and through him or her.
It acknowledges that words of life come from the lowly as well as
the powerful. In fact, St. Vincent became gradually convinced that
"the poor have the true religion" 24 and that we must be evangelized by them.
Many of the recently published texts of Brother Louis Robineau
attest to St. Vincent's deep respect for persons of all types.
Robineau notes how well the saint listened to them: poor and rich,
lay and clerical, peasant and royal 225.
In this context, the process of questioning persons that is involved in the quest for truth takes on a new light. When there is
deep respect for the human person, questioning involves a genuine
search for enlightenment, rather than being, in some hidden way,
refutation or accusation. Questioning is a tool for delving deeper,
for unpeeling layers of meaning, for knowing the other person better, for digging toward the core of the truth.
As we attempt to develop increasing respect for the human per-

21 Gaudium et Spes, 9, 12, 22.
22 Redernptor Hominis, passim.
23 Centesimus Annus, 54
24 SV XII, 171.
25 Andre Dodin , ed., Monsieru Vincent raconte par son secretaire
(Paris: O.E.I.L., 1991), especially #71-83.
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son, surely we must ask some challenging questions. Are we really
able to hear the cries of the poor, of the most oppressed: the women and children, who are often the poorest members of society;
those discriminated against because of race, color, nationality,
religion; the AID's victims, who arc often shunned by their families and by the physically healthy; those on the "edges of life", the
helpless infants and the helpless aged, who are unable to speak up
themselves? Are we able to hear the counsel given to us by others:
by spiritual directors, by members of our own communities, by the
documents of the Church and the Congregation? Are we sensitive
to the contributions that come from other sources of human wisdom (like economics, sociology, the audio-visual media, the massive data now available in computerized form) that often speak concretely about the needs of the poor, that can help us find and combat the causes of poverty, or that can assist us in the new evangelization called for by the Church? Are we alert, "listening", to the
"signs of the times": the increasing gap between the rich and the
poor and the repeated call for j ustice made the Church; the movement toward unity within global society, which is now accompanied by an opposite movement toward separatism and nationalism;
the growth of the Church in the southern hemisphere, which contrasts with its diminishment in many places in the northern
hemisphere.

d. Attentiveness
One of the most important signs of respect for the human person is attentiveness.
The contemporary documents of both the Vincentians and the
Daughters of Charity put great emphasis on the need to be attentive. The Daughters ' Constitutions see it as the prerequisite for
achieving the apostolic goal of the congregation : " Attentiveness,
the indispensable foundation of all evangelization , is the first step
toward it (the service of Christ in the poor ) ..." 26
The Vincentian Constitutions emphasize it in the context of
community life: "We should pay close attention to the opinions and
needs of each confrere , humbly and fraternally " n. The Lines of
Action reinforce this: " Mutual communication is the indispensable means for creating authentic communities . For this reason, it

26 Constitutions of the Daughters of Charity 2.9.
27 Constitutions 24, 3.
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is recommended that the confreres sincerely and diligently seek
ways and means to listen to each other and to share their successes and failures." 28
Likewise, attentiveness as one seeks counsel is of the greatest
importance. Robineau relates how often St. Vincent asked others
their opinion about matters at hand, "even the least in the house".
He often heard him state that "four eyes are better than two, and
six better than four" 29,
Robineau relates an interesting incident in this regard:
One day he did me the honor of telling me that it was necessary to
make it our practice, when consulting someone about some matter,
always to recount everything that would be to the advantage of the
opposing party without omitting anything, just as if it were the opposing party itself that was there to give its reasons and defend itself,
and that it was thus that consultations should he carried out.-30

2. Listening in community
Meetings, along with consultations and questionnaires of various sorts, are among the primary means for listening in community.
Like most realities, meetings are "for better or for worse".
Almost all of us have experienced that there are some that we find
very fruitful; but there are others that we would be happy to forget about. To put it in another way, meetings can be a time of grace
or a time when sin threatens grace.
Communities, like individuals, can become caught up in themselves. A healthy self-concern can gradually slip into an unhealthy
self-preoccupation. Out-going zeal can be replaced by self-centered
security-seeking. Communities can be rescued from this state, in
a way analogous to that of individuals, only through corporate humility 31, a communal quest to listen to God, and communal attentiveness to the words of other.

28 Lines of Action 19, 1.
29 Dodin, op. cit., # 52.
i0 Dodin, op. cit., # 118.
31 St. Vincent spoke repeatedly . emphasizing the need for corporate
humility if the Congregation is to grow . Cf. SV 11, 233 : "1 think the spirit
of the Mission must be to seek its greatness in lowliness and its reputation
in the love of its abjection".
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a. Meetings as a time when sin threatens grace
When there is no listening , meetings create strife and division.
They disrupt rather than unify. They deepen the darkness rather
than focus the light. At meetings, much depends on the capacity
of the members to listen. When listening wanes, meetings degenerate rapidly, with calamitous results.
Among the signs that sin is at work in meetings is fighting.
When participants do not listen, there will inevitably be strife, bad
feelings, disillusionment , bitterness. Fractious meetings result in
fleeing . When participants do not listen , the group will back away
from major decisions, especially those that demand some conversion ; it will refuse to listen to the prophets ; it will seek refuge in
the status quo. A further consequence will be fracturing . When participants do not listen , badly divided splinter -groups will form; the
"important " conversations will take place in the corridors rather
than in the meeting hall; politics, in the worst sense, will take the
place of discernment.

b. Meetings as an opportunity for grace
But meetings also provide us with a wonderful opportunity for
listening and discernment. They enable communities to work
toward decisions together, as a community. In order for this to happen, those who meet must be committed to sharing their common
heritage, creating a climate of freedom for discussion, and planning courageously for the future.

1) recounting the deeds of the past (thanksgiving)
In meetings where God is at work, we recall our heritage in
order to renew it. We listen to and retell "our story". We re-count
and re-hear the deeds of the Lord in our history. We celebrate our
gratitude in the Eucharist and let thanksgiving fill our hearts, because we have heard the wonderful works of the Lord. We share
communal prayer and reflection because we believe that the faith
of others strengthens us.

2) creating a climate of freedom (atmosphere)
The atmosphere will be grace-filled, if all are eager to listen
to each other. If all arrive without hardened positions and
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prejudices, convinced that the group must seek the truth together,
then the groundwork for the emergence of truth has already been
laid.

3) making decisions about the present (content)
The content , no matter how concrete or seemingly pedestrian,
will be grace-filled, if all hear the Word of God together, listen to
each other's reflections on that Word, and make decisions on that
basis. The decisions of a listening community will flow from its
heritage , while developing it in light of contemporary circumstances . Concrete decisions will not merely repeat the past. Rather,
discerning the core values of our heritage, they will concretize them
in a new context 32.

4) planning for the future (providence)
Meetings have an important role to play within God's providence. God provides for the growth of communities through wise
decisions that govern their future, especially the training of the
young, the on-going formation of all members, and care for the aging. But such decisions can be made only if the members of the community are willing to listen to the data that describes its present
situation and projects its future needs. Communal decision-making,
based on realistic projections , is one of the ways in which "providence" operates in community life. Failure to listen to the data difficult though it may sometimes be to "hear " it honestly - will
result in calamitous " blindness" and "deafness".

The listening individual and the listening community will surely grow, since listening is the foundation of all spirituality. To the
listener come truth, wisdom, the assurance of being loved. To those
who fail to listen comes increasing isolation.

32 In his essays on spirituality , Karl Rahner distinguishes between
"material" and "formal " imitation of Christ. In "material " imitation, one
seeks to do the concrete things that Jesus did, without realizing the extent
to which everything he did was influenced by his social context. In "formal" imitation , one seeks to find the core meaning of what Jesus said or
did and apply it within the changed social context.
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Jesus, like the prophets, knew that listening was demanding
and consequently often lacking. He lamented its absence: "Sluggish indeed is this people's heart. They have scarcely heard with
their ears, they have firmly closed their eyes; otherwise they might
see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with
their hearts, and turn back to me, and I should heal them" (Matt.
13:15). He also rejoiced in its presence: "But .... blessed are your
ears because they hear" (Matt. 13:16).
In recent years many congregations have attempted to assist
individuals, local communities, and assemblies to listen better. In
workshops, much effort has been put into fostering practical listening skills. But are there ways in which communities, particularly
during initial formation, can better communicate the importance
of listening as foundational for growth? If listening is the foundation of all spirituality, as is the thesis of this article, then it is crucial for personal growth and for the vitality of all communities.
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STUDIA

LA INCULTURACION DEL EVANGELIO
EN EL NUEVO MUNDO
Principios y Retos novohispanos , siglo XVI
by Sta fford POOLE C.M.

El P. Stafford Poole, CM., en el Symposium programado por
el Vaticano como preparaciort del Quinto Centenario de la
Evangelizacion de America, pronuncio en castellano la sintesis de la Conferencia "Inculturacion del Evangelio en el Nuevo
Mundo", que VINCENTIANA se complace en presentar Como
introduccion a la Ponencia completa en ingles, agradeciendo
al autor haher tenido a bien facilitarle ambu„ textos.

- I La gran empresa misional quc empezo en 1492, fue el primer
reto de este estilo abordado por la Iglesia en la epoca moderna. Le
faltaba a la Iglesia tanto la tradicion misional normaliva como un
sisterna establecido que aplicar a la nueva situacion.
Mexico, o mas bien, la Nucva Espana, fue el campo en donde
se formulo. la metodologia misional y recibio sus formas fundarnentales. Alli se idearon y se pusicron en practica los sistemas misionales que, a lo largo de los siglos, utilizaron los castellanos en todas
sus posesiones en el Nuevo Mundo.
En la Nueva Espana los cristianos se encontraron por primera
vez con pueblos indigenas quc retenian las lenguas, costumbres y
puntos de vista de sus antepasados. En su mayor pane estos pueblos pertenecian a la raza de los 'nahuas', naturales de la meseta
central, los cuales, a pesar de algunas diferencias entre si, cornpartian una misnia lengua y cultura. Tenian creencias religiosas
complejas y bien elaboradas, totalmente distintas de las curopeas.
En esta ponencia voy a discutir algunos enfoques misionales
novohispanos en cuanto demuestran cierto nivel de inculturacion
del evangelio.
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En este contexto la palabra ' inculturaci6n ' significa la adaptaci6n del mensaje cristiano a la mentalidad y perspectiva de los
indigenas para hacerlo inteligible y facilitar su aceptaci6n . Entendida asi, la inculturacion puede ser voluntaria o involuntaria,
lograda de prop6sito o por casualidad. No equivale at "sincretismo",
proceso por el cual los indigenas adaptaban el cristianismo a su
propio enfoque o to mezclaban con elementos precristianos.
En primer lugar destaco la cuesti6n del lenguajc. Desde un principio los ministros de la Igtesia estuvieron de acuerdo en que el
evangelio habia de predicarse en las lenguas indigenas. Con esto
surgi6 la cuestion de la traducci6n, la cual traia consigo problemas y retos mayores. Aqui se verifica el refran italiano: traduttore,
traditore, "el traductor es traidor". Los frailes y los indigenas estaban separados por un gran abismo cognitive y psicol6gico. Los frailes se enfrentaron al reto de cruzar este abismo por medio de la
traducci6n de los conceptos cristianos a la lengua y mentalidad
indigenas.
Asi por ejemplo, para los europeos los conceptos de 'orden' y
'caos ' eran contrarios y antit&ticos , mientras que pars los nahuas
formaban parte de un mismo proceso dialectico. Para los nahuas
la lucha basica y c6smica estaba entre el orden y el caos, en tanto
que pars los cristianos estaba cntre to bucno y to malo. Para los
nahuas lo mas importante era conseguir equilibrio entre los dos.
El 'orden ' era algo contingente , que en cualquier momento se desploma. Por to mismo la vida les resultaba muy precaria. Segun las
tradiciones de los nahuas el mundo habia sido creado y destruido
cuatro veces. Vivian en el quinto mundo, que podria desaparecer
en cualquier momento. Nada habia seguro, nada cierto. Segtzn su
dicho, tlaalahui, tlapetzcahui in tlalticpac, "Ia tierra es deslizadiza,
inestable". El dios preeminente, Tezcatlipoca (' el espejo fumante'),
era especialmente caprichoso, embustero. Como coment6 Soustelle,
"En el Tondo los antiguos mexicanos no tenian confianza alguna
en el porvenir: su tnundo fragil estaba siempre frente a unos
desastres".
Entre los nahuas no existia idea alguna del pecado personal
ni de la necesidad de la redenci6n. La maldad se definia en terminos de tlazolli (suciedad). El concepto nahua de la maldad tocaba
menos la moralidad que el peligro de caos, el peligro de desatar
las fuerzas sagradas e ingobernables. Resulta que los nahuas enfatizaban la limpieza para quitar la tlazolli, sobre todo por medic, de
los banos y del acto de barrer, ritos sumamente importantes. La
vida despues de la muerte no dependia de to hecho en esta vida,
sine del modo de morir.
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La religion nahua tambicn enfatizaba ritos penitenciales
acompariados del derramamicnto de sangre. Sin embargo los
nahuas no tenian palabras para significar la culpa individual y
moral. Los sacerdotes y los 'suplicantes' se picaban con espinas de
maguey para sacar la sangre , ] a sepal y fuente de la vida. En eso
no se hallaba la expiaci6n , sino el desco de atraer la atencion de
los dioses , de despertar su compasi6n para que ayudaran al suplicante. La mortificacion y autocastigo fueron medios de manipular
a los dioses y sus poderes c6smicos.
Por eso el primer reto con que se enfrentaron los frailer fue
el de hallar palabras convenientes en la lengua indigena para los
conceptos ajenos a los indigenas . En muchos casos resulto imposible, y los frailes introdujeron las palabras castellanas al nahuatl,
por ejemplo, Espiritu Santo , purgatorio, obispo, iglesia ( en sentido
de institucion), anima (en la forma nahuatl de animan, a veces juntada con la palabra indigena teyolia). Dc vcz en cuando mezclaban
palabras de las dos lenguas, por ejemplo, tlatoani obispo, "obispo
gobernador".
La mayor dificultad consistia en hallar palabras na/ruail convenientes para los conceptos cristianos . Para ' pecado' eligieron la
palabra tlatlacolli, derivada del verbo itlacoa, 'danar, arruinar'.
Igualmente mictlan, 'la region de los muertos', llego a significar
'infierno', aunque para los indigenas inictlan significaba mas una
ubicaci6n geografica de los antepasados que el lugar de castigo.
Para traducir ' demonio ', los frailes eligieron la palabra ^ lacatecolot! ('buho humano , persona buho '), lo cual al principio denotaba
a un hechicero que cambio su forma e hizo dano a otros . ' Iglesia',
en el sentido de edificio, fue traducido por teopan (' el lugar donde
esta el dios') o teocalli ('la casa de dios'), los dos de origcn prehispanico con la significacion de templo pagano. Teopixqui ('el que
tiene cargo de dios') significaba tanto sacerdote como fraile. Teovotl,
forma abstracta de teotl, 'dios', tambicn Ilevaba dos sentidos; cosas
divinas o sacramentos . La primera relacion indigena de las apariciones guadalupanas mexicanas cuenta que la virgen Ic describi6
a su hijo con palabras in ipalnenro /uiani, in tevocovani in Tloque
Nalruaque, in Ilhuicahua in Tlaticpaque, "aquel por quien se vive,
creador de los pueblos, el que posec lo cercano y lo adyacente, el
que posee el cielo y la tierra," titulos prehispanicos de Tezcatlipoca.
A la Virgen misma los frailes le aplicaban la palabra ichpochtli,
originalmente una joven soltera , pero a mediados del siglo dieciseis llego a significar una virgen.
Todas estas palabras llevaban consigo connotaciones del
pasado precristiano, lo que llevo a los frailes hacia una incultura-
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cion involuntaria, que Charles Dibble Ilamo "la nahuatilizacion del
cristianismo". Sin intentarlo, mezclaban las ideas precortcsianas
con las cristianas . No Cabe duda de que este proceso les permitio
a los indigenas aceptar mas facilmente el cristianismo , mientras
para los frailes implicaba una aceptacion de la vision del 'mundo'
de los indigenas , de sus conccptos espacio-temporales, y la continuacion de ciertas practicas rituales.
Nada extrano entonces que muchas costumbres precortesianas sobrevivieran a lo largo de la epoca colonial hasta nuestros dias.
Los primeros misioneros , por ejemplo el ariobispo Zumarraga, estaban contra las danzas indigenas (rnitotes) durante las ceremonias
cristianas, desaprobacion repetida por el tercer concilio provincial
mexicano (1585). Pese a esta contrariedad, parece que los frailes
de las epocas posteriores tenfan ]as danzas por inevitables, y asi
los 'mitotes ' formaban partes importantes de las devociones principales.
Un rito do los mas interesantes, que pcrduro despues de la conquista fue el de barrer (tlachpanaliztli). Barrer los hogares, las calies y los templos , todo esto tenia significado sumamente religiose
entre los nahuas , por ser un modo eficaz de quitar la tlazolli y asi
evitar los peligros del cans cosmico. En los templos, tlachpanaliztli
queria decir, mctaforicamente, el servicio a los dioses. Cuando Moctecuorna salici para saludar a Cortes, los nobles aztecas barrian
el camino delantc de el.
Lockhart cita el testamento de un 'topile' o funcionario de la
iglesia, de Culhuacan, el cual le describe a un tal Juan Jaso como
teopan topille tlachpanqui, el 'topile que barre In iglesia'. En cl siglo
dieciseis se halla lo mismo en las tradiciones de la guadalupana
mexicana . El arzobispo Zumaraga le permitio a Juan Diego retirarse a la iglesia de Tepeyac, donde "todos los dias se dedicaba a
las cocas divinas, barria para la senora celestial" (oncan cecemillutitl tlateomatia , quimotlatlachpanililiaya in il{ruicac cilruapilli).
Tambien hay indicios de que algunos indios hicieron votos de barrer la iglesia guadalupana ( in oncan netolleque tldtlachpantinemi
Teopan). La obligacion de servirle a un canto por medio de barrer
el sitio de su imagen o capilla fue herencia de padres a hijos.
Al principio los frailes no se encaminaron hacia la aceptacion
de las cultural indigenas ni pensaron adaptarlas al cristianismo.
Intentaron inculturar a los indigenas, si, pero al fin con la cultura
curopea . Los resultados fueron contrarios a sus esperanzas; por
la naturaleza misma de la situacion novohispana tal cambio de culturas resulto dificil o muchas veces imposible. Por consiguiente
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se apoyaban mas y mis a los conceptos y palabras indfgenas. La
Adaptacion y el cambio tenfan tanta fuerza e importancia, que
hacfan perdurar las culturas indigenas y el cristianismo novohispano se'nahuatilizo'. La fusion se llevo a cabo, al parecer, con cierta
aprobacion tacita de los misioneros, por renuente que fuera.
Cuando los frailes intentahan hacer inteligible y atrayente el
mensaje cristiano, se mostraban muy creativos y dedicados a la
ensenanza. Se enfrentaban a los retos con habilidad y flexibilidad.
Esto se ve especialmente en las traducciones de los conceptos cristianos al nahuatl, lo que tenia mucho exito. A la vez iba desarrollandose el proceso de inculturacion, tanto voluntaria como involuntaria. Junto con las tendencias sincreticas de los indigenas, nacio
el catolicismo mexicano de hoy: espanol e indio, indfgena y sincretico, pero sobre todo autenticamente mexicano.
Ciudad del Vaticano, 8 de mayo de 1992

- II The great missionary enterprise in Latin America that began
with the arrival of Christopher Columbus was the first such
challenge that the Church had faced in almost five centuries. Not
since the conversion of the Slavs in the early Middle Ages had the
Church been called on to undertake the conversion of entire peoples. Individual priests had penetrated China and the Near East,
but their efforts were not followed by any systematic evangelization.
From 1492 onward, western Europeans encountered peoples
whose very existence they had never suspected. Isolated for thousands of years not only from contact with Europe but also from
any knowledge of the gospel, such peoples posed a deep theological problem for the Church. Were these peoples human in the full
sense of the term? Were they capable of christianization? How had
it happened that they had lived for such a long period without a
knowledge of Christ? What was the best way to bring them to Christianity? These questions received added urgency from the papal
bull of confirmation of Spanish discoveries, the Inter Caetera (1493),
which imposed a religious vicariate on the Castilian crown and
made christianization the essential condition for European presence
in the Indies.
There was no established missionary tradition to fall back on,
no experience in the field that had been tried and proved effective.
In the three decades following Columbus's first voyage the mission-
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ary enterprise, like Castilian colonial government itself, was based
on a combination of European counterparts and improvisation. In
the Caribbean the evangelization of the natives did not succeed. The
tumultuous early years of Espanola, Cuba, and the Spanish main
were not conducive to systematic evangelization. The premature
efforts to establish bishoprics had at best only middling success.
There seem to have been no efforts to learn the native languages.
And, of course, the almost total disappearance of the natives
through disease, exploitation, and warfare deprived the missionary enterprise of its very raison d'etre.
It was in Mexico, or more correctly, New Spain, that the structure and system of the missionary enterprise assumed their basic
shape. It was there that the Spaniards found a people who could
be evangelized. Means were devised and systems tried out that eventually came to characterize the entire Spanish missionary approach
in the New World. With adaptations these means were eventually
used from Paraguay to the southern and western United States.
Despite inevitable variations the system showed a remarkable consistency and, in general, a remarkable success. Hence it is to New
Spain that we must turn in order to discover the foundations of
the enterprise and to see the first attempts, both voluntary and involuntary, of inculturation.
In New Spain the Christians had their first extended contact
with native American peoples who retained their ancestral languages, customs, and much of their political life. These were Nahuas, the natives of the central plateau who, despite tribal differences, shared a common language and culture . These peoples were
not primitive savages. They had complex and sophisticated hierarchical political structures that functioned as effectively, or more
so, than those in the old world. Their religious beliefs, so utterly
alien to the mentality of the western European, were also complex
and sophisticated. The initial reaction of the friars to these cultures
and theologies, at least in their formal, written reports, was one
of hostility. Most of it was attributed to the devil as his means of
bringing these peoples to destruction. In actual practice the approach of most of the friars seems to have been more flexible.
In addition, the friars and later the bishops approached their
task with the assumption of western European cultural and religious superiority. It was presumed that the natives would become
eventually western European, that is, Spanish, and would become
fully Christian, including becoming priests. This was a presupposition that lay behind the establishment of the Franciscan college
at Tiatelolco, where the Nahuas were to be taught in the best tradition of the Spanish renaissance. It was also intended to lay the
basis for a native priesthood.
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Despite these attitudes the friars approached their task with
a conviction that to some extent the natives were already natural
Christians. This was reflected in the belief that the Indians did not
need so much to be converted as to be instructed. The term "missionary" was never used. The friars saw themselves primarily as
teachers. This in itself may be considered the first step toward inculturation. There was a definite gap between the condemnations
to be found in letters and reports and the actual missionary approach.
In this paper I would like to discuss some of those missionary
approaches insofar as they manifested inculturation of the gospel.
By inculturation I here mean an adaptation of the Christian message to the mentalities and outlook of the native peoples in order
to expedite evangelization and make the message intelligible in an
alien culture. In this sense inculturation can be either voluntary
or involuntary, conscious or accidental. It is not the same as syncretism, the process by which the natives adapted the message to
their own outlook or mingled it with pre-Christian elements.
This paper will deal with inculturation primarily in terms of
the friars - the Franciscans, Dominicans, and Augustinians - who
dominated the missions of New Spain. Special emphasis will be
laid on the Franciscans whose numbers and creativity gave them
a special role in the evangelization. Unfortunately I will give only
tangential attention to the work of Bartolome de las Casas, whose
theories of inculturation were far in advance of his times. The reason for this is that they did not really become normative for the
missionary enterprise. Also these have been extensively studied.
Since the pioneering work of Robert Ricard, Constantino Bayle,
and Johann Specker, great attention has been given to the work
of the friars and the mission methods they followed. (1) At a later
date other researchers, such as Gomez Canedo, have built on the
earlier foundation. (2) In the United States the magisterial works
of Charles Gibson on Tlaxcala and the Aztecs under Spanish rule
have shed light on Christian life at the local level, especially the
functioning of local parishes in terms of pre-Hispanic political divisions and rule. (3) Within the past two decades the horizons have
been expanded greatly through the study of documents in the Nahuatl or Aztec language. This has opened up an entirely new approach to the life of the ordinary native under Spanish civil and
ecclesiastical rule. The work of such scholars as Louis,: Burkhart,
Miguel Leon Portilla, James Lockhart, Stephanie Wood, J. Jorge
Klor de Alva, John Kizca, John Frederick Schwaller, to name but
a few, are helping us penetrate the world of the ordinary citizen
and Christian of Mexica stock. (4)
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As I have said, many fundamental principles of the missionary enterprise were quickly developed. These now need to be considered individually and in more detail. Not all involved the same
degree of inculturation or adaptation by the friars. The first three
that I will consider represent inculturation at a more modest level.
The first was the principle of Congregaci6n. This meant the restructuring of native life along urban lines, the removal of the Indians from a nomadic , or semi - nomidic form of life and their resettlement into towns and villages . Spaniards of the sixteenth century were wholeheartedly devoted to the concept of urban life. For
them that was the only civilized mode of living. The peoples in the
city were said to live politicantente (Greek polls, or city), while those
living alone or nomadically were living bdrbaramente. Congregaci6n was the first step toward making the natives live like
Spaniards . It also had the benefit of facilitating their religious instruction. A further benefit that was emphasized was that of keeping the natives separate from the Spaniards, whose influence was
regarded as uniformly corrupting and bad.
Almost no one in that age understood culture shock. The jolting transfer from a traditional form of life into an alien one had
an adverse effect on the natives . Eventually the mendicants came
to oppose the policy, no so much because of its negative impact
as because it appeared to enhance the power of the bishops and
diocesan clergy. One must be careful, however, in evaluating the
extent of the harm done to the natives by this congregaci6n. In the
central plateau the majority of Nahuas had already lived in altepetl,
municipal districts, with subdivision into calpolli and tlaxilacalli. (5)
They retained these basic forms throughout the colonial period,
and Spanish domination actually brought little change in their local, political life. The elites remained.
The friars also made use of what today are called visual aids.
This was especially true in the earliest days when they had to rely
on interpreters. It seems fairly certain that pictures were used to
demonstrate the principal truths of faith. The friars encouraged
native artists , although the principles they taught them were European rather than native. Pedro de Gante, the famous Flemish
Franciscan laybrother, had a studio for Indian artists. Some became very well known in New Spain. Bernal Diaz del Castillo
described some of them. "Que tres indios hay en la ciudad de Mexico, tan primos en su oficio de entalladores y pintores, que se dicen Marcos de Aquino y Juan de la Cruz v el Crespillo, que si fueran en tiempo de aquel antiguo e afamado Apeles y de Miguel Angel o Berruguete, que son de nuestros tiempos, les pusieran en cl
numero dellos... Que hacen tres indios grandes maestros de aquel
oficio, mexicanos, que se dicen Andres IsicJ de Aquino y Juan de
la Cruz y el Crespillo". (6) Another well known artist of that time,
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about whom little is known, was Marcos Cipac. He was known to
have been active in the years 1564-1565 as a member of a studio
of artists . There is also no doubt that the adornment of native
churches had instructional value. Lockhart has shown how important the local santo was, and Stephanie Wood is showing how images were passed down from one generation to the next. (7) In this
regard the work of the woodcarver (quauhtlacuilo) was especially
important.
Similar to this was the edifying play, which was quite popular
and which lasted well into the eighteenth century. (8) This involved
more inculturation because it required reaching the natives in their
own world. It built on the European tradition of the mystery and
morality play, the theater's origins being close to the church. Yet
sacred drama, of a different sort, had been an essential part of Mex.
ica (Aztec) worship. They acted out in the most vivid way various
conflicts of the gods, the origins of the world, the threats to life.
Mexica ceremonials, as Clendinnen has observed, were dramatizations of state ideology . (9) The natives used the device of deity impersonation in which individuals became the representational image (ixiptla) of the deity and acted out his/her life and attributes.
One of the most dramatic and effective of these was the feast
of Ochpaniztli, "the sweeping of the roads". Dedicated primarily
to Toci, "our grandmother," a deity associated with earthly powers, it consisted of a full month of preparation, followed by five
days of rest, and climaxed with a four day celebration that left its
devotees emptied and exhausted. Its dramatic elements were carefully and brilliantly constructed and the overall effect was overpowering . ( 10) Mexica ritual was inextricably bound in with drama, and so it was only natural that the friars should turn to the
stage as a way of presenting their message.
Another principle often attributed to missionaries, and one that
needs to be studied quite critically, is that of substitutionism, or
what is sometimes called "guided syncretism". (11) Taken in its
strict sense , this would mean a conscious policy whereby Christian devotions and saints replaced those of the pre-conquest period. According to this view, Christian churches were deliberately
built on the sites of pagan temples or various pagan gods were identified with Christian saints. Such a policy, it is sometimes said,
provided continuity and eased the transition to Christianity. It
perhaps has been best expressed by the North American historian
George Vaillant. In discussing the fact that the shrine to Our Lady
of Guadalupe in Mexico was built on the site of the Mexica mother
goddess Tonanizin, he wrote in a statement endorsed by Weckmann, "her cult was transferred to the Virgin by the early mission-
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aries, an act exemplifying their intelligent procedures in evangelizing the Aztecs". (12) In fact this was not so. Undoubtedly this sort
of substitutionism did exist, but it was not the work of the friars,
who actively opposed it. It came from the natives themselves and
may eventually have been reluctantly accepted by the friars as the
lesser evil. (13)
There were, however, other missionary approaches that necessarily involved greater degrees of inculturation.
The first of these was language. From the very beginning the
policy was that evangelization was to be in the native languages.
Apparently little or no thought was given to having all the natives
learn Spanish. Their very numbers, plus the minority status of the
Spaniards in the new land, made that impossible in practice. This
practical approach was turned into formal policy by the First Mexican Provincial Council of 1555. (14) Fortunately, the friars were
not faced by a bewildering variety of native languages, as later they
were in Peru. There were four principal languages: Nahuatl, Otomi, Matlancinca, and Maya, with their various dialects. Throughout most of central New Spain Nahuatl functioned as a lingua franca, as it had in the days of the Mexica empire. Dissenting voices
were heard, as that of Hernando Ortiz de Hinojosa at the Third Mexican Provincial Council of 1585, but they failed. (15) It was not until the eighteenth century that under the Bourbon kings of Spain,
especially Charles III, an attempt was made to impose Spanish as
the standard language. In 1769 the marques de Croix wrote to
bishop Pedro Anselmo Sanchez de Tagle of Michoacan to urge the
opening of schools of Spanish for the natives. Archbishop Manuel
Rubio y Salinas of Mexico went so far as to forbid the use of native languages in the administration of the sacraments, and his successor, Francisco Antonio de Lorenzana, embraced the obligatory
learning of Spanish by the natives. (16) All of these efforts failed.
As far as I know, there has been no systematic attempt to find
out how many clerics and friars actually learned the native languages. Archbishop Moya de Contreras, writing to Philip II in March
1575, gave an account of all the priests in his archdiocese. (17) He
singled out some who knew various native languages, but most of
these seem to have been either 'criollos' or persons who had come
to New Spain as young children. Whatever the case, it seems that
most of them grew up speaking a local tongue. In the various conflicts between the diocesan clergy and the mendicants, each side
accused the other of ignorance of the native languages, claims that
obviously contained a great deal of self-interest. It is clear, however,
that by the early seventeenth century Nahuatl was being taught at
the Royal and Pontifical University, and that the archdiocese of
Mexico had synodal examiners who examined candidates for par-
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ishes on their knowledge of the local language. An interesting perspective on this can be found in the works of the seventeenth century priest-scholar Luis de Becerra Tanco. He himself had grown
up speaking Nahuatl and was considered fluent. In one of his works
Becerra Tanco listed a number of diocesan priests, all of whom were
fluent in Nahuatl: Pedro Ruiz de Alarcon, a diocesan priest who
died in 1659 at the age of eighty-six.; Gaspar de Prabez, the grandson of a conquistador, who had spent many years ministering to
the Indians and who died in 1628 at the age of eighty; the priest
licenciado Pedro Ponce de Leon, who died in 1626 at more than
eighty years of age; Geronimo de Leon who died around the year
1631 at the age of eighty-five. One obvious result of this insistence
on the native languages was the formulation of grammars and dictionaries. These appeared in large numbers. One need cite only the
works of Alonso de Molina, Andres de Olmos, and later Horacio
Carochi. These works are still to this day our basic sources for a
knowledge of Nahuatl.
The question of language, of course, necessarily involved that
of translation. And translation presented major obstacles and
challenges. Here one finds the truth of the Italian proverb, traduttore, traditore. The friars and the natives were separated by a major
cognitive and psychological gap. The challenge faced by the friars
was that of crossing that gap through translation of western European concepts into a native language and psychology. As Burkhart
has pointed out, "When one examines even the closest parallels for
Christian moral terms, parallels which the friars accepted without
question, one sees the expression of indigenous concepts quite at
odds with the Christian purposes they are being forced to
serve".(18)
Whereas the Europeans viewed order and chaos as antithetical or contradictory, the Nahuas saw them as part of one dialectical process. "For Nahuas the basic cosmic conflict was between
order and chaos, for Christians between good and evil". (19) For
them the important thing was to achieve a balance between the two,
or perhaps better, to make sure that the chaos was contained. Order
was a contingent thing that could fail at any moment. Salvation,
if such a term may be used in this context, consisted in the communal preservation of the cosmic order, not a state of the individual
soul. (20) The consequent lack of moral absolutes created a need
for a large measure of social control. For the Mexica life was a
precarious thing. The world, in their view, had been created and
destroyed four times. They were living in the fifth world, but it too
could perish at any time. The gods had created the world by sacrificing themselves, and so it was necessary to return the sacrifice. For
the Mexica even so prosaic a thing as sunrise was contingent. It
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could be guaranteed only by furnishing the sun the nourishment
of human blood and human hearts each morning.
No matter what power the Mexica achieved, they believed that
it would eventually disappear. "Greatness was a heady possibility, and that greatness had been perilously achieved, but one thing
was certain: decline was inevitable. (21) Social life among the Mexica was equally precarious and contingent. Those who stood at the
summit of a hierarchical society, such as the warriors or priests,
could find themselves almost instantaneously flung to the bottom
of the rung. Nothing was secure, nothing was certain. "The earth
is slippery, it is slick on the earth," (Tlaalahui, tlapetzcahui in i1alticpac). The predominant god, Tezcatlipoca, the smoking mirror,
was especially capricious, a trickster. He could bring disaster, he
could be malevolent, without reason. The Mexica had no idea of
the onward progress of history, as did the Europeans. Their outlook was not teleological. As Soustelle has observed, "at bottom
the ancient Mexicans had no real confidence in the future: their
fragile world was perpetually at the mercy of some disaster". (22)
The Mexica had no concept of personal sin and the need for
redemption. The dichotomy between good and evil and the idea of
a devil who caused evil was alien to them. (23) Evil was associated
with the lack of hygiene, with tlazolli (contamination or filth). This
incited a sense of repugnance, yet the Nahua concept of evil had
less to do with morality than with dangers of chaos, the unleashing of sacred and uncontrollable forces. Evil did exist, but it was
not so much a conscious thing as part of the fabric of life. Sin was
not, then, a moral thing in the Christian sense, but "a physical or
metaphysical impurity arising from the transgression of a prohibition". (24) Consequently the Nahuas laid great stress on physical cleanliness as a way of removing tlazolli, especially by bathing
and sweeping, which were important ritual acts. (25) The afterlife
did not depend on what was done in this life, at least not in major
part. It depended in great part on how one died. The place of the
dead was pretty much the same for all, except those who died the
death of a warrior or a death that showed they were dear to the
water god. The control of evil meant primarily social control.
Mexica religion emphasized penitential rites that involved the
shedding of blood. Yet the Mexica lacked any word for guilt as an
individual, moral concept. (26) Priests and suppliants pierced themselves with maguey thorns in order that blood, the sign and source
of life, might flow. The purpose, however, was not atonement, but
to draw the attention of the god, to arouse his pity so that he would
help the suppliant. (27) Mortification and self-punishment were
means of manipulating the gods and their cosmic powers.
There were superficial resemblances between Mexica religion
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and Christianity that the friars were quick to embrace. These included what appeared to be a form of baptism and the symbolism
of a cross . In addition the Mexica were accustomed to confess their
sins once during their lifetime to the goddess Tlazolteotl (filth goddess), though this was done in private. These resemblances led some
of the friars to conclude that Christianity had once been preached
to the natives but had survived only in a debased form.
One reason for the complexity of Mexica religious beliefs was
the fact that they were open to the incorporation of other gods. The
triumph of one city- state or tribe over another was seen as a victory for the one god over the other . In general the Mexica did not
incorporate their defeated foes politically but simply made them
tribute payers. (28) Quite commonly, however, they cheerfully accepted the gods of the defeated into their own pantheon. Identities
and mythologies became mingled in a bewildering variety of stories and devotions. With the Spanish victory the Mexica were willing to continue this process . For them the triumph of Spanish arms
was the triumph of the Christian god. (29) The fact that the
Spaniards did not die of the epidemics that decimated the Indian
population was also a sign of Christian superiority.
Because of this outlook the Mexica were willing, in the aftermath of the conquest, to accept the Christian god and to incorporate
him into their pantheon . From the point of view of the friars, the
natives needed less to be converted than instructed . The friars never
referred to themselves as missionaries . ( 30) What the natives could
not understand, however, was the exclusive nature of the Christian God, his unwillingness to share pantheon and worshipers with
the other deities.
In other ways , however , there were some substantial similarities between the two belief systems. In both Spain and the Aztec
empire religion was closely associated with the state and with national identity . (31) Both cultures were obsessed with death. Both
religious systems were predominantly local. In Spain belief and cult
centered around the local Virgin or the local santo, who were closely
identified with the village. Among the Mexica there were gods who
were identified with the barrio or calpolli and somewhat more
shadowy household deities who were the equivalent of the Roman
lares and penates . In both cultures the saint /god was closely identified with the image. After the conquest this continued to a very
strong extent. The canto became the center of village or local devotion . Lands were often held in the name of the local saint.
Hence the first challenge faced by the friars was that of finding suitable native words for these alien concepts. In many cases
this proved impossible, and they simply incorporated Spanish terms
into Nahuatl, such as Espiritu Santo, purgatorio, obispo, iglesia
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(for the institution , not the building ), anima ( in the native form animan, though the native term teyolia was also used ). (32) Sometimes
Spanish and Nahuatl words were combined, as in tlatoani obispo,
ruler bishop.
The greatest problem was that of finding appropriate Nahuatl
words for Christian concepts . For sin they chose the term tlatlacolli,
which was derived from the verb illacoa, "to damage , spoil, or
harm ". ( 33) In the same way mictlan , the realm of the dead, came
to be used for hell. Yet for the natives mictlan signified more a geographical location for their ancestors than a place of punishment
for moral transgressions in this life. To signify demon the friars
chose tlacatecolotl (human owl, owl person ). (34) The term originally
referred to a sorcerer who changed shape and caused malicious
harm to others . Church in the sense of a building was rendered by
teopan ( the place where the god dwells ) and teocalli ( the god's
house ), both pre - hispanic words for pagan temples (but then Spanish also used templo). Teopixqui ( he who has charge of the god)
could be either a friar or priest . Teoyotl, the abstract form of leo!!,
god, could mean either divine things or sacraments . The original
Nahuatl account of the Guadalupe apparitions has the Virgin Mary
refer to her son as in ipalnemohuani, in teyocoyani in Tloque NaImaque, in llhuicahua in Tlalticpaque ( the giver of life, the creator
of peoples, the possessor of the near and the nigh, the possessor
of heaven and earth ), all pre -conquest titles applied to Tezcatlipoca. For Mary herself the friars used the term ichpochtli, which originally meant a young unmarried woman , but in post-conquest times
often came to be synonymous with virgin.
Similarly the early friars made use of figures of speech that
were familiar to preconquest Nahua religion. In describing the
temptations of life, they emphasized that the world was full of moral
danger , that it was a perilous place. They used phrases involving
falling ( as we still do ), tripping , entering dangerous places (crossroads had a particularly malign significance for the Nahua ). In doing this, however, they perpetuated a native world view "toward
the careful balancing of complementary forces, in contrast to the
Christian ideal of the total rejection of evil". (35)
All of these words carried with them connotations from preChristian times. This in turn led to an unintended inculturation that
Charles Dibble has called the "Nahuatilization of Christianity". (36)
Unintentionally there was a slanting of the concept toward the natives. The old scholastic aphorism , quidquid recipitur ad modurn
recipientis recipitur, was in full effect . T here is no doubt that this
also allowed the natives to accept Christianity more easily. At the
same time many of these translations involved acceptance of the
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natives' world view, their concept of temporal-spatial dimension,
and the continuation of native practices.
Lockhart believes that "one of the few expressions of normal
Nahua Christianity to bear any prima facie implication of an important doctrinal alteration of Spanish orthodoxy was the description of Mary as 'our precious mother' (totlaconantzin) ". (37) The reason for this is that it paralleled the use of totlagotatzin for God the
Father. Lockhart also mentions that he has never seen the use of
the unmodified tonantzin (that is, without the tlaCo-) in any Nahuatl document of the sixteenth century. (38)
This reference to an unmodified Tonantzinis all the more interesting in light of Bernardino de Sahagun's well known condemnation of the term as used in reference to Guadalupe.
"Cerca de los monies hay tres o cuatro lugares donde solian pacer
mur solenutes sacrificios y que venian a ellos de inu, lejas tierras.
El uno de ellos es aqui en Mexico, donde esta tut montecillo que se
llama tepeacac y los espanoles Ilaman tepeaquilla y ahora se llama
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe . En este Lugar tenian un tentplo dedicado a la madre de los dioses , que ellos la llamahan Tonantzin, que
quiere decir nuestra madre... Era grande el concurso de genre en estos
dias; y todos decian 'vamos a la fiesta de Tonantzin ,' y ahora que este
alli edit icada la iglesia de Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, tambien la
Ilaman Tonanizin , tomando ocasion de los predicadores , que a Nuestra Senora la Madre de Dios la Ilaman Tonanizin . De donde haya
nacido esta fundacion de esta Tonanizin no se sabe de cierto; pero
esto sahemos de cierto, que el vocablo significa de su pritnera imposicion a aquella Tonantzin antigua; y e.c cosa que se deberia remediar,
porque el propio nombre de la Madre de Dios, Senora Nuestra, no es
Tonantzin sino Dios y Nantzin. Parece esta invencion satanica para
paliar la idolatria dehajo la equivocation de este notnbre Tonantzin;
y vienen ahora a visitar a esta Tonantzin de muy lejos, tan lejos Como
de antes; la cual devocion tambien es sospechosa porque en todas parses hay muchas iglesias de Nuestra Senora y no van a ellas y vienen
de lejas sierras a esta Tonantzin como antiguamente."(39)
Sahagun considered the devotion itself to smack of neopaganism. There were ample places and opportunities for the Indians to show their devotion to the Virgin Mary. The tact that so
many repaired to Guadalupe, just as they had done in pagan times,
and under the name Tonantzin, was for him proof that the natives
were thinking in pre-Christian terms. He believed that the Indians'
devotion was to the ancient goddess, not the Spanish Guadalupe.
Sahagun was the first to identify Tepeyac as a place of prehispanic pagan worship in relation to the devotion to the Virgin
of Guadalupe. The fact that the place of the apparitions was on a
hill that in pre-hispanic times was dedicated to Tonantzin, the
mother goddess of the Mexica, was not in itself sufficient reason
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for criticism or surprise. Many Christian devotions were founded
on pagan sites . Not much is known about Tonantzin , whose name
means "our revered mother". She was sometimes identified with
two other mother deities, Coatlicue (serpent skirt) and Cihuacoatl
(serpent woman). Elsewhere, Sahagun identified Tonantzin with
Coatlicue (which he translates as "mother of the serpent)", and
Clavigero with the maize goddess Centeotl. (40) Schendel says that
Tonantzin was the goddess of herb medicines and hence associated with healing. (41) Coatlicue was sometimes identifled as the
mother of Coyolxauhqui and her 400 brothers, and some traditions,
which may have been influenced by post-conquest Christian
thought, identified her as a virgin. (42) Native traditions concerning the gods were often varied and contradictory, in part because
of variations from one locale to another, in part because of the Mexicas custom of adopting deities from subject peoples.
Burkhart, on the other hand, questions Sahagun 's assertion. (43) She bases this in part on the fact that Tonantzin was not
a proper name but rather a respectful form of address that was
generally used in the sixteenth century not only for the Virgin Mary
but also for the Church. Sahagun himself had used the term for
the Virgin in some sermons he wrote in the 1540s. She also points
out that Sahagun's native informants never mentioned a preconquest shrine at Tepevac. "The Indians were not perpetuating
memories of precolumbian goddesses but were projecting elements
of their Christian worship into their pre-Christian past, conceptualizing their ancient worship in terms of Mary... There is no evidence that Tepeyacac held any special meaning for sixteenthcentury Indians". (44) Another interesting example of the exaltation of the Virgin to quasi divine status can be found in the early
eighteenth century in the Relacion mercurina, a relatively unknown
account of the Guadalupe apparitions. (45) It uses the Nahuatl terms
qualilrecnezcazuapilantigwlzzvocatziruli (qualli-yectli-nezca-zuatl
-pilli-amiquinilyocatzintli: good, upright, appeared, lady, immortality), in teoyeyoca zuapil (the divine lady), iteoyeyoca ixpantzinco
(before the divine presence), and ornaxiti in iteoyeyoca ixpantzirrco
(he arrived in her divine presence). (46)
Some researchers believe that the friars readily identified with
the natives and even accepted some of their outlook. (47) Today,
in the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council, it is commonly said
that the evangelizer is evangelized by the people evangelized. According to Burkhart, this happened to the friars. "The friars were
confronted with an impossible challenge - the remaking of an entire culture in their own image. They responded by, to some extent, remaking themselves". (48) This statement may exaggerate the
extent to which the friars adapted to the Indians, but there are rea-
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sons for accepting the substance of it. "The friars' acceptance of
Nahuatized Christianity constituted an implicit patronage of Nahua cultural continuity". (49) Though it is difficult to harmonize
this with the strong, official positions against syncretism or acceptance of pagan customs, the official line and pastoral practice undoubtedly were at variance. Certainly the colonial authorities
seemed to have believed so. They consciously discouraged the Franciscans from learning the native languages in the evangelization
of New Mexico, thus alienating them from the natives, or at least
preventing a close relationship. This was a factor in the Pueblo
revolt of 1680. (50) It is interesting that in the seventeenth and eighteenth century the lead in Nahuatl studies, such as grammars,
passed from the Franciscans to the Jesuits.
This inculturation of the friars to the native way may perhaps
be seen in their historial and ethnographic studies. The idea, as publicly expressed, was to let the missionaries know how the demon
had led the peoples astray and enable them to detect crypto-idolatry.
At a very early date we find Motolinia writing just such a history. (51) Motolinia studied closely both Indian languages and Indian history. In addition to the Historia, he wrote a series of Memoriales, which were not published in his lifetime. (52) Both works show
him to be a pioneer ethnologist, although his own attitude toward
the Indian of both the pre- and post-conquest periods wavered. (53)
From 1555 on, though his sympathy for contemporary Indians continued, his view of pre-Hispanic Aztec civilization had grown more
negative . Mendieta, on the other hand, strongly identified with the
natives, a stance that helped to prevent the publication of his Historia eclesidstica indiana in his lifetime. (54)
The most famous of these historians and ethnographers were
Fray Bernardino de Sahagun and Fray Diego Duran. (55) In both we
see an interest that went far beyond the practicalities of evangelization and showed a genuine interest in and even appreciation for what
had gone before. Yet their appreciation was not always positive. The
pioneer anthropologists and ethnologists were both attracted and
repelled by what they learned. They also seem to have been influenced
by it. The most enthusiastic proponent and defender of native cultures
was, of course, Bartolome de las Casas. In various works, but especially in his Apologetica historia and Arguntenturn Apologiae contra
Sepulvedam, he embraced the positive aspects of the native cultures
in a way that has not been fully done until this century.
These pioneer historians-ethnologists-anthropologists made use
of native informants and aides in preparing their works. The same
was also true of preachers and the authors of various catechisms
and 'confesionarios'. These aides were an intermediate stratum that
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acted as a filter in subtly adapting the friars' teaching to the outlook of the natives.
In a forthcoming study Lockhart describes a similar situation
in the organization of the native parishes that also helped to
preserve pre-conquest attitudes and concepts. Between the missionary friar and the natives there stood an intermediary hierarchical
unit, the church people (teopantlaca), the staff that administered
the parish under the guidance of the friar. Since in many cases the
friar may not have fully understood the language or identified with
his subjects and may also have been rotated on a regular basis, the
church staff provided continuity and stability over a very long period. "No wonder that the local people considered themselves sole
owners of these churches". (56) This continuity would also have
made it difficult for the friar to change or alter substantially the
natives' syncretic approach to Christianity.
It is not surprising, then, that many pre-conquest customs survived the colonial period and still remain part of the religious fabric
of Mexico. Early friars, such as Zumarraga, opposed the use of native dances (mitotes) in Christian rituals, a disapproval that is echoed
in the Third Mexican Provincial Council of 1585. Yet a later generation of friars seems to have accepted the inevitable, and we find this
to be part of some of the most important devotions. Luis Beccrra
Tanco testified that prior to 1629 he had seen and heard the Indians
sing and dance at the shrine of Guadalupe. (57) The Jesuit preacher
Francisco Javier Lascano testified to the strength of the Indian devotion at Guadalupe and to the fact that native dances were still performed before the image. (58) Clavigero wrote that in his day, though
the custom of singing native songs (cantares) at Guadalupe had died
out aftera century, the dances remained. (59) That is still true today.
One of the most interesting rituals to survive into the Spanish
period was that of sweeping (tlachpaniliztli). The sweeping of homes
and temples had a strong religious significance for the Mexica because it was one way of removing the tlazolli and thus warding off
the dangers of cosmic chaos. (60) Sweeping was a daily activity in
pre-conquest homes and was an important ritualistic act in the temples. Tlachpanaliztli was a metaphor for temple service. (61) When
Motecuzoma went forth to meet Cortes, he was preceeded by nobles who swept the road before him.
Surprisingly, the friars did not make much use of tlachpanaliztIi in their preaching and catechism, relying more on the native concept of bathing. As Burkhart has pointed out, "The symbolism of
bathing was inherent in orthodox Christian doctrine; symbolism
of sweeping was not". (62) Lockhart cites the will of a topile, or
church staff member, from Culhuacan in which a certain Juan Jaso
is described as the teopan topille tlachpanqui, the sweeper church
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topile. (63) In the post conquest period, it is strongly attested in the
nahuatl accounts of Guadalupe. Juan Diego was allowed to retire
to the shrine at Tepeyac, where he devoted himself to tending it
and to sweeping it, "there each day he devoted himself to spiritual
things, he would do the sweeping for the heavenly noble Lady" (oncan 4ecernilhuitl tlateomatia, quirnotlatlachpanililiava in ilhnicac
(7ihuapilli). (64) There are also indications that some of the natives
took vows that involved the sweeping of the shrine (in oncan netolleque tlatlachpantinemi Teopan). The obligation to serve a saint by
sweeping the area around his statue or chapel was one that was
passed in wills from one generation to the next. (65)
By and large the friars did not set out to absorb the native culture nor did they consciously seek to adapt Christianity to it. For
them Christianity was still part of a western European culture, one
that they hoped to give to the Indians. By the very nature of the
situation this became difficult, if not impossible . As a result there
was a tendency for them to rely more and more on native terms
and concepts . Just how conscious they were of this we will probably never know . Yet the process was strong enough that the native
cultures endured , and Christianity became something nahuatilized,
both through inculturation and syncretism. A fusion took place,
with at least some sort of reluctant consent from the missionaries.
Except for Las Casas , there does not seem to have been a conscious
effort to adapt in our modern sense of the term.
Lockhart speaks of " what we know from many contemporary
Spanish reports to have been a widespread survival of relatively
unchanged and unintegrated indigenous religious beliefs and practices, a phenomenon confirmed by numerous vestiges ethnographers have found in the present century ". (66) Ruiz de Alarcon testified to this in the seventeenth century . ( 67) This cannot be
credited simply to the stubborness and syncretism of the natives.
The process and mode of evangelization also made this possible.
As the mendicants were replaced in the mission parishes (doctrinas) by the diocesan clergy, the natives tended to be left alone to
practice their own syncretic version of Christianity. (68)
In their attempts to make the Christian message both intelligible and attractive to the natives the friars showed a high degree of
creativity and devotion to learning . They proved themselves skillful
and adaptable in the face of a challenge. This was especially true in
regard to translation of Christian concepts into Nahuatl , an area in
which they were on the whole highly successful . At the same time the
process of inculturation , both voluntary and involuntary , was taking place. Together with the syncretic tendencies of the natives, this
helped to produce the Mexican Catholicism of today : Indian and
Spanish, native and syncretic, but above all uniquely Mexican.
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EL PROTESTANTISMO FUNDAMENTALISTA
Una experiencia ambigua para America Latina

por Florencio Galindo C.M.

En uno de los capitulos introductorios a su reciente obra El
Protestantismo Fundamentalists - que nos permitimos reproducir -, el autor presenta una situation de America Latina
que sin duda es muy semejante a la de pueblos de otros Continentes y que, por lo mismo puede interesar a los lectores
de VINCENTIANA [Nd]R][...] Aquella parte del continente americano que se conoce con
el nombre de America Latina conmemora en la ultima decada de
este siglo 500 anos de su integration al "mundo occidental" 1. Con
tal ocasion tambien la Iglesia catolica se dispone a celebrar la llcgada del cristianismo - en el caso el catolicismo - a esta region
del mundo. [...] El catolicismo es desde un principio pane integrante
de la historia de America Latina. Es mss, la evangelization de este
continente, precisamente en medio de las contradicciones y desgarramientos de aquellos primeros tiempos, es considerada hoy por
los obispos como "uno de los capitulos rclevantes de la historia
de la Iglesia", porque la Iglesia supo responder a las enormes dificultades de tal empresa con gran capacidad creadora. Comprometida con la historia y al mismo tiempo animada por ese pasado,
quiere servir, dentro del marco de la realization de su mision propia,
al mejor porvenir de los pueblos latinoamericanos, a su liberation
y crecimiento en todas las dimensiones de la vida2.
Sin embargo, pese a esta decision, cada dia se hace mss incierto
que la Iglesia catolica sea en el futuro la 6nica en ofrecer tales servicios a los pueblos latinoamericanos, dado que el catolicismo
pierde aqui rapidamente su position tradicional de Iglesia dominante. En efecto, las Iglesias de la Reforma, pero sobre todo numerosos grupos y movimientos derivados directa o indirectamente de
ella, e incluso religiones que hasta ahora aparecian como fenomenos exoticos en el panorama religioso local, han descubierto recien-

En 1492 comienza Ia historia de la America indo-hispana con la Ilegada de Cristobal Colon a las islas del Caribe; en 1500 la de la America portuguesa con el arribo de Pedro Alvares Cabral a las costas del Brasil, con
13 navios y 1500 hombres.
2 DP4; 6.
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temente a America Latina como terreno baldio, y en todo caso como
suelo fertil para sus actividades misioneras . Algunos de tales grupos y movimientos han demostrado incluso que estan en condiciones de lograr exitos considerables en poco ticmpo. Para el jefe de
uno de tales movimientos , residente en California, America Latina
es "un gigante adormecido que comienza a despertar". Un nuevo
mundo , el "mundo latino", se abre a la renovation de los "renacidos"'. Para muchos obispos latinoamericanos , en cambio, "la Primavera de las sectas podria significar el invierno de la Iglesia
catolica"a.
Tal incertidumbre , en efecto , se percibe ya no solo en la IgIcsia latinoamericana . Cuando en la primavcra de 1987 una delegacion de la Conferencia Episcopal de los Estados Unidos recorrio
los paises de Centroamerica con la mision de hacerse una idea clara
de la situacion y los problemas do aquella nmartirizada region para
luego informar a la Conferencia Episcopal , una de las cocas quc
primero llamo la atencion fue el fenomeno de las "sectas". Por eso
en la declaration sobre America Central quc la Conferencia Episcopal norteamericana expidio en su sesion plenaria siguiente, se
hace mention expresa del problema . En tal documcnto se describe
en detalle la situacion de conflicto permanents en que vive cada
uno de esos paises, se senalan sus causas , se hace dura critica a
la politica del gobierno de los Estados Unidos en la region, y se
sugieren posibles soluciones pacificas. Entre los problemas especificos a que deben hater frente las iglesias locales, el documento
menciona, al lado del aumento dramatico de la miseria causado
por la violencia armada , de la destruction y del sufrimiento que
todo esto significa para la poblacion , la manipulation dc la fe por
tres corrientes claramente reconocibles en la region: circulos radicalizados politicamente dentro de la propia lglesia catolica, sectores conservadores intransigentes que tratan de poner cl Evangclio
al servicio de sus propios intereses, y en particular " las sectas fundamentalistas , agresivamente proselitistas , muchas de las cuales
reciben apoyo economico desde los Estados Unidos"'.
La indication dc los obispos norteamericanos precisa el fcnomeno. Se trata de la aparicion cada dia mas frecuentc de grupos

Resource Center Bulletin, 15 ( 1988).

4 Card . Lucas Moreira Neves, actual arzobispo de Bahia ( Brasil), en:
News Week , I sept . 1986, 42.
5 National Catholic 1)ocumcntarv Service , Washington , 3 dic. 1987,
vol. 17, Nr. 25, 441-446: cf. WELTKIRCIIE 1 (1988) 23-33.
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y movimientos que, con gran celo, no pocas veces con abierta hostilidad hacia la Iglesia catolica y en conexion con intereses sociales, comerciales y politicos por lo menos dudosos, propagan formas de religiosidad extranas at catolicismo tradicional. Tal experiencia, es cierto, se vive no solamente en America Central, sino
tambien en otras regiones del mundo, pero en America Latina el
fenomeno parece avanzar con mayor intensidad.
Habiendo adquirido ya tales proporciones que el gobierno central de la Iglesia catolica no to puede ignorar, el Secretariado para
la Unidad de los Cristianos envi6 el 13 de febrero de 1984 a todos los
episcopados del mundo un cuestionario, cuyas respuestas debian
permitir hacerse una idea global del problema y sugerir algunas
Iineas pastorales conjuntas. Recibida respuesta de 75 conferencias
episcopales, el dicho Secretariado claboro, junto con el Secretariado
para los no creyentes y el Consejo Pontificio para la Cultura, un
informe provisional publicado en la edici6n original del Osservatore
Romano del 5/6 de mayo de 1986. Segr n el documento,
casi todas las Iglesias locales advierten el brote y la rdpida prolifera•
cion de todo tipo de "nuevas" religiones o pseudo movimientos religiosos, grupos y prdcticas. Los que responden consideran este fenomeno como on problema serio, y para algunos constituye una situation alarmante . S61o en pocos paises parece no existir problema
alguno, por ejemplo en los pulses con mayorla isldtnica (1.2.)... En
muchos paises sospechamos, y en algunos casos estamos ciertos, de
que una potente fuerza ideologica, asi como intereses economicos y
politicos, que son totalmente extranos a un genuino interes por to
"humano", estdn trabajando a traves de las sectas (4).
Se ha sabido despues quc para este informe se tuvieron en
cuenta sobre todo las informaciones recibidas de A.L., sin por eso
desconocer las dimensiones universales del problema.
Se trata, pues, dc un fenomeno que preocupa seriamente a las
fuerzas activas de la Iglesia en A.L., v esta preocupacion ha sido
ya expresada muchas veces antes y despues del citado documento
del Vaticano. Asi, por ejemplo, en el documento final de Puebla,
en el cual se hate menci6n del problema en no menos de diez pasajes, o en la declaration final del CELAM en su asamblea anual, en
marzo de 1987 in Ycaparai (Paraguay):
Casi todas las Conferencias Episcopales del continente han expresado
en sus informes, como una de sus preocupaciones pastorales prioritarias, la invasion de las sectas, llamadas tambien movimientos religiosos libres6.

6 CELAM, Boletin 213 (1987) 4.
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Mas recientemente afirman los obispos de Bolivia:
Las sectas se ban convertido en un serio problema para el pueblo boliviano y perjudican sobre todo a los pobres7.
Despues que el Papa mismo ha llamado la atencion hacia la
seriedad del problema en diversas ocasiones, el CELAM concluve,
en vista de la proxima Conferencia General del episcopado: "La
nueva evangelization tiene en este problema de las sectas uno de
los retos mas preocupantes para la Iglesia"8.

,Se justifica la preocupacion?
Al leer tales declaraciones muchos se preguntan si realmente se
justifica tanta preocupacion. Hay quienes opinan, en efecto, que la difusion y actividades misioneras de nuevos grupos religiosos, al menos de
aquellos que pueden llamarse cristianos, aunque no catolicos, podrian
significar un complemento necesario al trabajo misionero de la Iglesia catolica. Dos hechos se aducen en apoyo de tal hipotesis: la apertut a
actual de la Iglesia catolica en general a la cooperation ecumenica, y
su evidente incapacidad de cumplir hoy dia por si sola la tarea evangelizadora en America Latina, dados los enormes desafios inherentes
a tal empresa y la cronica escasez de personal y recursos economicos.
Ademas, la reaction seria comprensible como sepal de quc la Iglesia
no se resigna a perder su position privilegiada en un continente que se
considera como el ultimo bastion del catolicismo.
Desde luego, estos factores no se pueden pasar por alto. Pero
si se tienen en cuenta las declaraciones oficiales, son sobre todo
dos hechos los que causan mayor preocupacion a la Iglesia en A.L.:
el primero es la proliferation misma de las "sectas", que se cornpara ya a una "invasion" o avalancha, y e) segundo es el comportamiento de tales grupos, descrito asi por el Celam en Ycaparai:
Dichas sectas, con su proselitismo agresivo, no solo atentan contra
la identidad catolica de nuestro continente, sino que provocan la division en nuestras fatnilias; ademds, con frecuencia jontentan actitudes politicas de pasividad que impiden a nntclm genre la legltima promoeion de sus derechos y la necesaria busqueda de condiciones rods
justas v humanas.

7 Entrevista en Alemania a Mons. Luis SSinz, Arzobispo de La Paz, en:
WELTKIRCHE 10 (1988) 313.
8 CELAM, 1990: Elementos para una reflcxion pastoral, Nr. 492; descripcion del fenomeno, Nr. 471-492.
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En otras palabras, propagan un tipo de cristianismo que contradice a la evangelizacion tal Como los obispos del continents la
consideran justa y necesaria para responder a la situacion actual.
Ademas se tiene la impresion general, a juzgar por los informer,
de que un elemento comtin a todos estos grupos es una critica
injusta y parcial contra el catolicismo9. A este se le culpa de haber
extraviado a los pueblos del continente en su camino hacia la fe,
de suerte que tales grupos se consideran llamados a reparar el
error, difundiendo ahora el "verdadero" cristianismo. Por eso las
sociedades misioneras que apoyan a tales grupos suelen designarse
como " cruzadas " para evangelizar a esos "pueblos marginales" del
continente, y en sus publicaciones mas difundidas abundan expresiones como " las tribus paganas" del Tercer Mundo10.
Con esto. el problema se circunscribe mas exactamente. No se
trata de una confrontacion entre catolicismo y protestantismo a
secas, Como dc hecho se dio en el pasado I t, pues esta etapa ha sido
ya superada en general, tan to por parte de la Iglesia cat6lica con-to
de las denominaciones protestantes historicas. Con estas, e incluso
con sociedades religiosas pequenas que no adoptan la actitud de
los grupos arriba mencionados , la Iglesia catolica mantiene bucnas relaciones. Y en ciertos casos, como en la lucha por la justicia
y la defensa de los derechos humanos, existe autentica cooperacion
ecumenica, porque tambien en A.L. la Iglesia catolica se sicnte
ligada por el compromiso ecumenico del Concilio Vaticano
Segundo, y la practica no desmiente tai decision.
Puede decirse ademas que tampoco son motivo principal de
preocupacion las religiones indigenas y ni siquiera los cultos introducidos con los esclavos de Africa, pese a que estos, en mezcla mas
o menos sincretica con elementos cristianos, han influido en la vida
religiose y social de grupos enteros de la poblacion, desde la colonia hasta hoy, especiaimsnte en algunos paises. Tampoco estan en
primer piano aquellos cultos y practicas que se han desarrollado
recientemente a partir de religiones y tradiciones culturales asiaticas y ganan tambien adeptos en A.L. Es cierto que aqui la Iglesia
tendra que intensificar su accion pars contrarrestar a tales gru-

9 DP 80.
10 Resource Center Bulletin, 15 (1988). "Poblacion inconversa", llama
a los catolicos mexicanos la revista Gracia, Mexico, D.F. Sept. 1987. Y ahi
mismo, hablando de los polacos, dice que el 89.8%o son cristianos, pero que
solo el 0.5% podrian ser considerados "cristianos renacidos". Cf. Vdsynez,
D., 1988 : El Compromiso Ecumenico de la Iglesia Catolica, 45 nota 6.
11 Prien, H.I.: Historia del Cristianismo en A. Latina, 761s.
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pos ya que todos ellos hacen su oferta a la poblacion bautizada catolica y logran convencer a no pocos de que su camino es el verdadero. Pero, dada la situacion actual y la escasez de recursos, la Iglesia tiene que centrar la atencion en to mas urgente, y tal parece
set- hoy la actividad de aquellos grupos y organizaciones quc con
razon o sin ella invocan la tradicion protestante como su origen
o Puente de inspiracion, se distinguen por sus contcnidos doctrinales de curio fundamentalista y por una actitud sectaria, y quc
ademas, al menos en su etapa de formacion, reciben ayuda economica decisiva de los Estados Unidos y Canada.

Los mas afectados son los pobres
De lo anterior se desprende que el problema de las sectas y nuevos movimientos religiosos en A.L. solo en parte tiene el mismo sentido que tiene en los paises industrializados de Europa, donde el
fenomeno representa mas quc todo una cicrta nostalgia de to religiose en un mundo marcado por la desilusion, el aburrimiento, la
tristeza, la soledad, la depresion, por ese "taedium vitae" de quien
en la saciedad no encuentra sentido a la vida 17. Alli se encuadran
ante todo dentro de una busqueda de lo religioso, que se da de preferencia en la juventud, pero que suele desembocar en cl vacio o
en manifestaciones dc un paganismo primitivo. Bajo estc aspccto,
tambien en Europa el fenomeno de las sectas es un "nucvo flagelo"
para muchas familias, atgunas de las cuales han visto terminar sus
hijos e hijas en el suicidio.
Es cierto que tambien A.L. conoce este flagclo, sobrc todo en
familias de las clases ricas, y quc la Iglesia tendra quc afrontar el
reto, pero el fenomeno de las "sectas" afecta aqui no tanto a gente
saturada que sufre de tedio, sino principalmente a quienes, azotados por la pobreza, la enfermedad, la falta de trabajo y demas males
caracteristicos de la situacion actual del continente, se prcguntan
que sentido puede tenor la existencia humana . Lamentablemente
csta parte de la poblacion constituye hoy la mayoria, y entrc ella
es donde las sectas tienen mayor exito. Por eso los obispos de Bolivia, uno de los paises mas afectados, afirman que "la multiplicidad v agresividad de las sectas se apoyan ante todo en la pobreza
y la ignorancia de la poblacion" 13.

12 Card. G. Dannaeels, Evangcliser l'Europe'sicularisce', en: La Documentation Catholique, 17, Nov. 1985, 1068.
13 ICIA 419, 15 de fcbrero 1989.
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Un trabajo conjunto de la Iglesia con tales grupos, e incluso
un entendimiento con ellos, parece, at menos por ahora, imposible, bien sea porque ellos lo rechazan, o bien porque la Iglesia no
puede compartir su concepto del cristianismo. Pese a que la difusion del Evangelio en A.L se ha hecho mucho mas dificil que antes
por diversas razones, y pese a que la poblacion ha crecido enormemente, de suerte que tanto el personal activo como las parroquias
y demas estructuras eclesiasticas resultan insuficientes14, la Iglesia catolica no podria compartir su mision con los grupos fundamentalistas sin echar por la borda lo conseguido en los siglos pasados y sacrificar los valores culturales del continente. Por muchas
que sean ]as deficiencias de la lglesia catolica, tales grupos no parecen ser una alternativa aceptable. Tal es el sentir general. No seria
un servicio al Evangelio ni una ganancia para la poblacion de) continente, si, supuesto que tales movimicntos religiosos triunfasen
y Ilegasen a sustituir at catolicismo, hubiera que hablar en el futuro
de una "America Latina protestantizada segun el modelo de las sectas, disciplinada , diligente , sumisa y fanaticamente anticomunista" 1`.

Diatensiones del problema
Aunque alln no sea posible contabilizar exactamente los progresos logrados por los grupos en cuestion durante los t:tltimos 25
a 30 anos, las dimcnsiones del problema parecen ser tales que justifican los temores antes expresados. No solo en la prensa sino tambien en documentos de la Iglesia se suele hablar de una "invasion"
o avalancha 16. "El movimiento evangelico esta barriendo a America Latina", dice Roy May, micmbro del "United Methodist Board
of Global Ministries" v misionero activo en Centroamerica 17.
Segun sus calculos en menos de diez alios los "evangelicos"
han pasado de menos de 5 a mas del 10 y hasta el 30 por ciento
de la poblacion en la mayoria de los paises latinoamericanos. El
mismo informe de RNS afirma que, en cuanto a A.L., los evangelicos estan profundarnente comprometidos en toda la region, desdc

14 DP 76-83.
is Rohr, Elisabeth: DIE ZEIT, Hamburg , 25. Sept . 1987, 49ss.
16 Cl. por ejemplo DP 419. Sociologos conic, Franz Darren en Bolivia
y Jean-Pierre Bastian en Mexico rechazan tales expresiones.
17 "The Evangelical movement is sweeping Latin America ", cf. Religious News Service (RNS), Agosto 25, 1987, 6-10.
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Chile, donde apoyan el regimen opresivo de Pinochet, hasta El Salvador, donde Jimmy Swaggart ha organizado un sistema escolar
privado para mas de 13.000 ninos en 19 escuelas.
Es cierto que la Iglesia catolica predomina atin en los passes del Tercer Mundo, pero los evangelicos estOn aumentando en ntimero y poder.
En America Central estos se consideran a si mismos como voluntarios en una acciOn contra revoluciona ria 18.

La Revista Newsweek 19 cree poder informar que en A.L. cada
hora 400 cat6licos abandonan su Iglesia y se suman al movimiento
evangelico. El obispo brasileno B. Kloppenburg no duda en afirmar que el paso de catblicos a las sectas en A.L. es en la actualidad
superior cuantitativamente al que se dio en Europa central durante
el siglo 16 del catolicismo al protestantismo. Se trata pues de un
momento decisivo.
No es posible pasar aqui revista al continente pals por pals,
pero fuentes cat6licas fidedignas20 admiten que el numero de los
protestantes en A.L., que en la decada 1960 apenas llegaba a 10 millones , se duplic6 en los diet anos siguientes y subi6 a 33 millones
en 1985 debiendose tener en cuenta que este crecimiento favorece
casi exclusivamente a los "evangelicos " (evangelicales ). Para 1990
se calculan en 52 millones, y para el 2000 en 137 millones, frente
a una poblaci6n cercana a los 600 millones . En 1987 se aceptaba
como realista el promedio de 12.5 % de evangelicos para todo A.L.,
o sea , uno de cada ocho habitantes.
La rata de crecimiento anual, que a principios de la decada de
1970, con I I% en el Brasil y 10% en los demas passes, era mas de
tres veces superior a la rata de crecimiento de la poblaci6n21, Ilega
hoy en Brasil, segt n calculo del Conselho Nacional de Igrejas Cristas (CONIC), a 25% en los sectores pobres y marginados de la poblaci6n. El numero de los evangelicos en Brasil se calcula en 1990 en
28 millones, es decir, 20% de la poblaci6n total22. Si se tiene en
cuenta que el 75-80 por ciento de los evangelicos en A.L. son pentecostales, estos pasan ya de 22 millones en Brasil. Las

I8 Religious News Service, 1. c., 7.
19 Sept. 1, 1986, 42.
20 DIC = Centro Mexicano de Informacion y Documentacion Catolica.
Mexico D.F. abril del 1986.
21 Kloppenburg, B., REB 33/132 (1973) 934ss.
22 Boletin CELAM, Roma, febrcro 17, 1990, 4s,
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Asambleas de Dios, la rama pentecostal mas difundida, registraba
alli, segun datos propios, 13 millones de adeptos en 198623.
En cuanto a los demas paises, el avance no es quiza menor que
en Brasil, pero attn existen pocas estadisticas confiables. Se puede
verificar sin embargo que el avance afecta especialmente a Centroamerica, sobre todo Guatemala, donde los evangelicos ascienden a
25-30% de la poblacion24, a los paises con mayor porcentaje de
poblacion indigena y a los suburbios de ]as grander ciudades. El
rapido avance en Guatemala, debido sobre todo a la accion personal
del dictador Rios Montt ( 1982-1985), ha llevado a un evangelico norteamericano, antiguo combatiente en Vietnam y hoy comerciante en
este pals, a decir admirado: "Antes estaba yo adiestrado para someter paises con las armas, pero ahora veo que existe una forma mucho
mas eficaz de hacerlo"25. Segin la misma fuente, para Overseas
Crusade, una de "cruzadas" evangelicas mas activas en la region,
tales exitos son un indicio de que "ha sonado ya la hora de Dios para
America Central" (lease: "America Latina"). De tal entusiasmo han
nacido iniciativas como la "Mission 90", una campana misional que
se propuso tener convertidos al evangelicalismo a 50 por ciento de
la poblacion guatemalteca antes de terminar el ano 1990. Aunque la
meta nose ha cumplido totalmente, el arzobispo de ciudad de Guatemala se sientc inclinado a admitir que tal objetivo ya se ha conseguido en algunos sitios del pail, y afirma que la difusion es en todo
caso a "grandes proporciones"26. A juicio Lie P. Lernoux,
desde los bantismos masivos de los indios por los conquistadores
espaholes en el siglo 16, America Latina no habia sido testigo de una
conversion religiosa de tal magnitud27.

23 Monteiro de Lima, D., 88.
24 Darnen, F., 1987, Las sectas, ;avalanche o desafio? Heinrich Schafer, quien ha estudiado a fondo la situacion del protestantismo en America
Central, estima, "segrin calculo prudente", el porcentaje del protestantismo
en Guatemala (para 1980: los censos posteriores no registran la confesion
religiosa) por departamentos entre 6,1 % y 41,8%, correspondiendo los mas
altos a [as regiones donde ha habido grandes vuelcos economicos: El Peten
(41,8%), Izabal (32,7%), Zacapa (32,2%). En Ins demas paises (tambien 1980):
Nicaragua 13%, (en 1961: 2,6%); Costa Rica 17% (1961: 1,0%); El Salvador
y Honduras aprox. 9% (1961: 1,2%). En: Schafer, H., 1988: Befrciung vom
Fundamentalismus, 22-24; Wege zum Menschen 41 (1989) 52. Para Puerto
Rico; cf. Colon/Soberal, 1990, 3.
25 Resource Center Bulletin 10 (1987): The Rise of the Religious Right
in Central America.

26 Prospero Penados del Barrio: La Iglesia Catolica en Guatemala,
Carta Pastoral del 6 de enero de 1989.
27 Lernoux, P., 1988: The Fundamentalist Surge, 51.
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Un balance provisional
Tomando en cuenta todos estos datos, The New York Times 28
cree poder hacer el siguicnte balance: Si los anos 70 se recordaran
en America Latina como un tiempo de cambios dramaticos dentro
de la Iglesia catolica al romper esta sus vinculos tradicionales con
las elites locales y asumir la "opcion preferencial por los pobres",
los atios 80 se caracterizan por el avance masivo del movimiento
evangelico".
Asi haya que precisar mas algunas de estas informaciones, no
parece aventurado concluir con B. Kloppenburg, que
si la Iglesia catolica no quiere perderestas multitudes, algo tiene que
cambiar radicalmente en ella, no en su doctrina, pero si en sus metodos y en sus estructuras29.
No obstante la escasez de recursos, su trabajo pastoral tendra
que ser de nuevo tan creativo como el de los primeros misioneros,
para no tenet que ser, tal vez en pocos afros, una entre muchas iglesias cristianas, cada dia mas a la defensiva. Un primer paso consiste ciertamente en tomar el problema en serio, aunque no a lo
tragico, porque entre no pocos sacerdotes latinoamericanos es at:tn
frecuente la opinion de que
estas conversiones no son mas que extravios de genie pobre e ignorante. Los indios se dejan bautizar porunas libras de maiz o algunos
vestidos usados, pero no sahen lo que hacen. Al caho de algunos anos
volverdn arrepentidos a! serve de la tinica Iglesia verdadera v sauta 30.

28 Octubre 25, 1987, 46.
29 Kloppenhurg, B., 0 Problerna das Scitas no Contexto Ecumenico,
REB 33/132 (1973) 934ss.

30 Rohr, E., 1987: DIE ZEIT, 25.9.87, 51.
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VITA CONGREGATIONIS

Province de Yougoslavie : Visite du Pere General
La Province de Yougoslavie comporte actuellement 59 confreres: Prctres, Freres, Seminaristes incorpores. Ellc est presente dans les territoires qui furent jusqu'a ces derniers temps,
la Yougoslavie, mais aussi en Argentine, ainsi qu'au Canada.
Plusicurs vocations sont venues d'Argentine, de jeunes avant
des origines slovenes. Le P. Rode, qui travaille au Vatican, au
Secretariat pour les Non-Croyants, reste de la Province. Mais
it faut souligner que 7 Confreres originaires de la Province
sont en mission a Madagascar ct font partic do cctte dcrnicrc
Province. Le P. Sylvo Cesnik, apres un temps a Madagascar,
comme "Fidei Donum", est entre dans la Congregation (Province de Paris). La Province compte actuellement 12 etudiants,
dont deux diacres.

Sens de la Visite
Le Pere General a voulu faire cette visite pour manifester toute
sa sollicitude paternelle et priante a 1'egard des Confreres et des
Soeurs (Province qui compte environ 450 Soeurs), qui ont passe et
vivent encore des periodes eprouvantes. On pouvait esperer quc
la situation se serait amelioree dans le pays... La permanence des
combats et des destructions en Serbie, Bosnie-Herzegovine, n'a permis la visite qu'en Slovenie et Croatie, selon un programme etabli
sur quatre jours, par le Visiteur et la Visitatrice.
La celebration de la messe a la Maison Provinciale des Socurs,
fut enregistree sur videocassette et a Tissue de l'eucharistie, un message particulier du P. General a ete enregistre a ('intention des
Soeurs de Belgrade...
Done comme prevu, le 27 Avril, le Pere General, accompagne
du P. Lauwerier, Assistant General, parfait de Rome en avion pour
Trieste.
Le P. Anton Stres, Visiteur, accompagne d'un diacre comme
chauffeur de voiture, attendait a I'aeroport de Trieste. Le passage
de la frontiere ne fit pas probleme, et ni en Slovenie ni par la suite,
pour le passage en Croatie. Mais it est vrai que nous n'avons fait
qu'une breve incursion en Croatic pour la visite des Peres et des
Socurs a proximite de Zagreb. Faute de temps, une visite a la tombe
du Cardinal Stepinac n'a pu etre realisee.
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La Visite
A l'arrivee a Miren, les Peres et les Soeurs nous firent un tres
cordial accueil, plein de foi, de respectueuse et joyeuse fraternite.
Une quarantaine de Soeurs achcvaient leur retraite spirituelle et,
unies aux Soeurs ainees qui vivent la, elles se rassemblaicnt, avec
les confreres de la communaute locale et les hotes, pour l'eucharistie, durant laquelle un premier message du Pere General fut
transmis en slovene pendant 1'homelie.
Dans un tres bel environnement naturel, la communaute des
confreres, formee de 4 Peres et 3 Freres, exerce le ministere pastoral Bans 1'eglisc locale, donne quelques missions paroissiales, assure
I'aumonerie des Soeurs ainsi que l'accueil et l'animation des grouper nombreux qui viennent pour des journees de reflexion et de
retraite sur cette colline propice au recucillernent et a la priere.
Le predicateur de la retraite (Rok Gaisek) et le Directeur des Soeurs
(Anton Lavric) renforcaient le groupe des confreres et permettaient
une premiere rencontre bien agreable avec bon nombre de confreres durant le repas, mais bien vite les difficultes de communication, dues a la diversite des langues, rendaient les echanges assez
laborieux.
La possibilite de recours au Fax avait permis de faire parvenir les textes d'intervention et d'avoir des traductions preparees,
avant les rencontres. Les echanges personnels s'averaient plutot
difficiles, alors que les partages en groupe furent aiscs grace aux
traducteurs
II est sur que des cc moment, en cc lieu et partout, la joie etait
grande d'accueillir, en la personne du Pere McCullen, le Successeur de St Vincent, et de renouveler les liens de la famille vincentienne apres des moments incertains humainement, mime a l'heure
presente, ou demeurent bien des interrogations sur l'avenir politique, economique, social et religieux.
La situation politique reste mouvante. La 3eme Republique
Federale Socialists Yougoslave fut officialisee durant notre bref
sejour. 11 s'agit en fait de la Serbie et de la Bosnic-Herzegovina, qui
ont pris cette appellation. Les autres regions se sont declarces independantes et plusieurs ont ate reconnues par bon nombre de pays
au plan international.
A notre arrivee, la question posse par les jeunes, fut de savoir
pourquoi it n'y avait pas d'intervention plus directe des pays exterieurs: Europe ou Etats-Unis, pour en finir avec les pretentions de
la Serbie... Les confreres estiment que la volonte de domination de
la Scrbie ne permet pas une paix par la simple discussion. La dimen-
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sion religieuse qui est presente aussi, avec I'orthodoxie et l'Islam,
ne doit laisser aucune illusion... Les confreres sont slovenes, sauf
trois qui sont croates et deux qui sont macedoniens. La Slovenie
a toujours maintenu avec force et efficacite, ses caracteristiques
nationales. Elie a su se declarer independante, sans combats importants et sans destructions apparentes sinon tres limitees. On nous
a signale, avec une certaine fierte, des blocs de ciment et des chevaux de frise, en bordure de route maintenant, mail qui ont permis de neutraliser les mouvements des tanks.
La Slovenie semble trouver progressivement son regime democratique. Par la diversite et le caractere bien agreable de ses sites:
mer adriatique, montagnes et collines, grottes et cadre familial
d'agriculture, elle devrait pouvoir beneficier d'un tourisme important et de possibilites de vie humaine satisfaisantes.
Le bref passage en Croatie, en banlicuc de Zagreb, nous a plonges dans les miseres de la guerre: sacs de sable aux portes et fenetres, nombreux refugies totalement demunis et decourages. Deux
enterrements successifs assures par les confreres, au moment de
notre arrivee, ont amene ('evocation des morts et des blesses tout
recents, parmi la population ou parmi les jeunes au combat... A la
messe presidee par le P. General en I'eglise paroissiale, les fideles
furent nombreux, dont un certain nombre de refugies.
Les 9 confreres ont des engagements multiples: outre la
paroisse oit ils se trouvent, its donnent progressivement forme a
une nouvelle paroisse, les reunions se font actuellement dans un
local tres reduit. Un confrere est aumbnier a 1'h6pital psychiatrique, nous y avons fait une visite et rencontre ainsi des situations
de grande misere, admire ]'amour avec lequel cc confrere travaille
et I'estime dont it jouit . Toute la communaute est tres active pour
aider les nombreux refugies qui arrivent sans cesse d'autres regions
de Croatie et de Bosnie . Apres la messe presidee par le Pere General, l'equipe paroissiale avait prepare un gotiter pour eux a la salle
paroissiale qui fut bien vite remplic. Ces pauvres gens qui ont tout
perdu, exprimaient leur souffrance et leur dctresse. Comme on se
sent impuissant.., mais on ressent en meme temps leur grand besoin
d'ctre accueilli, de s'exprimer et d'etre ecoute. A defaut de langage
commun, des attitudes et des gestes ont permis une presence et
une certaine communication. Le Pere General a su reconforter en
communiant fortement a cette souffrance intolerable.
Comment s'en sortir? La solution nest pas la guerre ni les tueries sauvages et les destructions qui privent les blesses et les survivants de tout. Politiquement, faudra-t-il en arriver a un decoupage Nord-Sud: les pays du Nord relevant de I'Europe Occidentale
et la partie Sud etant reliee aux pays slaves? Meme si on fait etat
des differenciations d'origine et de religion, bien des questions
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demeurent... II est certain que, parmi les confreres , la dimension
nationale est tres forte et elle semble Bien titre celle de la population parmi laquelle ils vivent.
Les Confreres font avec bien d' autres, un excellent travail
d'accueil, des jeunes refugies vivent dans la maison avec les confreres. Les besoins sont grands. Les Confreres d'Autriche sont actifs,
avec des laIcs de cc pays, pour fournir une aide financiers et des
secours divers. C'est peu, par rapport aux besoins, c'est beaucoup,
pour ceux qui sont accucillis et ceux qui agissent.
L'Eglise apparait tres engagee dans le meme processus d'autonomie totale. Mgr Alojzij Sustar, Archeveque Metropolite de Ljubljana, a qui nous avons rendu visite, noun disait qu'il rentrait de
"I'enterrement" de la Conference episcopale Yougoslave, et qu'une
Conference episcopale "Slovene" etait misc en place (trois dioceses). Des pourparlers avaient commence avec la Croatie, pour un
travail pastoral en collaboration. Des Nonces Apostoliques sont prevus en Slovenie et en Croatie... S'il est heureux de voir le Vatican
actif pour une mission de communion et de paix, on peut s'interroger sur le "plein emploi" des Nonces, en ces pays. Le Saint-Esprit
soufflera...
La Province Lazariste vit dins cc contexte devolution nationaliste et ecclesiale. Les confreres ont beaucoup souffert lorsque
le regime communiste s'est mis en place avec Tito. Bien des confreres ont quitte le pays ou ont ete emprisonncs. La Congregation
a ete sur le point de perdre son existence. Le P. Stres, actuel Visiteur, souligne que c'est le P. Fr. Jereb qui a redonne vie a la Province . Chasse de Chine, dans les annees 1950, apres vingt annees
de presence, cc confrere est alle trouver le P. Slattery pour lui
demander de repartir en mission . Le T. H. Pere lui dit alors: je vous
nomme Visiteur de la Yougoslavie, avec la mission de faire revivre cette Province.
Le Superieur General avait pris la mesure de cc missionnaire
qui a donne la encore, la preuve do ses capacites. 11 a su redonner
vie progressivement a la Province, en ranimant la flamme de l'esperance chez quelques confreres disperses et en stimulant des jeunes pour prcndre en compte (curs conditions de logement, de vie
et de formation. Le Visiteur actuel etait de ces jeunes... Le P. Jereb
aura 86 ans cette annee et se trouve en communaute a Belgrade.
Si ces dernieres annees ont ete bien eprouvantes dans le pays,
ni les Soeurs ni les Peres confiants dans Ic. Seigneur, Wont baiss6
les bras et se montrent dignes de leurs aines. L'origine de la Province merite d'etre rappelee. Avec I'accord de 1'eveque de Mirabor,
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au XIXeme s., trois pretres diocesains se rendirent a Paris pour
devenir Lazaristes. A leur retour (1852), l'eveque leur confiait un
terrain a Celje, avec la charge de precher des missions. La visite
a Celje a permis aux confreres de nous faire savoir que c'est de cet
endroit que les Provinces d'Autriche, de Hongrie, de Slovaquie et
de Yougoslavie ont vu le jour et pris leur essor.
Les batiments, confisques sous le regime precedent, sont rendus progressivement. Les "locataires" ne sont pas toujours presses de quitter les lieux. On peut les comprendre... Le Seminaire
Interne est prevu en cet endroit, lorsque des travaux de restauration auront pu titre faits. Ce sont de gros travaux a envisager et
d'importantes sommes d'argent a trouver.
Les services rendus actuellement par les confreres sont reconnus et apprecies. En cc pays, qui dit missionnaire... dit Lazariste.
Des confreres slovenes sont partis a Madagascar, it y a des annees,
et des pretres diocesains ont etc, ou sont encore, "en mission Fidei
Donum" en cc meme pays, et en Zambic. En 1991, lc P. Joseph
Planinsek a etc nomme par la Congregation Romaine "Pro Gent ium
Evangelizatione": Directeur National pour 1'Oeuvre Pontificale des
Missions de Slovenie.
Lors de la visite du Superieur General a 1'Archeveque de Ljubljana, le 30 Avril, Mgr Sustar lui a dit, entre autres choses, combien
it etait heureux des services de qualite, rendus par les PP. Stres
et Ocvirk, en particulier pour la formation du clerge. Tous deux
sont professeurs a l'Universite: en philosophic et theologie. Le P.
Ocvirk est vice-doyen de la faculte de Theologie. Le P. Stres a publie
plusicurs ouvrages de philosophic et les pretres a qui it a prechc
des retraites ont demande que le texte en soit publie.
Les situations historiques eclairent la presence des confreres
en paroisse. Alors que les maisons particulieres des Congregations
etaient confisquees, les presbyteres etaient laisses pour le service
dc I'Eglise. Mais la volonte d'affirmer la dimension vincentienne
demeure. La mission a l'exterieur est vecue tres activemcnt et rests
une possibilite reelle pour les confreres. La "mission paroissiale",
selon des modalites adaptecs, est parmi les priorites dc la Province.
La formation du clerge est assuree comme it a etc indique. La possibilite de vivre de la foi plus ouvertement, rend attentif a la place
active a donner a des laIcs, dans la mission de l'Eglise.
Au cours de 1'echange, divers sujets furent l'objet de questions:
la maniere dont la Congregation est a l'oeuvre dans les diverses
Provinces pour la Mission Populaire, pour la mise en responsahilite des laics et le souci actuel de la mission a 1'exterieur.
Durant le repas, simple et do bonne qualite, la communaute
s'cst montree trey unie et fraternelle. Une trentaine de confreres
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et seminaristes reunis pour l'eucharistie, I'echange communautaire
et le repas, ont pris le temps de la detente commune en unissant
les voix et les coeurs par des chants polyphoniques du pays, fort
bien executes.
Une question plus d'une fois evoquee, fut celle de savoir le nom
a donner maintenant a la Province. Cette question semble fort
importante pour les sensibilites nationales et Sc pose en d'autres
Congregations. Finalement, it a ete retenu que la Province s'appellerait provisoirement "Province de Slovenie". Unc Ordonnance precisera qu'il s'agit la d'une decision provisoire, valablc jusqu'a la
prochaine Assemblee Provinciale et indiquera que la Communaute
de Croatie represente la Congregation en ce pays.
Apres avoir laisse au Pape Jean-Paul II, le temps de debarquer
a Trieste, le Pere Visiteur nous a conduits a l'aeroport, en nous
offrant un bref arret au cimetiere de Ljubljana pour nous recueillir aupres des tombes de Mgr Gnidovec et du P. Zackelj.
Graces soient rendues a Dieu pour la vitalite de la Famille Vincentienne en ces lieux. Lui seul peut connaitre l'importance et le
resultat dune telle visite.
Leon LAUWERIER, C.M.
Assistant General
le 8 Mai 1992

Province de Slovenie : Rapport sur l'activite missionnaire de l'Eglise

L'Action Missionnaire Pontificale en Slovenie est importante
dans les trois dioceses et vise a realiser des Rassemblements Missionnaires Interdiocesains: elle englobe toutcs les activites et realisations pour la Mission. Elie est dirigee par un Responsable National qui est aussi le President du Conseil Missionnaire Interdiocesain. Cc Conseil regroupe 41 membres. Les trois Dioceses y sont
presents par lour Responsable diocesain. Toutes les Congregations,
les etudiants en theologie, religieux et diocesains, MIVA, la Societe
Slovene des Laics Missionnaires, les travailleurs missionnaires des
Cordeliers Slovenes d'Italie et d'Autrichc, ainsi que la presse, sont
representes dans cc Conseil. Le Conseil se reunit dcux fois par an,
avec la participation reguliere dune Commission executive. Une
Commission Financiers de six membres, represente les dioceses
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et lours activites. Au plan de la Conference Slovene des dioceses,
un Conseil Missionnaire est forme des responsables nationaux et
des representants des dioceses.
Au plan diocesain, decanal et paroissial, les responsables des
missions sont les repondants pour les missions, et, une fois par an,
se reunissent a tour de role dans Fun des dioceses.
Toutes ces activites sont coordonnees par le Service Missionnaire a Ljubljana. Le Service Missionnaire a obtenu un nouveau
local et y travaille depuis 1991. 11 assure la publication de la revue
missionnaire: "Misijonska Obzorja" (le Redacteur en chef en est
le P. Drago Ocvirk, C. M.). Celui-ci assure egalement la redaction
d'une rubrique mensuelle sur les missions dans le magazine
"Druzina".
A la faculte de theologie de Ljubljana, un sujet specifique de
"Science des Missions" est obligatoire. En 1991 it y a eu le premier
Docteur en Science Missionnairc, une femme qui a ete promue it
la Propagande a Rome. Elle est assistante du professeur de science
missionnaire, qui est un Vincentien (Lazariste). Chaque annee est
organisee une journee d'Etudes missionnaires, qui est planifice
comme temps de formation pour les cooperateurs pastoraux de la
Mission.
Pour les activites pastorales des Missions, des rencontres regulieres et extraordinaires sont programmees. Elles se realisent de
diverses facons:
- Journee missionnaire pour les enfants , le 6 Janvier,
- journee mondiale pour les Lepreux, en Janvier,
- journee pour les Cooperants laIcs des Missions,
- rencontre annuelle des representants des Groupes Missionnaires,
- journee Missionnaire pour les Religieuses,
- journee pour les pretres,
- rencontre annuelle pour tous les missionnaires en conge,
dans un diocese different d'une annee a I'autre.
Chaque annee a lieu une rencontre de trois jours pour tous les
missionnaires laics et les candidate. Tous les volontaires pour la
mission se reunissent mensuellement. Pour le Dimanche des Missions, des posters sont imprimes et envoyes avec une homelie partlculiere , a tous les pretres de paroisse. Pour les enfants, durant
le temps de I'Avent, une action speciale est proposee sous le titre
"les Enfants pour les Enfants" avec des propositions concretes et
la presentation de sujets de catechese.
Une place importante est faite a la revue missionnaire speciale,
bimensuelle: "Misijonska Obzorja". Cette revue offre des nouvel-
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les de nos missionnaires , des informations et une formation pour
les Iecteurs . 11 y a aussi beaucoup d'informations sur les missions
dans les revues ordinaires de spiritualite et dans ('ensemble de la
presse.
Nos missionnaires qui noun visitent recoivent environ
DM.2.000. Its recoivent chaque ann6c DM.500, du "Fonds pour les
Missionnaires de Slovenie ". Au cours de ces dernicres annees, grace
a cc Fonds , plus de DM.7.000 ont ete distribues. L'envoi de medicaments, est assure aux missions plus importantes: Zambic et
Madagascar et ceci represente aussi DM . 7.000 . Tout ('argent collects pour des missionnaires particuliers est inscrit sur lour compte
et nest pas inclus daps les indications donnces.
Nous esperons que ('amelioration de ('economic et de la situation politique permettra une aide plus importante a nos missionnaires.

Le Congres missionnaire de toes les Slovenes
Cet evenement fut le symposium missionnaire. Le premier
symposium s'etait tenu a Rome en 1981 , le second en 1986 a Tinje
in Karten (Autriche ) et le troisieme s'est tenu en 1991 en Slovenie.
Ceci ne fut possible que du fait du changcmcnt de la situation politique. Une commission dirigec par le responsable national des Missions decidait de la realisation d'un veritable Congres cn Slovenie.
Durant deux ans, un programme fut mis au point pour qu'en 1991
it soit realise avec la perspective de "Tous les Slovenes en Congres
Missionnaire " et comme theme: "L ' Eglise Locale et la Mission".

Activites particulieres
MIVA organise chaque annee un Dimanche missionnaire et
fournit les elements de celebration. L'action "un penny pour un kilometre" continue . Des expositions missionnaires diverses sont organisecs avec Ia participation des paroisses: visites de missionnaires
en conge, tombolas, informations sur la presence de missionnaires en conge, surtout Bans leur paroisse d'origine. Les responsables nationaux souhaitent etre invites. Ainsi les revues peuvent rcaliser des numeros speciaux sur l'activite missionnaire et eventuellement editer des biographies sur les grands missionnaires du
passe. En 1991, des prieres speciales furent fournics pour le livre
de Prieres des Fidcles qui fut reedite. On trouve la, quatre propositions pour les heures de priere pour les missions et Ies vocations
missionnaires , deux stations du chemin de la Croix; des chants pour
la priere du Rosaire et pour les missions.
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Une des plus importantes et extraordinaires activites durant les
quatre dernieres annees, fut la preparation de ce Congres de 1991.
En fin d ' annee 1991, it y a 118 missionnaires en mission: - 8
pretres diocesains - 41 pretres religieux - 7 Freres Religicux - 51
Religieuses - I I missionnaires laics avec envoi par 1'eveque.
Il est vrai que notre cooperation financiere a nos missionnaires est faible par rapport a d'autres pays, mais relativement importante par rapport a la Grande Slovenie. Ces derniers temps, it est
clair que les difficultes sont devenues importantes dans le pays,
mais que les gens font de leur mieux.
Les contributions annuelles a la Mission du Dimanche mondial des Missions ont ete communiquees a Rome et les activites des
enfants s'inscrivent dans le cadre de ]a "Sainte-Enfance".
Activites paralleles au Congres Missionnaire
Une exposition preparee et presentee a Ljubljana, Ic fut aussi
par la suite, a Koper. Ce fut un important fait culturel et it fut mentionne comme tel par les medias.
Un ensemble d'articles de "L'Eglise Slovene et la Mission"
furent reedites. II y a la l'histoire detaillee des missions slovenes
depuis leur origine jusqu'a maintenant. On y trouve aussi des informations sur les missionnaires actuels et Ieur adresse.
Un jeu sccnique missionnaire: "L'expericnce Sacree" avait cte
prepare par Hochwaelder, dramaturge autrichien. Il fut donne 22
fois durant Ic Congres, en divers endroits.
Des missionnaires furent disponibles tout au long de I'automne
pour visiter les paroisses et expliquer Ieur facon de travailler et
le sens de Ieur activite. Durant le Congres, environ un tiers des
paroisses slovenes eurent la visite d'un missionnaire.
L'information fut bien realisee et passait a la TV et a la Radio,
avant comme durant le Congres. Une semaine avant le Congres, 15
journalistes participerent a unc conference de presse.
Le Congres fut bien prepare, sans grandes difficultes, malgre
la situation incertaine de I'apres-guerre en Slovenie. En certaines
paroisses la preparation fut exemplaire, en d'autres, it fut difficile
de l'integrer dans la pastorale. Il y a a veiller en ce domaine pour
la suite. Nous sommes surs que souvent l'interet pour la mission
est une affaire de foi plus que de cure.
Les prolongements du Congres
Du fait des changements intervenus en Slovenie, it est possible pour I'Eglise de developper ce message . La necessite d'organi-
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ser les activites missionnaires au niveau diocesain est reconnue par
la Conference des eveques slovenes. Le secretaire de I'Union Missionnaire Pontificale de Rome pousse aussi en cc sens.
II a ete envisage de publier la revue "Misijonska Obzorja" reguIierement dix foil par an avec un double pour les deux parutions
d'ete. Un groupe de volontaires devra etre trouve.
Il sera necessaire de prendre contact avec les etudiants du
Tiers-Monde , etudiant en Slovenie . Les groupes de contact au plan
diocesain ou de I'Eglise Slovene devront apporter une contribution
en vue des echanges d'experiences ideologiques , de culture et de
coutumes et s'enrichir mutuellement au niveau spirituel. Le travail avec les etudiants suppose une aide spirituelle et materielle.
Le Service Missionnaire de Ljubljana doit devenir un centre
d'activites missionnaires pour toute la Slovenic . Cela inclut une
etroite cooperation entre les divers groupes missionnaires . 11 faudra aussi prendre en charge la coordination des fonds pour tous
les missionnaires slovenes et veiller a la suite du travail.
Etant donnes 1'experience et les echanges , le travail des laics
missionnaires et leur prise en charge devront fare revus. 11 faudra
une meilleure preparation des candidats.
Joze PLANINSEK C.M.
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I SERVI DI DIO
della Famiglia Vincenziana

Suor Giuseppina NICOLI (1863-1924)
Figlia della Carita
L'invincibile sorriso

Per descrivere in una parola la vita e it carattere di questa Figlia della Carita, nata in Lombardia (Casatisma, Pavia) net 1863,
ma vissuta per 40 anni in Sardegna, non v'e migliore espressione
del titolo della sua Biografia, scritta net 1968 da Maria Bolgeri:
"L'invincibile allegrezza" Ha saputo infatti affrontare sempre sacrifici e difficolta, nel piu puro spirito evangelico dell'adesione alla volonty di Dio: "Le con:raddizioni sono i pegni d'amore the Dio
dd ai suoi figli" "ho imparato the la sofferenza e assai buona ed utile Cosa... Mi appoggio al detto: Cercate it Regno di Dio, it resto vi
sard dato"(dai suoi scritti). E it suo sorriso costante, segno di questa uniformity serena e profonda alla volonta di Dio, non I'ha abbandonata neppure quando si a trattato di distaccarsi dalle sue stesse opere caritative: come quando nell'approssimarsi della sua morte, colpita dalla polmonite net 1924 (aveva 61 anni), chiede lei stessa di essere mandata in una casa per le suore malate, e scrive:
"quando siamo vecchie e infertne, dobbianto essere pronte a chiedere un altra sorella the ci sostituisca..."
Gia nei primi anni in famiglia, nello studio e nella preparazione al diploma magistrale the consegui a pieni voti, si distinse in
famiglia e fuori per la sua disponibility e per la sua carity.
Net 1883, a vent'anni, entro come postulante tra le Figlie della
Carita, e poi nel Noviziato, esercitandosi nello spirito vincenziano
e nelle prime opere di carity.
La sua prima Casa fu nella citta di Alessandria, dove si impegno nell'insegnamento scolastico. Ma dopo alcuni mesi, net 1885,
fu trasferita in Sardegna: l'isola sarebbe diventata la sua terra di
missione; aveva chiesto di andare nelle missioni estere, ma la sua
domanda non era stata accettata. Il Signore le faceva capire in questo modo qual era it campo della sua vera missione, e Lei avrebbe
risposto alla chiamata di Dio identificandosi completamente con
i suoi nuovi concittadini, i poveri soprattutto. Prima a Cagliari dove insegna (scuola elemcntare e Corso Superiore), assistente di laboratorio, collaboratricc in un dispensario comunale; istituisce la
Scuola domenicale di Educazione religiosa per i ragazzi dai 10 ai
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19 anni (i Luigini); poi a Sassari: dal 1899 at 1910e Superiora (Suor
Servente) all'Orfanotrofio di Sassari (Orfane, Sordomute, Educande). Anche qui crea initiative per I'educazione religiosa c anima tutti
i movimenti vincenziani ( Dame delta Carita , Figlie di Maria), prendendo i poveri come i destinatari privilegiati delta sua attivita e
del suo impegno.
Le prove e le difficolta non mancarono, ma mai valsero a spegnere it suo sorriso e it suo coraggio, la sua fiducia senza limiti
net Signore e la sua fedelta alla vocazione di Figlia delta Carita.
"Sempre uguale a se stessa nelle gioie e nelle avversitd , si notava
in lei quella imperturbabilitd propria alle anirne temprate alla virtu; amabile con tutti quanti i'avvicinavano , la si incontrava sentpre disposta ad intraprendere o assecondare qualsiasi opera buona
le veniva proposta, anche a costo di sacrifici. Fu an vero angelo di
caritd ... un'anima eroica e generosa the voile e seppe farsi tutta a
tutti per attirare tutti a N. S. Gesiu Cristo " ( Mons. Fietta).
Net 1910 torna a Torino, per assumere l'uf ficio di Economa Provinciale (in una Provincia the comprendeva 210 Case). Dopo un anno e mezzo Direttrice del Seminario ( Noviziato): si conservano ancora tanti significativi appunti delle sue Istruzioni e Conferenze,
da cui emerge la sua ricca spirituality . Net 1913 ritorna a Sassari
e net 1914 a Cagliari: decennio di creativity in uno dei rioni piu poveri delta citta. Net 1924 a colpita dalla polmonite, e come abbiamo detto prima it suo atteggiamento a quello del piu puro distacco
e rassegnazione alla volonta del Signore. La sera del 27 dicembre
spira con quel sorriso e quella pace interiore con cui era sempre
vissuta.
La Tama di santita the l'ha sempre circondata, ha portato a far
aprire it Processo di Beatificazione iniziato a Cagliari (1930-1947),
a Sassari (1932-1947) e a Torino (1934-1937).
Giovedi, 5 marzo 1992, alle ore 9, presso la Congregazione dei
Santi, si a avuta I'Apertura dei due Processi sui Miracoli attribuiti
alla Serva di Dio Sr. Giuseppina NicOli F.d.C.; uno era stato ceicbrato nell'Arcidiocesi di Milano net 1936 (era Arcivescovo it Cardinale Schuster ) e riguarda un tniracolo accaduto net 1934 : it soldato
G. Battista Colleoni fu guarito per intercessione delta Sena di Dio
dal morbo di Pott; l'altro era stato celebrato a Torino ( al tempo del
Card. Fossati) net 1943, e riguarda un miracolo accaduto net 1938,
con la guarigione delta Sig.ra Margherita Pernat in Lanteri, da ittero cronico da ostruzione.
Questi Processi the a suo tempo erano stati consegnati, sigillati, all 'allora S. Congregazione dei Riti (oggi Congregazione dei San-
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ti), sono stati aperti giovedi 5 marzo perche se ne possa portare
avanti to studio . Certo, per it momento non saranno presi in considerazione dalla Congregazione dei Santi finchc non si giungera alIa proclamazione dell'eroicita delle virtu della Serva di Dio Suor
Giuseppina Nicoli; ma averne la "copia pubblica" ci permettera di
studiarli e prcpararne per tempo la presentazione.
$ stata una cerimonia familiare, con la partecipazione di una
rappresentanza di Figlie delta Carita e di Missionari. Mons. Antonio Casieri, alla presenza del Postulatore Generale ha verificato i
sigilli, poi ha aperto i volumi, verificato le firme e controllata la
documentazione allegata.
Ed a stata una ulteriore occasione per una invocazione rinnovata dell'intercessione di Suor Nicoli; the it Signore affretti la sua
glorificazione, perche it suo esempio possa risplendere su tutta la
famiglia vincenziana, per it bene della society e delta Chiesa.
Giuseppe GUERRA C.M.
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Chronique d'un Voyage
au MOZAMBIQUE
par Andre Sylvestre, C.M.

Au cours de cc mois de janvier'92, je suis alle donner une petite
retraite aux Confreres missionnaires du Mozambique. Its sont de
langue portugaise ou espagnole, mais ils ont tour appris le fran4ais, et le comprennent a peu pres. Le voyage a Maputo la capitale
nest pas une petite affaire. 11 a fallu a peu pres 22h00 en comptant
les attentes dans les aeroports de Lisbonnc et de Luanda. Les deux
tiers des passagers sont descendus a Luanda au petit matin du 13
janvier.
La region de Luanda capitale de ]'Angola cst constitute dune
terre rouge paraissant assez seche. Le parcours Luanda-Maputo
dure a peu pres 3h30. Nous avons d'abord survole une region couverte de nuages, puis j'ai ete surpris de dtcouvrir une immensite
seche avec une vegetation rare et grise, ainsi que de nombreux
etangs asseches dont les bords sont marques dune large frange
blanche comme si c'etait un depot de sel. Certains sont de forme
tres allongee et s'etendent du sud est au nord est sur plusicurs km,
en occupant des depressions paralleles entre elles comme les silIons d'un champ. C'est peut-ttre le desert de Kalahari. On ne repere
aucune trace de peuplement humain sauf au bout d'une hcure et
demie ou plus de vol, on apercoit le trait clair d'une piste qui s'en
va tout droit jusqu'a ]'horizon. Plus loin, et nous devons ttre au
dessus du Botswana , quclques champs ocres ou gris s'alignent le
long du lit a sec dune riviere inexistante en cc moment. Plusieurs
de ces fits de riviere a sec, sont marques par des lignes de vtgttation. Puis les cultures se multiplient et leur tapis bariolt de vert,
d'ocre ct de gris, couvre presque tout le sol, laissant place parfois
a quelque gros bourg.
Certains terrains de forme circulaire parfaite supposent un
arrosage par rampe. Nous devons etrc je pense au dessus du
Zimbamwe.
Le relief jusqu'alors assez plat se releve,nous survolons de la
moyenne montagne couverte de vegetation. Au bord des valltes, des
villages perches sur des escarpements defensifs, sont relies entre
eux par des lacis de pistes. Puis le relief s'apaise. La plaine cotiere
du sud du Mozambique est parcourue de fleuves paresseux et tres
larges que nous survolons a basse altitude avant de passer au dessus du port de Maputo ct sa gare de triage.
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L'arrivee a Maputo
Nous sommes en hiver en Europe, it faisait 5 ou 6 degres a Paris
et 10 environ a Lisbonne mais a Maputo c'cst le plein ete, it fait
42 degres a l'ombre en cette soiree du 13 janvier. Je suis accueilli
tres chaleureusement par les Confreres qui resident a Maputo et
par quelques Soeurs. L'aeroport est proche de la ville 4 ou 5 km.
La ville est situee presque a l'extrcmite sud du pays, comme si la
capitale de la France etait a Bayonne. Elie compte pres d'un million et demi d'habitants. Je ne sais comment on les appelle. On dit
les toulousains et les auscitains et les nimois, mais maputains ou
maputois sonne plutot mal a des oreilles francaises, et maputeniens
ne vaut guere mieux.
La ville elle-meme fait environ 800.000 habitants mail elle est
a peu pres doublee par des banlieues, ce sont en fait des villages
reconstitues par les gens que la guerilla a chasses de chez eux . Its
se sont batis des maisonnettes ou plutot des cabanes faites de
roseaux ou de murs de terre. Elles sont couvertes d'herbes analogues a du chaume, ou encore de quelques vieilles toles. La plupart
sont minuscules, 2 m sur 3 m, ou 3 sur 4, mais ceux qui y habitent
vivent en grande partie dehors. Certaines, toutes rondos rappellent
par lours formes I'elegance des maisons du village d'origine.
La ville proprement dite est superbement sillonnee de larges
avenues avec des trottoirs ombrages de beaux arbres: flamboyants
aux fleurs d'un rouge eclatant, ou encore acacias a flours jaunes.
Celles-ci sont en train de tomber en ahondance, et font de chaque
cote de la rue des jonchees de petales jaunes, comme pour une procession du Saint Sacrement. Les rues sont asscz bien tenues. De
nombreuses voitures et cam ions sillonnent les rues, mais on roule
a gauche car le Mozambique est entoure de pays de tradition britannique ou l'on a toujours roule a gauche.
Il y a un bon nombre de grands immeubles a 15 ou 20 etages
comme dans beaucoup de villes, ce qui nest guere original. Nous
nous rendons a la maison provinciale ou reside le P. Silva l'actuel
Visiteur de la petite province du Mozambique. C'est une maison
ordinaire a un etage achetee it y a quelqucs annees a une famille
portugaise qui rentrait au pays.
Le soir tombe, nous sommes en avance d'une heure sur I'heure
francaise. 11 fait tres chaud, chacun s'eponge le front, j'apprendrai
le lendemain matin qu'il a fait 42° a 1'ombre, ce soir-la. Un faible
vent venu du large, ne nous rafraichit guere.Dans la semaine le thermometre montera meme a 45°.
Nous allons celebrer la messe a 1'eglise toute voisine a 18h00
L'assistance est tres convenable pour un jour de semaine, environ
35 personnes. Des Soeurs entonnent des chants en langue locale,
que tous reprennent. A la sortie de la messe, quelques personnes
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viennent nous saluer, quelqu'un qui arrive de France represente
une curiosite a ne pas manquer.

Une journee a Maputo
Mardi 14 janvier - Tout etranger arrivant au Mozambique, doit
se presenter dans les plus brefs delais a un poste de police. Celui
ou nous nous sommes rendus est une maison tres ordinaire precedee par un petit jardin ou it y a quelques arbres modestes entre
des allees cimentees. Le bureau se trouve derriere une porte peinte
en vert qui demeure fermee. L'eclairage cst assure par deux petites fenetres une de chaque cote de la porte. Les clients font la queue
deviant ces fenestrous, pour obtenir un papier ou un coup de
tampon.
Chacun passe la tete ou meme les epaules par ces ouvertures
aux dimensions reduites et explique son cas. L'employee a laquelle
je tends mon passeport est une grosse memere grassouillette, qui
a bien du mal a recopier toutes les donnees du passeport. Elle
s'etonne que j'aie deux prenoms.
Apres cette demarche, nous passons par le front de mer horde
de beaux pares et d'avenues bien tenues, avec des maisons assez
cossues, residences de diplomates ou de hauts fonctionnaires.
L'ocean est calme et gris, quelques bateaux sont ancres dans la rade,
et quelques barques de pecheurs sont surmontes de leur voile triangulaire comme d'une haute flamme blanche.
Des employes municipaux, surtout des femmes, revetues d'une
blouse d'un rouge-orange tres vif, nettoient les rues. Une entreprise
de goudronnage est en train de rebitumer une avenue, cc qui est
un bon signe. Ailleurs les chaussees sont encore en assez bon etat
sauf quelques genereux nids de poule, aux rebords uses cc qui
prouve qu'on n'y a pas touche depuis Iongtemps.
Nous passons ensuite par des quartiers plus populaires ou les
rues sont moins bien tenues. Le sable envahit le bord des rues et
meme en partie la chaussee. Il est tres desagreable d'y marcher avec
des chaussures non fermees. Dc loin en loin a I'ombre de grands
arbres, se tient un petit marche tres anime. On y trouvc dc petits
fagots de bois a brftler, des sacs de charbon de bois, quelques boites de conserve, des boutcilles d'huile et de petrole, des fruits et
des legumes disposes en petits tas. Les gens que je vois en ville sont
assez bien hahilles, ils doivent v mettre leur coquetterie. Je n'ai vu
ce jour-la qu'un gamin revctu dc haillons, mais it n'avait pas fair
de s'en soucier. Un ouvrier mason travaillait avec un pantalon dont
le fond n'etait plus qu'un souvenir, mais cc qu'on voyait de noir
avait Pair de pieces mal ajustees, cc n'etait pas du tout indecent.
Le teint des habitants nest pas tres noir, on y trouve touter
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les nuances allant du noir luisant, jusqu'au teint simplement bronze.
C'est qu' il y a eu au cours des siecles des melanges de populations
africaines , arabes et meme indonesiennes venues par mer.
Nous visitons au passage une eglise tenue par les Franciscains.
Son architecture originale la fait ressembler a une grande tente
a 16 pans, dont le sommet tres aigu s'eleve a plus de 20 metres.
Cette disposition menage un vaste espace intericur tres harmonieux
d'environ un millier de places. Des ouvriers sont en train de refaire
la couche exterieure du ciment de la couverture qui sans doute nest
plus etanche.
Nous nous rendons ensuite dans une ville industrielle de la banlieue a une douzaine de km. A la maison provinciale des Filles de
la Charite . Elle avail ete confisquee comme la plupart des biens
de I'Eglise par le gouvernement marxiste qui avait ete mis en place
par la Revolution . L'actuel gouvernement a fait machine arriere
et rend aux communautes chretiennes tous ces biens , mais dans
quel etat! Les Soeurs sont une bonne cinquantaine pour cette petite
province , et sont de 7 ou 8 nationalites differentes: Portugal, Italic, France, Bresil , Espagne, et evidcmment Mozambique , et la Visitatrice est mozambicaine . La maison toute en rez-de-chaussee a des
chambres pour les Soeurs qui viennent en retraite et des salles de
reunion. Une annexe est occupee par les jeunes Soeurs qui font lour
temps de seminaire et par celles qui s 'y preparent. Il y en a, me
dit-on , 2 ou 3 par an.

Voyage vers le nord
Le mercredi matin 15 janvier , le P. Manuel Velo entasse dans
une camionnette Peugeot 504 a caisse arriere decouverte , des col is
pour divers posies de mission . Nous nous installons a 3 sur la banquette avant, le P. Silva , le P. Manuel qui conduit et moi . Nous sortons de la ville par des quartiers residentiels . La campagne leur
fait suite avec de part et d'autre de la route , des maisonnettes en
roseaux ou en torchis et quelques cultures. Les refugies des villages incendies et pilles par la guerilla se sont regroupes et reorganises comme ils ont pu . La route est bonne , mais a partir dune cinquantaine de km , elle traverse une region inhabitee, que la guerre
a videe de ses habitants . Le parcours est garde par de petites unites militaires . II y a 2 ou 3 soldats tous les 3 ou 4 km . 11 faut ralentir, s'arreter ou presque et dire ou l'on va. Certains soldats sont
perches sur le haut de murs en ruines, pour mieux surveiller I'horizon. II en est d ' autres plus acrobates qui sont grimpes en haut de
poteaux telephoniques ou it n'y a plus de his et sont assis sur la
traverse horizontale du sommet . Des voitures calcinees gisent le
long de la route et aussi quelques camions et meme des autobus.
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Les arbres de chaque cote de la route ont ete coupes sur plusieurs
centaines de metres de profondeur pour qu'on puisse voir au loin.
Aux environs des bourgs, les gens se sentent plus en securite, ils
vont travailler leurs champs clans la journee et rentrent le soir faisant ainsi des kilometres.
La circulation est assez importante, des voitures et des autocars nous croisent ou nous depassent, ainsi que des camions faisant office de cars ou des voyageurs s'entassent comme ils peuvent
avec leurs bagages. Nous memes chargeons en route diverses personnes et quelques soldats.
Nous rencontrons assez souvent des tracteurs, mais aussi des
attelages avec un ane ou deux boeufs. Les bocufs sont guides grace
a une corde qui leur a ete passee a travers les naseaux. Ce ne sont
pas des boeufs a bosse comme a Madagascar, mais des bovides ordinaires de taille mediocre. Certains ont fair d'etre des croises de
buffles. Le long de la route dans les bourgs, de petits marches
offrent aux clients, des fagots, du charbon de bois, des fruits, des
legumes, des graines. Certains hommes ou femmes portent de grosses charges de bois sur la tete ou sur un velo, car it y a quelques
velos et motos.
A un certain moment, en haut d'une montee, une belle vue
s'etend a Pest sur une large plaine et un fleuve important I'Incomati. Les plantations de canne a sucre se multiplient. Arrives a un
croisement, nous laissons la route nationale continuer vers le nord
en direction de Xai Xai, et nous allons vers I'ouest en direction do
Xinavane.

Xinavane
Au bout de quelques km, nous passons devant un ensemble de
batiments repartis clans un beau pare ombrage et ensuite devant
une immense usine a sucre, qui exploite les plantations de canne
a sucre de tout le secteur. L'usine et la petite ville sont entourees
d'une double rangee de barbeles electrifies et eclaires la nuit pour
prevenir toute incursion de la guerilla. Nous allons a la residence
de la mission, une petite maison d'abord confisquee par le gouverncment et ensuite restituee. Nous allons saluer Ics Soeurs, une communaute de 4, installees pres de I'eglise. Leur maison est entouree
d'arbres a fruits: orangers, manguiers, cajous etc.. et de fleurs:
rosiers, chevrefeuilles. Les fleurs ici ont des couleurs eclatantes,
mais aucun parfum. L'eglise est une simple chapelle pouvant contenir 200 personnes environ. La facade toute blanche est entouree
de deux tours basses, et presente au-dessus de la porte une grande
image de Ste Rita en faence bleue, les azulejos portugais. Entre
I'eglise et la rue, un petit jardin d'agrement est rempli de massifs
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do flours, !'ensemble est domino par deux araucarias qui elevent
deja a 8 ou 10 metres leur candelabre vent sombre.
Apres le repas prepare par Les Soeurs et pris avec cues, nous
allons reprendre la route pour aller a 100 km plus loin jusqu'au
poste de mission dc Chokwe. Mais au moment de partir on nous
demands dc porter a l'hopital un gamin qui a 6t6 ri-tordu par Lill
chien. Ses copains I'accompagnent et montent avec lui a I'arriere
de la camionnettc.

Voyage mouvemente viers Chokwe
Nous rejoignons le croisement que noun avions laisse pour
venir a Xinavane, et reprenons en direction du Hord la route de Xai
Xai. Nous franchissons bientot la limite de la province, passant de
celle de iM1aputo dans Celle de Gaza dont Xai Xai est la capitale.
Les villages que longs ]a route sont assez populeux, ct dispersent
clans la verdure lour maisons rondes ou carrees coiffees de chaume.
Au bout dune trentaine de km nous quittons la nationals pow- prendre en direction do l'oucst une route beaucoup moires bonne qui
nous conduira a Chokwe, Ic pays des rizieres. Nous nous avan4ons
d'unc dizaine de km clans une region boisee. Asscz loin devant nous,
un autobus est en train de rnanoeuvrer en travers de la route pourrebrousser chemin. Un groupe de femmes nous arretent avec de
grands gestes et ells nous previennent qu'une bands de guerillcros vient de se signaler clans le secteur et qu'il nest pas prudent
de continuer. Un homme survient qui calme lours declarations
cnflammees. Nous faisons done demi-tour pour revenir a Xinavane.
Mais au bout de peu de temps nous croisons un autocar et un
camion charges de voyageurs qui vont sans hesiter en direction de
Chokwe. Survient un car qui arrive precisement de cette direction,
c'est la preuve que la route est Libre puisqu'il est bien passe. Nous
refaisons demi-tour et repartons vers Chokwe. Cela met un pcu do
piment clans I'interet du voyage. Deux gamins au bord de la route
nous font signe que c'est dangereux en faisant semblant de se couper le cou. A un poste de controle,nous chargeons deux soldats qui
portent ostensiblement leer fusil. Nous Ies laissons a un des postes suivants ou ils se rcndaient.
Nous arrivons clans une vaste plaine couverte de rizieres, ou
la vue est tres degagee et ou des embuscades ne sont guere possibles. La route lunge un canal d'irrigation Oil court uric eau ahondante qui vient d'un barrage beaucoup plus loin. Cette eau est repartie par des vanes clans les rizieres de la plaine. Avant Chokwe, un
gros village, sans un arbre regroups les maisonnettes des refugies.
Les e.tendues cultivables ne manquent pas aux environs, mais clans
Icurs villages, ils ont tout perdu.
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Chokwe est une petite ville aux rues poussiereuses, mail
ombragees d'arbres en fleurs, particulierement des flamboyants.
L'eglise est a la limite de la ville a Tangle d'une vaste place ou aboutissent 4 avenues. Sa facade est ornee d'un fronton reposant sur
une rangee de 4 colonnes. Une elegante traverse la place en portant une ombrelle aux couleurs vives.
La residence de la mission donne sur cette place, c'est une maison ordinaire avec un etage. Confisquee par le gouvcrnemcnt, elle
a ete rendue mail en mauvais etat. Elie entouree d'un jardin avec
des arbres et des legumes qu'entretient le frerc Domingos.
L'impression favorable que m'a faite la ville de Maputo est fortement nuancee par l'impression de misere que l'on voit dans les
campagnes. On voit cependant de grandes etendues couvertes de
cultures de coton, de riz, de tomates, elles appartiennent la plupart du temps a de grandes societes etrangeres le plus souvent. Elks
ont succede aux formes d'Etat, dont le materiel rouille dans des
depots.

Xalimbene - I'hopital et le camp de refugies
Jeudi matin 16 janvier. Nous partons de bon matin, vcrs 6h00
par une route en bien mauvais etat. II faut a peu pros 2 heures pour
faire 30 a 40 km. Le bourg de Xalimbene compte peut-etre 3000
habitants mais it est entoure d'une multitude de cases sommaires
agglutinees en une sorte d'immense camp qui regroupe plus de
30.000 refugies, on n'en Bait pas le nombre exact, ils vicnncnt des
villages de la region attaques et incendies par le RENAMO, I'organisation rebelle qui entretient la guerilla. Autour de 1'eglise du village est installe un hopital de fortune sous de vastes tenter. 11 v
en a cinq a droite de 1'eglise, reservees aux adultes et comptant chacune 8 ou 10 lits. Le terme de lit est impropre, cc ne sont en fait
que des matelas de mousse plastique poses sur le Sol. Sur la gauche de 1'eglise 4 grandes tentes sont reservees aux enfants.
Ceux-ci sont presentes par leur mere qui restc la avec eux et
parfois avec un ou deux autres enfants. Les bords des tentes sont
releves, mais dans I'apres midi, it doit y faire terriblement chaud.
J'apprendrai en rentrant le soir a Chokw6 qu'il a fait aujourd'hui
45° a 1'ombre. L'ensemble de l'hopital est dirige par 4 Soeurs, Filles de la Charite, dont Tune est docteur, les autres sont infirmieres et sont aidees par quelques laics. Une Salle de soins est organisee dans une sacristie. L'autre sacristie sert de logement aux
Soeurs. Une cuisine fonctionne sous un abri fait de perches et de
toles au chevet de 1'eglise. De grosses marmites sont posecs sur 3
pierres, entre lesquelles une femme attise le feu. Une sorte de
bureau d'accueil est organise dans l'eglise pros de la porte d'entree.
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L'eglise sert d'abri la nuit pour ceux qui Wont pas de place sous
les tentes, en particulicr les families des malades.
Je pense que le Seigneur, present dans la personne des pauvres West pas mecontent de les abriter dans sa maison . Quantite
de gens trainent autour de I'eglise ou sont assis sous le porche.
L'hopital , nous dit Tune des Socurs regoit surtout des tuberculeux,
des paludeens et des denutris : on fait cc qu ' on peut malgre la penurie de medicaments.
Le P. Silva m'emmene faire un tour a travers Ics ruelles du village des refugies. Its ont rebati des cases de roseaux ou de terre,
tres proches les unes des autres. it n'y a guere d'hygiene: les robinets sont rares et entoures dune boue epaissc . II faut regarder oil
on met Ic pied . Des animaux , veaux , chiens, cochons noirs crrcnt
partout . Un grand trou d'eau noiratrc sort de baignade a des
enfants. Des hommes sont en train de parler devant une maison
et viennent noun saluer. Des femmes pilent du riz daps un mortier
de bois. Nous marchons pendant plus dune heure dans cc dcdale
de la misere. L'ancien cimetic`re du bourg, entoure de murs, a etc
double, car on meurt beaucoup ici.
Un groupe d'hommes discutent non loin de tombes fraichement
recouvertes . Its nous saluent aimablement par de grands gestes,
mais nous apprenons que la guerilla a encore frappe la nuit derniere, it y a eu un mort qu'on vient d'enterrer, et deux blesses. Des
discussions parait-il, doivent s'ouvrir a Rome ces jours prochains
entre le gouvernement et la rebellion,pour etablir les conditions
d'une paix durable. Cela permettra it tous ces Bens de retourner
dans leurs villages ou ils auraient des moyens d ' existence. Its survivent ici , on ne sait comment . La Communaute europeenne envoic
des secours , mais ils n'arrivent pas tous a destination.
Au moment de repartir, on vient nous demander de vouloir bicn
transporter a l'hopital de Chokwe l'un des blesses dc cette nuit.
II a requ une blessure a I'arme blanche et a Pair de souffrir beaucoup. Quatre hommcs le portent sur un matelas. On l'installe Ic
mieux possible sur le plancher de la camionnette. Sa femme est
a cote de lui et lui couvre la tete d'un tinge car le soleil est vif. II
a du souffrir des cahots de la route qui est deja penible pour
quelqu ' un qui se porte bien. Notre chauffeur le P. Manuel s'arrete
un moment pour s'assurcr que le blesse pourra supporter tout le
voyage. Aux endroits les plus mauvais de la route, des gamins qui
gardent leurs vaches ou Ieurs chevres aux alentours , emploient
leurs loisirs a boucher avec de la terre et des cailloux les trous de
la chaussee , aussi les automobilistes ralentissent et leur donnent
un petit pourboire.
Nous debarquons notre blesse a l'hopital rural de Chokwe, qui
a Pair tres bicn tenu. Les abords sont tres propres, avec des arbres
et des fleurs.
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Machel
Nous allons voir la petite equipe de missionnaires do Machel
a 5 km de Chokwe. Cest un poste de mission deja ancien, aussi la
maison assez vaste cst entourec d'arhres et de jardins potagers. De
I'autre cote de la route, une plantation de bananiers appartient a
la mission. L'un des missionnaires le P. Manuel Magalhaes a fait
des etudes a Fribourg et se debrouille fort bien en francais, it me
demande des nouvelles des Confreres qu'il connait. Un seminariste,
Bernardino et un venerable catechiste prennent part au repas.
Apres le repas le P. Manuel qui a commence un elevage d'abeilles m'emmene voir ses ruches. Des essaims sont venus se loger tout
seuls dans des ruches preparees. Vers la fin de I'apres-midi un gros
essaim vient se suspendre aux branches d'un citrus a 10 metres
de la maison. Le P. Manuel a quclques ruches vides dans un depot
sur une sorte de grenier, mais sur 3 ruches vides, it a la surprise
d'en voir deux deja occupees par des essaims venus s'y loger tout
seuls. 11 reussira a capter cet essaim le soir venu et le lendemain
je l'aiderai a recolter la premiere hausse de miel de son elevage,
c'est tout a fait encourageant pour Iui. Les abeilles dans cc secteur
ne manquent pas de fleurs, elles recoltent parait-il abondamment
sur les fleurs des cotonniers, et it y en a de vastes etendues. Des
societes sud-africaines et autres ont achete a I'Etat des grandes surfaces et les ont equipces d'un reseau d'arrosage. II y a ainsi de vastes etendues de coton, do tomates et autres productions. J'ai ainsi
vu sur la droite de la route un champ de coton qui pouvait avoir
entre 500 a 800 metres de profondeur sur au moins 6a 8 kilometres le long de la route. On apercoit des equipes qui y travaillent.
L'Etat en vendant ces concessions ne s'occupe pas si des families
vivaient deja depuis des generations sur ces terres qu'elles travaillaicnt.

Au Barrage du Limpopo
Jeudi 17 janvier, nous partons d'assez bonne heure, pour aller
visiter une communaute de Soeurs qui travaillent au milieu dune
population de refugies au village du Barrage du Limpopo a une quarantaine de km de Chokwe. La route suit la vole Ferree qui vient
de Maputo et va jusqu'au pays voisin le Zimbamve . Lc village du
Barrage compte normalement quelques milliers d'habitants, mais
it y a 24.000 refugies qui campent tout alentour. C'est que sur pres
de 300 knm, c'est-a-dire jusqu'a la frontiere, le pays s'est vide de ses
habitants. Les refugies ont bati leurs maisons aupres de grands
sycomores ou de manguicrs. Elles sont groupees en rues et venelles. Les cloisons de roseaux ou de branches entrecroisees recou-
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vertes d'un enduit de terre supportent des toits de paille bien debordants afin de faire un peu d'ombre. De loin en loin un grand trou,
d'un metre de profondeur sur autant de large regoit les ordures
menageres. Du linge aux couleurs vives seche sur le bord des toits.
Les femmes font la cuisine dehors evidemment, certaines sont occupees a piler du riz. Une partic du village est batie au-deli de la digue
sur les bords du fleuve. Quand it y a une crue, on doit demenager
et on en est quitte pour rebatir quand leau s'est retiree. En bordure du village, une poterie sommaire fabrique et cuit au four des
marmites et des pots de terre aux formes harmonieuses. Plus d'une
fois nous rencontrons des femmes qui en portent sur la tote. 11 faut
reconnaitre qu'elles ont alors une autre allure que cellos qui portent sur la tote un bidon metallique ou une cuvette de plastique.
Nous nous arretons devant une de ces modestes maisons pour
saluer le pore d'un de nos seminaristes qui etudie la theologie a
Maputo. Cet homme qui a deja environ la soixantaine est refugie
ici avec les siens. Sa femme et ses filles se precipitent pour nous
chercher des sieges et les installer sous un auvent, mais nous restons assez peu de temps a discuter avec Iui. II cst tres digne dans
sa simplicite, et fort bien habille.
Le Barrage qui date du temps de la colonisation, retient les eaux
du Limpopo sur un bon kilometre de large. be haut du barrage porte
une route et une ligne de chemin de fer. Mais autant la reserve d'eau
est impressionnante par ses dimensions, autant le fleuve est maigre dans la vallee en-dessous du barrage. II erre de-ci do-la dans
un lit immense que sans doute it remplit lors des grosses pluies
et des crues. La Socur qui nous accompagne noun dit: "liens voila
la-bas deux hippopotames ". Nous nous avancons sur la route qui
court sur le sonu»et du barrage, mais nous ne verrons pas les deux
monstres, car cc ne sont que des amas de plantes aquatiques quc
de loin elle a prix pour les seigneurs du fleuve. 11 y a aussi, noun
dit-elle des jacares ou crocodiles, mais nous n'en verrons pas
aujourd'hui. Its font cependant tous les ans des victimes. En revenant de cette promenade au harrage,nous apprecions un vent assez
frais, mais qui souleve malheureusement des tornados de poussicre.
Sur la route du retour vers Chokwe, nous croisons quantite de
gens qui reviennent des champs, certains, surtout des femmes portent un fagot sur la tote, d'autres poussent devant eux quelques
boeufs et vaches. Dans une immense prairie entourec de fils de fer
sur piquets de bois, it y a de ces bestiaux par centaines, et de races
et couleurs diverses. Des cochons noirs se prominent en libertc,
j'en apercois deux qui prennent un bain de boue jusqu'aux veux,
avec une evidente satisfaction.
Nous chargeons en route toutes sortes de gens, des soldats, des
femmes, des menages, des hommes qui vont a un bourg sur la route
ou qui reviennent de la ville. Les controles militaires chaque 5 a
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10 km sont de pure forme: un fil de her est cependant tendu en travers de la route, it est abaisse levant chaque vehicule. 11 v a tout
de meme des soldats en armes tout a cote de la route, assis ou couches a l'ombre. C'est que I'an dernier ace que l'on me dit, un groupe
de bandits a massacre une soixantaine de personnes dins un village proche de notre parcours.
De retour a Chokwe, noun prenons un peu de repos sous le souffle d'un ventilateur . Sur le soir voila que survient comme un air
de fraicheur dans la maison , une jeune missionnaire laique Monica
Aranda , une brune au nez pointu et a la coiffure en queue de cheval, elle doit avoir de 25 a 28 ans. Elie constitue avec une autre celibataire, un menage et un pretrc , tous argentins , une cquipe missionnaire installee a une quarantaine de kms. Elie revient d'une
visite a un poste de mission oil Pon manque de tout, et meme d'eau,
aussi son premier soin apres titre arrivee est d'aller prendre une
douche. Elie fait etape a la mission de Chokwe avant d'aller rejoindre son poste le lendemain.
Le soir venu, une Soeur frangaise, Soeur Marie Therese qui est
de Paris me confie un paquet de Iettres pour sa famille et ses amis
de France . Elie doit venir en conge fete prochain pour voir ses vieux
parents. Nous allons prendre le repas du soir a la mission de
Machel . Le repas est tres anime, on parle tantot en portugais, tantot en espagnol , car deux des missionnaires sont espagnols et
Monica est argentine . Apres le repas, nous sortons pour prendre
un peu le frais, it fait nuit, mais pas encore tres obscur. Un serpent d' un metre a un metre cinquante est occupe au milieu d'une
allee a quelques metres de la maison a manger je ne sail quoi. Certains s'ecrient "Un cobra". Je ne sais si c'ctait un veritable cobra,
iI etait verdatre et jaune, it s'est sauve a notre arrivee et a gagne
quelque trou. L'un des missionnaires s'est precipite pour chercher
un long baton , mail le serpent avait deja file. Nous retournons a
Chokwe pour la nuit.

Samedi 18 janvier
Le Pere Silva est reparti de bon matin par un autobus de ligne.
Nous reprenons la route vers 8h00 pour revenir a Xinavane. Monica
fait route avec nous et nous la deharquons a sa mission a une quarantaine de kms. Le bourg s'appelle Macia . C'est un endroit qui a
ete attaque plusieurs fois par la guerilla . Monica nous dit avoir ete
plusieurs foil coucher au 2eme etage du clocher, Ics eglises sont
generalentent respectees.
Nous arrivons a Xinavane un peu avant midi. II y a une pleine
camionnette de sacs et de paquets a decharger. Cest ce que font
avec une rapiditc et une force musculaire qui me surprend 4 ado246

lescentes de 13 a 16 ans qui habitent une maison voisine de la
mission.
Nous avons encore le temps d'aller jusqu'a unc grande propriete appartenant a un portugais qui est reste pendant la revolution, respecte de tous. 11 emploie environ 400 personnes sur ses terres. Batiments d'exploitation, entrepots et maisons sont disperses
sous de grands arbres et entoures de massifs de fleurs. Une haie
de bougainvillees en fleurs trace une ligne d'un violet vif en bordure du chemin. Le P. Manuel Velo achete deux gros regimes de
bananes et quelques ananas.
Le repas de midi pris avec les Soeurs, qui ont tout prepare au
presbytere, est tres anime. Apres le repas les soeurs sortent du frigo
un fruit enorme et allonge qui pose pros de 20 kg, un jaca. II s'agit
de le decouper et d'extraire de la masse fibreuse des sortes de toul'fes de pulpe enfermant chacune un gros noyau. Malgre la consistance gluante , le gout en est tres agreable.

Autour de l'usine de I'Incomati
Xinavane est le pays de la canne a sucre, de vastes etcndues
en sont couvertes. La grande usine a sucre qu'on appelle du nom
du fleuve, l'Incomati fonctionne depuis plusieurs generations et
emploic environ 4000 personnes. Elle est gardee par une milice privee. Les batiments de I'administration et les logements des cadres
sont disperses dans un immense parc a I'ombre de grands arbres.
On y accede par une superbe allee de grands palmiers de pros de
20 m. do haut. Le pare est longe par une sorte de canal bordc d'unc
digue qui le separe du lit du fleuve, cette digue sert de promenoir.
Au-dela de la digue, sur les bonds les plus elevcs du lit tres large
et presque vide, s'entassent dans un desordre de ruclles et de tours,
les pauvres maisons do paille, de roseaux et de terre des refugies.
Its ont considerablement augmente la population du village. Its puisent malheureusement leur eau pour leur cuisine et leur boisson
dans le canal, aussi it y a deja eu des cas de cholera. Certains ont
trouve un emploi a l'usine ou dans les plantations, d'autres vont
couper du bois et vendent des fagots, d'autres enfin vivent on ne
sait de quoi.

La messe du soir
Le samedi soir a 17h30 la messe rassemble la petite communaute chretienne de Xinavane. On se salue et on cause dans la tour
de 1'eglise. Deux dames et un homme d'origine mauricienne viennent me dire bonjour, heureux de cette occasion de parlor francais.
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Je salue le responsable de la communaute , un petit homme grisonnant et aussi l'ordonnateur des ceremonies . Nous allons nous habiller a la sacristie au fond de 1'eglise , ainsi que deux gamins en aube
avec camail a bordure rouge. La procession d'entr6c est accompagnee d ' un chant danse d'un pied sur l'autre par dix jeunes filles
drapees dans des pagnes aux couleurs vives. Certains de ces pagnes
arborent sur fond bleu et jaune le portrait du pape et sont des souvenirs de son passage au Mozambique. Une semblable procession
chantee et dansee precede un homme qui apporte solennellement
1'evangile. Pour la quete , deux fillettes viennent disposer devant
I'autel , sur le sol un tissu colors, d'environ Im x 1m50 , et chacun
des membres de I'assembi6e vient deposer son offrande sur cette
etoffe. Les deux fillettes la replient et portent le tout au fond de
1'eglise pour la procession de I'offrande . Une douzaine de jeunes
filles tout en chantant et dansant portent les offrandes sur la tote,
dans des petits paniers, des charpagnes ou de grandes assiettes,
des fruits , bananes, mangues, ananas, des legumes , pommes de
terre, oignons , mais, riz. Puis deux par deux, elles remettent ces
offrandes aux celebrants qui les transmettent a un assistant qui
les range sous I'autel. Au moment de la consecration, six de ces jeunes filles viennent se mettre a genoux en ligne au has des marches
du choeur . Elles se prosternent profondement au moment precis
de la consecration , puis dans un geste gracieux qui accompagne
('elevation , elles elevent les mains au ciel en signe d'offrande, et
ensuite se prosternent en frappant trois fois dans leurs mains. Elles
repetent ces gestes a la N_-me elevation.
A la fin de la messe trois discours successifs de messieurs
d'ages divers , me souhaitent la bienvenue , et me remercient de ma
visite. Je les remercie de leur accueil en leur disant que je raconterai en Europe cc que j ' ai vu chez eux. Je les felicite de la belle tenue
de (curs ceremonies ct de ('entrain de leurs chants , a rendre jalouse
noire chorale do Sic Livrade.

Magude
- Dimanche 19 janvier. II faisait hier soir une chaleur ecrasante, aussi pendant la nuit it y a eu un violent orage avec tonnerre,
eclairs et grosse pluie pendant plus de deux heures. Mon compagnon et guide, Manuel Velo n ' a rien entendu : heureuse jeunesse au
sommcil de plomb. Vers 6h30 sous partons pour une paroisse voisine Magude a 16 kni. C'est en principe le centre theorique du district, mais cc secteur s'est un peu depeuple du fait de la guerre
civile. Cependant des communautes villageoises de l'interieur sont
venues s'y refugier. II y a memo cu autrefois dans cc Bourg Ic grand
seminaire national, mais it s'est transfers par la suite a Maputo.
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11 n'y a que 16 km mais it faut une heure pour les faire tellement
la route est en mauvais etat . Parfois on sort de la route pour prendre un chemin de terre qui la longe et qui est moins pcnible. Le
village est bati sur une hauteur qui domino la rive gauche de I'Incomati d ' une trentaine de metres . Aussi la route et le chemin de fer
franchissent le lit du fleuve sur un immense pont qui s ' eleve a une
vingtaine de metres au dessus de la plaine pour rattraper la dcnivellation . Le pont a environ 500 m . de long . Comme it est etroit,
lorsqu ' un train arrive , ce qui nest pas frequent , les voitures et
camions doivent s'arreter a !'entree du Pont pour lui laisser tout
le passage.
L'ancien village administratif est fait de maisons en dur, un
peu delabrees, l'on me fait voir celle de la mission qui sert de pied
a terre. II v a quelques belles avenues et meme quclques parrs
publics. A I'extremite ouest 1'eglise se dresse sur une vaste esplanade qui domine la vallee. De part et d'autre de ]'avenue d'acces,
Ies refugies se sont bati des maisonnettes sur les terrains mis a lour
disposition par la mission.
La messe doit commencer en principe a 8h00, les gens commencent a affluer. L'eglise quoique bicn grande sera bientot remplie par une foule de pros de 400 personncs . Les enfants sont sagement assis par terre a droite et a gauche de !'entree du choeur. Une
chorale est accompagnee par un petit orgue electrique et deux tamtam. Comme a la messe d'hier soir, des jeunes filles vctues de pagnes
aux couleurs somptueuses et coiffees de turbans varies, assurent
en chantant et en dansant leurs chants , la procession d'entr6c, celle
de !'Alleluia , celle de I'offrande qui est assez longue, et le rite emouvant de ('elevation. Le P. Manuel preche sur les Noces de Cana, it
parle en portugais . Mais chaque morceau de sermon est repris dans
la langue locale le xingane par un traducteur. C'est un grand diable qui travaille habituellement a Johannesburg , mais it commente
plus qu ' il ne traduit , car ses interventions sont bcaucoup plus longues que cellos du Pere.
A la fin de la messe je salue ]' assistance par quclques mots
repris en portugais par le Pere et ensuite retraduits longuement
par notre homme. Puis un groupe de jeunes va mimer pour nous
dans le choeur quclques scenes bibliques, par exemple le Sacrifice
d'Isaac , et quelques autres. Comme tout etait en Xingane , certaines choses m'ont echappe . Ensuite deux garcons , un petit gamin
et un autre un peu plus age me firent chacun un petit discours tout
a fait aimable , dont ils me remirent le papier que j'ai garde.
11 fallut encore accueillir plusieurs presentations de cadeaux,
d'abord par un groupe do jeunes filles portant sur la tote des fruits
et legumes varies et dansant sur un chant repetitif tres beau. Puis
un groupe de fillettes en firent autant en chantant et dansant ega-
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lement . Enfin un groupe de grand - meres toutes souriantes se livrerent a la meme ceremonie dansante. J'avoue que cet accueil chaleureux et cette fraternite spontanee m'ont profondement touche.
Il se trouve que parmi les chretiens presents, it y avait plusieurs
communautes chretiennes de refugies etablis aux environs et que
cc sont precisement des communautes ferventes. Apres la messe
nous faisons une promenade avec trois messieurs , jusqu ' a I'ancien
seminaire devenu ecole secondaire de I'Etat . L'ensemblc des ceremonies de cc matin a dune plus de 3 heures, mais je ne les ai pas
trouvees longues.
Pour le retour , nous chargeons une pleine camionnette de gens
qui veulent aller a Xinavane.

Une soiree a Xinavane
Dans I'apres-midi de cc dimanche nous allons faire visite a cette
dame mauricienne qui etait venue nous saluer hier soir au moment
de la messe. Elle habite avec sa mere dans ('enceinte de la sucrerie
oit elle est secretaire.
Elles habitaient precedemment dans Ic bourg de Xinavanc,
mais le Renamo est venu la nuit piller leur maison et incendier leur
voiture. Aussi ( ' administration de I'usine a mis a leur disposition
une spacieuse demeure de style colonial avec une veranda vitree
faisant tout le tour, et un mobilier confortable. Elles noun font faire
une promenade dans le pare ou Ics grands arbres entretiennent une
ombre bien agreable.
Beaucoup de gens de Xinavanc ont fait comme noun et sont
sortis se promener, toute une foule en grande tenuc et aux costumes aux coulcurs vives est sur la route et se dirige vers une maison entouree d'un petit parc ou a lieu une fete de mariage.
Le soir venu nous allons avec Ic P. Manuel faire un tour a t ravers
les rues et ruclles de Xinavane . II ne fait pas tres sombre, et une
pleine tune nous eclaire de sa face ronde. Nous allons jusqu'au bord
de l'Incomati , que des gens traversent en cc momenta gue . Un concert de grenouilles s'elcve de marais voisins, elles ont les unes de petites voix fttitees, les autres des voix graves comme des grenadiers.
Apres lc repas nous ccoutons les nouvelles de Radio-France internationale, puis nous discutons longuement de la mission.

Le retour a Maputo
Lundi matin 21 janvier, nous faisons nos adieux aux Soeurs
particulierement a Socur Bernadette une bresilienne majestueusc,
qui avec la soeur cuisinicre , a eu soin de nous tous ces jours-ci. Le
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P. Manuel charge la camionnette de ravitaillement, fruits et legumes, et de materiel pour Maputo. Nous partons vers 9h00 et passons dans un quarticr de Xinavane , pour charger un jeune menage,
Ic mari est enseignant. Its veulent aller avec Ieurs deux petits
enfants saluer leurs parents a Maputo. La voiture cst tres chargee,
aussi it vaut mieux changer t'unc des roues arriere qui nest pas
tres gonflee.
Au bout dune petite dizaine de kms nous rejoignons la route
nationale Xai Xai - Maputo. Le croisement est le rende z -vous de
nombreux camions et autocars charges les uns et les autres de voyageurs . La route est bonne , mais elle est abimee de loin en loin parce
que des rebelles ou simplement des bandits ont brute des voitures
sur la route apres avoir vole leurs occupants . Dans un hopital rural
non loin d ' ici its ont massacre une cinquantaine de personnes: des
malades qui n'avaient pas pu s'enfuir, it y a de cela quelques moil.
Nous etions engages depuis une dizaine de kin sur la route de
Maputo , quand un camion rempli de soldats nous fait signe de
rebrousser chemin. Nous revenons donc sur nos pas et d'autres en
font autant , jusqu ' a cc croisement et nous demandons cc qui se
passe. En fait it y a eu une attaque de bandits, et it y aurait deux
morts sur la route. Mais au bout d'un bon moment d'attente et
d'hesitation, nous voyons arriver des voitures venant de la direction de Maputo, et leurs occupants nous disent qu'ils sont passes
sans problemes. Nous repartons donc en direction du sud , et voila
qu'au bout de 25 km environ, nous voyons en effct deux morts sur
le bord de la route, une femme sur le bas cote gauche et un homme
sur la droite . It est etendu dans une Plaque de sang , un bras replie
sur la tete, a deux ou trois metres du bord droit de la route. Son
corps risque d'ctre ecrase par un camion.
Manuel me dit: "On ne peut pas les laisser la , it faut les charger". Mais qu'allons nous en faire ? Le jeune menage qui est a
I'arriere de la camionnette n'a pas Pair tres desireux do voyager
avec deux morts. qu'on ferons -nous en effct ? A qui les remettre?
La solution.si nous avions le temps serait de chercher Ic village le
plus proche , mail it n'y en a pas a ('horizon , et de prevenir les gees
du village, pour qu ' ils viennent s'occuper de ces morts. Nous nous
contentons d'enlever de la route le corps de l'homme en le tirant
par les pieds, et de l'etendre sur Ic bas cote af in que personne ne
I'ecrase. Le corps est deja raidi, la mort doit done remonter au petit
matin ou a la nuit. C ' est un assassinat imbecile . qu'est-ce que faisaient a ces bandits cet homme et cette femme vctus pauvremenl
et qui allaient sans doute a leur travail? Voila de quoi est malade
le Mozambique, de cette violence aveugle qui paralyse la vie do
quantite de gens. 11 y a eu je nc sais combien de voitures et de
camions qui, depuis le matin , ont vu ces deux morts sur la route,
et personne ne s'est arrete , alors qu ' on aurait pu s'attendre a un
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attroupement . Le carrion de soldats que nous avons vu it y a une
demie heure aurait pu s'en occuper, mais its sont passes en vitesse,
comme s'ils avaient eu peur. Pendant le reste du chemin nous sommes quelque peu meditatifs.
Nous arrivons en vue de Maputo un peu avant midi , et nous
laissons notre jeune menage dans un faubourg de petites maisonnettes lepreuses . La grand - mere sort de la maison et prend dans
ses bras le dernier-n6 pendant que sa bru et son fits descendent
de la camionnette . Nous les laissons a leurs retrouvailles
Au tours du voyage, en traversant un village, nous avons aperqu
un important groupe d'enfants assis en rond a meme le sol sous
un arbre immense . C'est une ecole en plein air. Beaucoup d'ecoles
ont ete saccagees ou detruites par la guerilla , aussi 1 ' ecole se fait
dehors a l'ombre d'un arbre . Mais it n'y a ni banes , ni tables, ni
livres, ni cahiers , et les enfants sont par grouper de 50 a 80. II y
a parfois plusieurs groupes sous le meme grand arbre. Le maitre
fait repeter des phrases en portugais la langue officielle , car it y
a plusieurs langues locales et , dans cette region , c'est Ic xingane.

Le Foyer de Matola
Nous arrivons a la maison a Maputo ou sont deja regroupes
une bon nombre de Confreres. Dans I'apres-midi nous nous rendons a une vingtaine de km vers le sud a Matola une petite ville
industrielle. C'est la qu'a ete bati le foyer ou logeront les seminaristes qui entrent chez nous . Its pourront de la alter suivre Ies tours
au grand serninaire interdiocesain qui nest qua 500 metres.
Le foyer est baptise Foyer Ghebre Michael du nom de not re bienheureux martyr ethiopien du siccle dernier, puisque c'est un africain. La maison est neuve, elle est meme si neuve que quand je l'ai
vue rapidement le lendemain de mon arrivice, je ne croyais jamais
qu'elle serait prete et meublee pour accueillir les Confreres pour leur
retraite 5jours plus tard. Et pourtant aujourd'hui, tout est pret grace
a l'organisation du P. Luciano qui est lame de ce foyer. 11 est prevu
pour accueillir une vingtaine d'etudiants avcc leurs directeurs.
L'ensemble est propre et sans luxe. 11 y a quelqucs salles communes:
chapelle, refectoire, bibliotheque, salles de reunion, et de petites
chambres, avec le sanitaire et les lavabos et douches dans une salle
au bout du couloir. Le premier soir nous aeons eu malhcureusement
une panne d'etectricite dans une partie de la maison, nous avons pris
le repas du soir aux chandelles. Le lendemain soir a la suite d'un
orage it y a eu panne generale dans tout le quartier. II faut Bien dire
que tout nest pas encore au point dans ce pays. Dans le terrain
autour de la maison le P. Luciano fait planter des arbres, car it n'y
avait qu' un seul arbre, jusqu'a present.
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Pendant quatre jours nous allons avoir deux conferences le
matin sur les origines de la Communaute , et echange de vues dans
I'apres-midi sur divers problemes interessant la province.

Les Lazaristes au Mozambique
Les Confreres sont arrives au Mozambique en 1940. Its ont ete
charges du grand seminaire national et de plusieurs petits seminaires . Its etaient une cinquantaine venus du Portugal . La revolution a ferme et confisque tous les seminaires . La plupart des Confreres ont du repartir au Portugal . Its ne sont actuellement que 14
parmi lesquels 2 freres. Its se preoccupent d'un recrutement local
et ont une douzaine de seminaristes . Fen ai vu deux dont Pun est
en theologie et un autre vient d'achever son noviciat. Les autres
sont moms avances, mais en bonne voie. Le premier Confrere
mozambicain le P. Germain GRACHANE a ete nomme eveque auxiliaire de Nampula et it y a 3 mois, on vient de lui conlier le diocese
nouvellement cree Nacala , dont it est le premier eveque. C'est a 2000
km de Maputo dans le nord. Cc diocese compte 1.300.000 habitants
et la ville en fait 150.000, mais it n 'a qu'une dizaine de pretres pour
tout cc monde, cc sont presque tous des pretres de la Societe missionnaire des Comboniens. II demande en grace qu'on lui envoie
une equipc de Lazaristes. Une soeur combonienne avcc qui j'ai fait
le voyage de retour rn'a dit de Iui que le gouverneur de I'Etat de
Nampula dans lequel se trouve son diocese Iui a rendu recemment
un hommage public en soulignant sa sagesse et son humilite.

Le Seminaire regional
Au cours de la retraite, on m'a fait visiter le grand seminaire
interdiocesain. Nous y sommes alles apres le repas de midi, sous
un soleil cuisant par un chemin rempli de sable qui vous entrait
dans les sandales. Le seminaire qui peut accucillir 150 eleves cornprend divers batiments disperses sur un vaste campus ombrage.
Une tres belle chapelle dresse vers le ciel sa tour surmontee d'une
grande croix blanche . Tout a cote, une Salle toute en gradins est
organisee comme salle de conferences. Une quinzaine d'ouvriers
en achevent l'amenagement. Ellc doit accueillir la Conference des
70 eveques de l'Afrique australe. Sous cette salle un vaste local a
('architecture originale puisque le plafond est en gradins, accueillera la bibliotheque.
Le soir alors que nous nous promenons a la fraicheur, nous
rencontrons le gardien de nuit du chancier . II est vetu d ' un treillis
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militaire et arme d ' une kalatchnikov. Il assure la garde du chantier de la maison, lequel nest pas tout a fait fini , et restera j usqu'a
I'arrivee des ouvriers le lendemain matin.

Le samedi 25 janvier
C'est aujourd ' hui que dolt titre inauguree la nouvelle maison
a la messe de 10 heures . Tous les Confreres sont la ainsi que le superieur du grand seminaire et celui du petit seminaire. Les Soeurs
sont venues nombreuses et parmi tines quatre ou cinq toutes jeunes assurent l'accompagnement des chants au tam - tam et avec une
espece de sistre . Des lairs sont la aussi , et des seminaristes, la mere
et les Freres de l'un d ' eux, l'architecte qui a etabli les plans de la
maison , le chef des travaux , et enfin un jeune menage noir avec deux
petites filles ravissantes.
Le Pere Visiteur donne le sens de la ceremonie . A l'offertoire,
une procession apporte les objets et les dons au rvthme d'un chant
et d'un pas de danse trey discret , un pas a droite , un pas a gauche.
Quelques chants sont en xingane, les sonorites sont tres agreables
a I'oreille, mais leur transcription est presque indechiffrable, cant
Ies mots paraissent etranges . Au moment de I'offertoire , un seminariste qui vient d'achever son noviciat Bernardino Joao emet le
Bon propos de se consacrer au Seigneur dans la Compagnie, un
autre qui est deja en 3eme annee de theologie, Armindo renouvelle
son engagement.
L'un des missionnaires le P. Horacio filme une partie de la ceremonie. Le P. Luciano qui a ete fame de cette realisation adresse
des remerciements aux personnes presentes, ceux qu'il adresse a
la province de Toulouse sont particulierement chaleureux et je vous
en fais part.
Apres la messe ceux qui ne connaissent pas encore la maison
la visitent dans tous les recoins.
Le repas qui suit est tres soigne,il a ete prepare par les Soeurs.
Je me trouve a cote du superieur du grand seminaire, un Pere blanc
ecossais qui parle fort hien le fran(ais, et en face du superieur du
seminaire moven, le P. Ugo Duque tin pretre colombien du diocese
de Pereira. 11 est tres admiratif de I'eveque du nouveau diocese de
Caldas en Colombie , Mgr. Garcia, it a suivi une retraite qu'il a prechee et dont it garde tin souvenir extraordinaire. 11 connait bien
egalement Mgr. Cabezas I'auxiliaire de Cali, adore des petites Bens
des quartiers pauvres.
Des discours sont prononces a la fin du repas pour remercier
Ics uns et Ies autres. Je suis oblige d'en improviser un, que traduit
phrase par phrase le P. Luciano.
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Une matinee de dimanche a Maputo
Nous participons tour a la messe paroissiale a l'eglise SaintJean voisine de la maison a Maputo, et dont les Confreres ont la
charge. Une procession d'entree a lieu avec danses rythmees. Les
chants sont accompagnes par deux guitares, deux tam-tams et un
petit orgue dont joue avec maitrise une fillette minuscule qui ne
parait pas avoir plus de 10 ans. Dans ]'assistance qui remplit 1'eglise
it y a quelques blancs, et parmi eux une jeune fille aux traits analogues a ceux de la race noire, mais elle est tout a fait albinos de
teint et de cheveux. Les lectures sont reprises en langue xingane
et egalement le sermon, cc qui allonge beaucoup I'office. La quete
se passe a peu pres comme a Magude, chacun vient deposer son
obole dans un petit drap de couleur tenu par deux fillettes a ]'entree
du choeur. A la sortie de I'eglise, nous causons avec les uns et les
autres. Un bon nombre de ces chretiens ont des responsabilites dins
la marche de la paroisse. Elie est divisee en petites communautes,
chacune avec ses responsables, et chaque dimanche c'est une de
ces communautes qui anime la messe. Tout ccla m'a paru tres vivant
et je les en ai felicites.
Devant 1'eglise s'etend une grande place ombragee, et sur un
des cotes de la place, un marche avec ses etalages sur le sol ou sur
quelques planches posees sur 4 piquets, avec si possible une tole
pour faire un peu d'ombre. On y vend de petites chores en petites
quantites: quelques legumes, quelques boites de ceci ou de cola,
quelques morceaux de bois ou de charbon, un peu d'huile...
Nous retournons a Matola pour le repas de midi, tous les Confreres sont encore IA, ]'atmosphere est tres gaie. je les invite quand
ils viendront en Europe a venir faire un pelerinage au Berceau ou
a venir soigner leur foie a Vichy.

L'Unthalusi
Dans I'apres-midi,nous prenons la route du sud qui va vers
I'Afrique australe.et le Swaziland. Au bout d'une vingtaine de km
la route descend un peu vers une vaste plaine, c'est la plaine de
l'Umbalusi , une assez grosse riviere que noun longeons quelque
temps. Puis la route bifurque, la branche de droite va vers l'ouest,
l'Afrique du sud a 70 km environ. Celle de gauche va vers une region
accidentee, dont les hauteurs allongees en vastes plateaux barrent
]'horizon, c'est le petit pays du Swaziland. A un nouvel embranchement la route de droite continue en assez mauvais etat vers le poste
de mission de Naamacha oii habite le P. Ribeiro qui est avec nous.
Cette route qui continue vers le Swaziland est accidentee et dan255

gereuse , mais it y regne de plus un climat d ' insecurite, elle est jalonnee de voitures incendiees.
Nous prenons la branche de gauche qui est en tres bon etat
et qui va nous mener au bout de quelques kms au barrage de
l'Umbalusi . 11 a ete edifie it y a quelqucs annees par les Italiens.
Unc digue de terre et de rochers barre la vallee sur plus d ' un kilometre et sur une hauteur de 40 a 50 metres . Seule la partie centrale est munie de vannes. La retenue d'eau constitue un lac magnifique de 1500 a 2000 metres de large. Mais les eaux sont assez basses faute de pluies: du parapet au bord dc la route sur la cretc, nous
dominons le lac dune vingtaine de metres de haut , et le dcversoir
n'alimcnte qu'un maigre fleuve , a peine ('equivalent de 1'Aveyron
et encore. Cettc retenue sert a I'alimentation en eau de Maputo et
a !'irrigation . C'est ainsi qu'en bas du barrage s'alignent les totes
rondes de vastes plantations d'orangers.
De l'autre cote du barrage , nous nous arretons sur unc hauteur ou se trouve une station de pompage gardec semble -t-il par
1'armee , et d'ou Ion a une tres belle vue . Un char sovietique a acheve
en cot endroit son dernier parcours . Quelques petites cabancs en
roseaux ou en morceaux de vieilles baches servent d'abris. Sur un
trepied pros dune de ces cabanes , cc qui semble titre un fusil
mitrailleurest braque vers un ennemi imaginaire, mais le tout est
recouvert de vieux sacs . Un des gardiens des lieux nous observe
de loin d ' un oeil soupconncux.
Au retour nous passons le long du port , quelqucs bateaux sont
ancres dans la baie. Au loin , au-dela du golfe s'elevent vers le rudest les hautcurs du Cap Ste Marie et de Vile d'Inhaca . L'avenuc que
nous cmpruntons en rentrant a Maputo traverse la ville sur 7 km.
Apres des montees et descentes elle arrive aux quartiers luxueux
dominant la mer, parmi les arbres et les flours.

Lundi 27 janvier
Les Confreres ont commence a s'en rctourner chez eux, hier
soir ceux de Johannesburg, cc matin ceux de Chokwe et Machel et
je partirai cc soir pour I'aeroport. Le repas est tres cordial. Je redis
aux Confreres combien je suis heureux de ces 15 jours passes avec
eux, partageant leurs soucis et leurs joics.
J'ai pu evaluer les conditions tres difficiles dans lesquelles ils
vivent : climat souvent penible , deplacemcnts longs et dangercux,
alimentation souvent sommaire, manque de contort habituel. Malgre lour petit nombre ils tiennent pratiquement la plupart des secteurs ruraux du diocese de Maputo, plus une paroisse en ville a
Maputo, une autre a Johannesburg et un secteur missionnaire au
diocese voisin Xai Xai. Saint Vincent parlant des pauvres et sur-
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tout des refugies disait qu'ils sons mon poids et ma douleur. C'cst
cc que peuvent dire quotidiennement les missionnaires et les Filler de la charite a peu pres dans tous leurs posies. Je l'ai particulierement eprouve en visitant avec le P. Silva l'hopital de tentes a
Xalimbene et en eprouvant une sensation d'accablcmcnt en parcourant le dedale des ruelles infectes du camp de refugies ou ces
pauvres gens ont de menues occupations quotidiennes de survic.
On ne se sent guere le coeur a plaisanter en rejoignant la vie normale. On parle beaucoup de camps de refugies pris en charge par
l'O.N.U. Palestine , Kurdistan, Thailande , et autres lieux, mais ceuxci ne sont pris en charge que par eux-mcmes et par la Providence
qui souvent prcnd le visage d'une Soeur ou d'un Pere.
Dans l'apres-midi du 27 le P . Luciano m ' a conduit en ville pour
visiter la cathedrale , c'est unc beau vaisseau tout blanc pouvant
accueillir 2000 fideles. Le parvis immense donne par trois volees
d'escaliers sur unc vaste place ombragee. Sur un cote de la place
s'eleve 1'equivalent de notre Chambre des Deputes . Nous revenons
a la maison par l'avenue Lenine. On trouve encore sur les murs des
restes de la propagande marxiste qui a submerge le pays pendant
une douzaine d'annees. Depuis trois ou quatre ans une autre orientation a heureusement etc prise.
'Vern l6h00, nous partons a 1'aeroport avec tous les Confreres
presents dans la maison. Le P. Luciano qui connait beaucoup de
monde fait regler rapidement mes papiers et 1'enregistrement de
mon billet par une hotesse qu'il rencontre et connait bien, cc qui
simplifie les formalites . Nous nous disons des adieux tout a fait
fraternels en nous dormant rendez -vous en Europe quand ils auront
l'occasion d'y venir. Je suis charge par les uns et les autres de
paquets de lettres a expedier de France , cc que je feral tres
volontiers.
Le voyage a lieu de nuit jusqu'a Lisbonne. J'ai l'occasion de
parler pendant lc vol avec une Soeur combonienne , qui va en conge
en Italic, elle est du diocese de Mgr. Grachane et elle l'estime
beaucoup.
La nuit est bien longue et prolongee par quatre heures d'arret
a Lisbonne.
Le parcours Lisbonne -Paris me donne l'occasion de voir le site
de la ville au bord de la mer de Paille, puis au bout dune heure,
d'apercevoir les hauteurs enneigees de la chaine cantabrique du
nord de I'Espagne, et enfin en abordant le littoral francais, les
Iles de Re et d ' Oleron tres distinctement . Il fait un degre au dessus de zero en arrivant a Orly alors qu'hier soir nous avions 35°
a Maputo.
Sainte Livrade, le 4 fevrier 1992
(B.L.F. 133 - Avril 1992)
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IN MEMORIAM

Brother William Smyth C.M.
20.04.1906 - 16.09,1991

Enconomia galore from the Sheffield press:
A devoted Sheffield churchman.
A legend in his time. A friend to everybody.
The best-loved Catholic church figure in the city.
The popular RC figure who survived the Luftwaffe hit.
Brother Willie Smyth had broken all records: he had died 64
years to the day after taking his vows, after 62 years in the one appointment, and at the age of 85, well-known and well-loved.
A native of Enniscorthy, he was born of a Protestant father,
who kept accounts in the local mill, and a devout Catholic mother.
The Smyth children numbered four, two boys and two girls. The
two girls were later to emigrate to France, one to marry a Frenchman and the other to join a French order of nuns; the former is
still alive. Of the two boys Willie was to join the Vins and Teddy
was to work with them as cook in the old St Joseph's until he died
in the late 1930s. Mrs Smyth died while her children were still
young, so the two girls were sent to the Holy Faith school in Glasnevin while the two boys went to St Vincent's, Glasnevin.
Willie's first job was in St Patrick's College, Drumcondra, as
an assistant in the science laboratory. In St Patrick's he was to experience "the gentle compassionate love of Christ" in a Vincentian
lay brother (probably Charlie Boyle). At 19 he decided to join some
order of Brothers in England. He bought the outfit and, jam omnia parata, Willie was ready to travel. Suddenly the memory of this
truly good Vincentian was powerful enough to make him change
his mind (the Damascus Road magnetic field!) and seek acceptance
in the Vins. He entered St Joseph's, Blackrock, on 15 September
1925 and took his vows on 16 September 1927.
After his vows he apparently stayed on in St Joseph's for two
years. (He used to recall a short spell in Strawberry Hill for health
reasons during this period). He was appointed sacristan in Sheffield
in 1929, to succeed Brother Michael Murphy who had completed
nearly half a century in the post.
Brother Willie's memory of his early days remained ever fresh.
Little five year old Ted Cummings (now a well-known senior citizen)
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sang very well for him on Brother ' s first visit to St Vincent's School
beside the church . Dostoyevsky claimed that " there is nothing nobler, stronger , healthier and more beneficial than a good memory".
Brother Willie was very blessed with a keen memory for people,
names, places and things.
As sacristan he was to see St Vincent ' s Church in its greatest glory
for the consecration on 18 June 1931 and for the centenary celebrations in 1956 . But there was also the devastation of the Luftwaffe hit
in 1940 when the snow fell into the church and covered the pulpit area.
Brother Willie prepared the church for high masses , when long
processions of altar boys led magnificently vested sub-deacon, deacon and celebrant through a spotless church to a riot of flowers and
a blaze of candle-light in the sanctuary . In the organ loft wellrehearsed choirs and their star organist , John Denham , adorned the
liturgy with splendid melodies and the lovely plainchant . To this day
a Christmas carol composed by John Denham is sung at the beginning
of midnight Mass. The church was full for Sunday Masses, and for the
big occasion there was standing room only.
In its day St Vincent ' s was the mother of churches in Sheffield
and Brother Willie reigned serene and supreme in his oak panelled
sacristy , so well-furnished with wardrobes and vesting benches. The
vestments , according to colour, lay in covers in drawers , and there
was an endless supply of linen - corporals , purificatory and fingertowels . Underneath St Justin ' s Day Chapel ( in St Vincent's Church)
there was a large work room with a dozen wardrobes and presses
crammed with flower vases , candles and stands , altar covers and all
that was needed for processions , Holy Week ceremonies, etc. Brother
Willie washed and ironed a lot of the smaller altar linen here.
While most of us adopt " the manner of a policeman accosted by
an amiable drunk , prepared to humour him a moment in order to
hurry him the more quietly on his way" ( McGahern ), Brother Willie
had found the secret of Helder Camara : " Do people weigh you down?
Don't carry them on your shoulders ; take them into your heart".
Brother ' s "handouts" were well - known and groups like the Union of
Catholic Mothers gave him contributions.
He lived the poor life himself . While his room was always spotless, his little "possessions " consisted of a small transistor radio, a
suitcase and a few books. A year ago he gave his remaining money
to the community and left the rest to help cover his funeral expenses.
Did the fact that his father was a Protestant endow him with special ecumenical sympathy ? He certainly was quite at home with all,
irrespective of their shade of belief . His saying: "friendly with all"
was a living reality.
The schools once had about a thousand pupils and the boys and
girls glided and chirped around Brother Willie like birds. Solly
Street and the surrounding area were packed with the descendants
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of Irish immigrants. Alas, after the war the houses were pulled
down as people moved to new parishes, and industry robbed Willie of the company of hundreds of his friends. He would see the
great congregations gradually dwindle down to a mere hundred for
just one Sunday Mass by 1990.
He had a great gift for dealing with church helpers and cleaners, electricians and heating engineers . Everyone experienced his
kindness, appreciation and respect. To the sacristy would come past
parishioners, past students of the school and, of course, members
of the travelling community.
Brother Willie had a photo of his brother, Teddy, and of his
sisters in his office. He used to say that they all loved the poor. Is
it true that all those we love deeply become part of us? Beggars
seemed to think so and sought out Brother Willie in the sacristy
and presbytery up to the end of his life, as if to prove the truth of
Michel Quoist's saying: "Dying is not ceasing to live but ceasing
to love". Brother Willie put up a little challenge in the beginning
but the skilled eve of the expert traveller knew that he was an easy
hook and could be hauled aboard in no time; food and money were
on the way!
Brother Willie didn't know what it meant to be lonely. He was
always busy in a quiet methodical way, counting the Sunday and
church box collections and banking them every week, and keeping
his account books up-to-date. Of course the sacristy and church
work took several hours every morning. Then he typed his letters,
and many people came to talk to him about old times and about
their life problems. He was a good listener and took a patient,
balanced and pragmatic view of things. He was a gentleman who
wouldn't cause pain. Earlier in life he walked a lot with his dog,
and kept a lovely rose and flower garden which had a Lourdes grotto which he had built himself. He liked to read biographies and
spiritual books. He had a working knowledge of French, which improved with his trips to France to visit his two sisters. He liked
to visit his friends and to spend a few hours in the club occasionally.
The Sheffield smog in the grey days of belching steel mills
caused bronchial ailments to many people. Brother Willie suffered
from a "bad chest" for many years. In later years he needed about
two hours to "come around" as he prepared for morning prayer. After a cup of tea he made his way to the chapel a good half hour before everybody else. The "old chest" slowed him down and prevented
him from travelling very far. For many years Dr Derek Cullen,
Sheffield's chief Catholic consultant, insisted on seeing him every
few months for a check-up. He regarded it as a great honour to give
his services free of charge. Claremont Nursing Home, run by the Sisters of Mercy, looked after "dear Brother Smyth" in his last illnesses.
In conversation Brother Willie held your interest as he
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reminisced about the past. As a speaker in the club for special occasions he was a "great take".
As we motored to Solly Street for morning Mass he would recall
that at such a spot there once stood a great store where you could buy
everything "from an anchor to a needle". He could say of someone:
"I knew his father and mother. I have seen them come and go. We
learn from experience - some people never learn". He could say of
Frank Finnegan (now in his eighties): "I knew his grandparents".
His most famous phrase was that he was "friendly with all and
familiar with none". Shortly after I heard him make this claim on
one occasion, I saw an admiring female sweep into the sacristy before Mass and give him a big kiss. I challenged him: "Looks as if
you're familiar with all!". He was quite amused.
As a man of prayer he found the old Formulary and the meditations on the vows and spirit of perennial value. As well as a full
hour's prayer every morning he spent half an hour every evening
before the Blessed Sacrament, and was always present for the Prayer of the Church at mid-day and in the evening. During his work
in the sacristy and church there were periods for devotions and
rosary. He had a tender devotion to the Mother of God and her altar in St Vincent's Church was lavishly decorated with flowers. He
adapted wonderfully to change in some things as if "to love is to
change" had been coined by himself.
A faithful, thankful Vincentian brother he said with truth: "I
have covered the ground". He would resonate with Helder Camara:
I love to look at a hundred year old tree with shoots as though
it were a stripling. It teaches me the secret of growing old, open
to life, to youth, to dreams, and makes me aware that youth
and age are steps towards eternity.
Michael DUNNE C.M.

Father James Cahalan C.M.
14.09.1910 - 15.12.1991

Three days after his death the following appeared in the Office of
Readings, on 18 December:
In your old age I shall still be the same,
When your hair is grey I shall still support you.
I have already done so. I have carried you (Is 46:4).
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Like the Lord, James ever remained the same, sibi semper constans. He never did change, a restless soul to the last.
At a Justice Seminar last July (could there be one without him?)
he told us of a dream he had had, which was quite a revelation on
his part. This turned out to be the famous death scene of St Vincent - but in reverse. Instead of well-intentioned confreres tugging at Vincent asking him for his blessing on their works, here
was Vincent in the dream doing the tugging , rousing and urging
on James, and, by implication, the rest of us, to a more active
ministry. Davantage!
The late John Charles McQuaid, archbishop of Dublin, once
rang James in St Joseph's. Naturally James was nowhere to he
found, so I was called to the phone. I said James was certainly at
home - I had seen him at breakfast. "You saw him at breakfast,
Father", said John Charles, "But don't you know, Father, that now,
even as we speak, Father James could be in the Outer Hebrides!"
The AB certainly knew his man. There was a close affinity between
the pair of them during James' time as Provincial and Director of
the Daughters.
One of today's buzz words is "energy". Everyone talks about
being "energised" and the Myers-Briggs test, as every modern religious knows, is all about where you get your energy from. Whatever its quality or provenance James was its ultimate practitioner.
Cliches spring to mind - you can't avoid them. Yes, he was a man
of boundless energy and insatiable activity. Kaleidoscopic memories abound: James playing at centre in a rugby match in the Rock
and then, half an hour later, seated in the Immaculate Conception
Oratory engaging our attention in more weighty matters; that
unmistakable hurried light-footed tread up and down the stairs,
or approaching the altar for Mass; that marked propensity of his
for going to Cork via Armagh just in case there might be a wasted
hour or two. Psychologists would probably have something to say
about it all but, in his case, it must all come under the rubric of
zeal. "If love of God is a fire", said Vincent, "zeal is its flame". James
was a zealous man, a man in a hurry, ever intent on the urgency
of his life and work as a Vincentian priest.
A biographer would have difficulty in categorizing that life and
work. About the only things you can nail down are the dates of his
appointments. His early years were spent in Dublin, in St Joseph's,
Blackrock; in Paris, in the Irish College and the Institut Catholique; in St Mary's College, Strawberry Hill; and then a succession
of appointments spanning almost half a century, and all concerned
with direction and formation with priests, students and Sisters. This
was his "rightful garden"; he had found his niche.
1944-56, Director in St Joseph's; 1956-61, superior in Glenart;
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1961-67, Director of the Daughters of Charity in Great Britain and
Ireland; 1966-75, Provincial of the Irish Province. Then that
astonishing move to Nigeria at the youthful age of 65 to take up
again , and in a vastly more concentrated form , that work of spiritual
direction in the 500 student Bigard major seminary in Enugu.
Though James was later a devotee of courses , seminars and
small groups, it's worth remembering that he had done a large part
of his spiritual direction before these were invented!
Those of us who were his students must now marvel at his understanding, perception and discernment in those days when these
very terms were scarcely used. Part of this may be explained by
his voracious appetite for reading and absorbing what he read. It's
a truism to say he was light years ahead of most of us in discovering and devouring the very latest in scripture , theology and spirituality. Even in Nigeria he had ways and means of overcoming the
problem of limited access to new books and publications. He once
contacted me and asked if I could look after the bill for "a bit of
an oul ' book " that he had ordered in Paris for shipment to Nigeria. Eventually the bill turned up - for £ 175.50 (sterling! ). Next time
he was home on leave I made it my business to ask him , with studied
casualness of course , how he had enjoyed his book . He then admitted the " book " was really a six volume edition of the "Dictionnaire
Theologique " and, yes, he was enjoying it immensely and had already reached volume 5.
In the presence of such activity and zeal the rest of us were
often moved to a self- righteous questioning of the prudence of it
all. Many were the gloomy predictions thirty years ago that James
couldn ' t possibly keep up his outrageous work load , but in the event,
of course , practically all his questioners predeceased him.
There can ' t be much doubt , I believe , but that the source of
it all lay in prayer . What "grande communication " there was between himself and the Lord no one ever found out; he just never
told anyone . About this, as about so many other aspects of his life,
he was reticent , self-deprecatory , even dismisssive . Like his master
St Vincent , he never drew up a coherent system of spirituality or
prayer , but it was his life- long fidelity to the practice of prayer that
served as the best teaching and example for others . One of my very
earliest memories of James is seeing him hunched at his prie-dieu
in St Joseph ' s, Blackrock , at 5.30 a.m., and one of my very last is
seeing him on his knees in the oratory of St Vincent ' s, Enugu; the
only difference after fifty years was that this time it was 5 . 00 a.m.!
All of which is an eloquent expression of Vincent ' s dictum that the
grace of early morning rising and prayer is intimately connected
with the grace of one ' s very vocation.
It's quite fascinating to find , as you leaf through the confer-
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ences and letters of Vincent, how the best loved lines and passages
came alive in James. Himself and Vincent became interchangeable. What was vintage Vincent is vintage James, and no wonder.
He was so steeped in the study of Vincent that he grew into his
very likeness. Said Vincent once: "I have been thinking these past
few days about the common ordinary life our Lord was pleased to
lead on earth". This is exactly what James inculcated by his attitude and whole approach to life - the simple, the frugal, the ordinary. "Nothing is quite enough"! In an age, too, when frequent, if
not excessive, self-reference tends to occur in and out of homilies
James was a constant abstentionist from the practice. Humility and
self-emptying were his trade.
Vincent again: "We must not", said he, "pay too much attention to doctors, who are only too willing to oblige". James spent
most of his life, but especially his latter years. affirming that particular thesis. His life in Nigeria was a saga of defiance, defiance
of all the accepted rules and practices for health preservation. Seven
or eight years ago I was misguided enough to imagine that it was
at last the time for him to return home. I wrote in that vein to the
rector of the Bigard Seminary, Enugu, who replied thus: "If you
think you can take Father Cahalan from us for silly things like
health reasons, you'll have a fight on your hands".
A wiser man, I bethought me of Vincent's: "As for me, old and
infirm as I am, I'd like to go to the Indies to win souls for Christ,
even if I should die on the way".
Nigeria was the apogee of his existence, the fulfilment of longcherished ambition . I hope it doesn't sound patronising but it is
probably true that only those of us who have worked in Nigeria
can realise what he meant to people, priests and sisters there. He
may never have made a deep study of the process of inculturation
but he saw them as part of his life and they in turn grew to love
him dearly as part of theirs.
Because of his own perpetual youthfulness lie had a particular way with him in meeting and talking with the young, particularly the young sisters in Nigeria and Ethiopia. Ethiopia, in his latter years, had become the only real threat to Nigeria in his affections.
All of this is but an inadequate series of reminiscences. At
another time and in another place his life and the worth of it must
be properly chronicled. He was a man like the prophets raised up
and blessed by God and given to our Province. In the words of one
of the Advent prayers: He was "the daystar powerfully dispelling
our darkness, awakening our faith from sleep". May we prove worthy of him.
James died on 15 December in the Regional House of the
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Daughters of Charity , Eleme , Port Harcourt, Nigeria . So fitting that
he should die in the loving care of the Daughters whom he had loved
and served . Finis coronal opus. Said Vincent : " ll' we are to die like
Christ we must live like Christ ". James Cahalan did both.

May the angels receive him into Paradise;
May the martyrs welcome him at his coming,
And with Lazarus , once poor , may he enjoy eternal rest.
Francis MULLAN C.M.
(From Colloque, Spring 1992 - NO 25)
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COLLINS Pat, Intimacy and the Hungers o f the Heart, The COLUMBA PRESS , Dublin , 1991, pp. 238.
Intimacy and the Hungers of the Heart maintains that we can
be no closer to God than we are to our true selves, to other people,
and to the created world about us. Using the best insights of modern
psychology, science and spirituality, it explores how contemporary
Christians can move from alienation to a sense of intimate connection with the whole of created reality. Part one shows how to be
intimate with oneself by means of growing self-awareness. Part two
describes how one can be intimate with nature and other people
by means of honest self-disclosure and loving attention. Part three
shows how the first two forms of intimacy can lead to an intimate
relationship with the Mysterious Other who is 'published and made
known' as the Beyond in the midst of our everyday lives.
Fr Pat Collins, C.M., is an Irish Vincentian priest. He is a lecturer in spirituality at All Hallows College, Dublin, and at the International Institute of St Anselm in England. In 1987 his Vi Dara
Un Cuore Nuovo was published in Italy and his most recent book
is Maturing in the Spirit, which was commissioned by the Charismatic Renewal in Ireland.
(Editor's Prese ntation)

MALONEY P. Robert , The Way of Vincent de Paul. A Contemporary
Spirituality in the Service of the Poor, NEW CITY PRESS, 1992,
pp. 175.
Recent years ... have seen an acceleration in the pace of translating Saint Vincent's writings, as well as a growth in the number
of studies of the many-faceted mind and heart of Saint Vincent.
Among such studies must be placed the present volume, which
Father Robert Maloney offers to all who would like to become more
acquainted with the spiritual vision of this man whose name immediately conjures up, not only the poor but the challenge of serving them. In a very painstaking and thorough manner Father
Maloney presents, with ample references to sources, the outlines
of Saint Vincent's "Way". A feature of this work are the very prac-
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tical deductions and consequences which Father Maloney draws
out from the vows and virtues which Saint Vincent considered to
be so important for a person called to serve Christ in the poor. This
practical aspect of the book would, I feel, appeal greatly to Saint
Vincent who considered prayer to be largely ineffective if it was
not backed up by concrete resolutions bearing on one's daily life.
In welcoming this book - and thanking Father Maloney - I
feel confident that it will draw its readers closer to Saint Vincent
whom Pope John Paul II has described as "a man of action and prayer, of administration and imagination, of leadership and humility,
a man of yesterday and of today" (To the Members of the General
Assembly, 1986; cf. VINCENTIANA 1986, p. 416.)
(From the Preface by Richard McCullen, C.M.,
Superior General of the C.M. and the Daughters of Charity)

GALINDO Florenclo, El Protestantismo Fundamentalista. Una e.rperiencia amhigua para America Latina, Edit. VERBO DIVINO,
31200 Estella (Navarra) Espana, 1992, pp. 419
La gente en America Latina noes hoy menos religiosa que antes,
pero prescinde cada vez mas de la Iglesia cat6lica como guia de
su religiosidad. El exodo hacia las "sectas" es ya masivo y aumcnta
de dia en dia ;,Las causal? Son diversas, pero en definitiva "la gente
abandona la Iglesia porque en ella encuentra cada vez menos lo que
necesita para afrontar su dificil situaci6n actual" (Card. A. Lorscheider, Brasil). Las "sectas" se lo ofrecen a su manera, o por lo
menos le dan consuelo. ;Que hacer? La perplejidad en la Iglesia es
patente. Sin embargo, hay consenso en un dato basico: se trata ante
todo de organizaciones y movimientos "fundamentalistas". Otros,
sin dejar de ser un reto, no son tan desafiantes. Pero ;Que es el fundamentalismo y que busca en A.L.% Sobre esto existe ignorancia
general y por canto incapacidad de desarrollar estrategias. Gritos
de alarma no bastan.
El presente libro no contiene la "receta", pero ofrece elementos Para avanzar en la discusi6n por camino seguro. Fruto de varios
anos de investigaci6n cientifica, partiendo del desarrollo hist6rico
del fundamentalismo en los EE.UU. como fen6meno religioso, social
y politico y de su papel preponderante en las misiones protestantes de A.L., este trabajo fue aceptado en diciembre de 1990 como
tesis doctoral por la Facultad de Teologia Sankt Georgen de los
Padres Jesuitas en Frankfurt (Alemania), y a su juicio es "la primera monografia amplia y confiable, que describe lo que son en
si las sectas fundamentalistas activas en A.L., las juzga con argu-
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mentos teologicos y da orientaciones para la practica pastoral. El
autor ofrece una vision de conjunto sistematica v solidamente documentada de la praxis y doctrina del fundamentalismo en A.L. Con
ello hace un valioso aporte para el conocimiento y valoracion de
este fenomeno , su problematica teologica v su desafio pastoral, Ilenando asi un gran vacio. Sera ademas una contribucion de mucha
importancia para el ecumenismo . La disertacion termina con una
arntflia bibliogra(ia. que documents la abundancia y actualidad del
niatrrial utilizaclu".
Florencio Galindo, C.M., sacerdote vicentino, nacido en Colombia en 1928, Licenciado en Sagrada Escritura por la Pont. Comision Biblica de Roma, previos estudios en Ia Ecole Biblique et
Archcologique Frangaise de Jerusalen. Tras varios anos de
ensenanza en seminarios de Colombia, fue organizador y director
del Centro de coordinacion de la Federacion Biblica Catolica
(FEBIC) para A.L. (1974-1978), responsable del Depto. de Documentacion y Publicidad de Adveniat Alemania (1979-1986) y doctorado
en teologia en 1990. Desde entonces es miembro del Secretariado
General de la FEBIC en Stuttgart, Alemania.
(Tornado de ]as contraportadas del mismo libro El Protestantisrno Fundamentalista . En este ntimero de VINCENTIANA
se publica uno de los capitulos preliminares INdIRp.

HERRERA Alfredo , Cien anos de un Se"zinario 1892-1992, Edit. La
Milagrosa, Madrid, 1992, pp. 211.
El libro que presentamos se ha escrito para celebrar los Cien
anos de la Escuela Apostolica fundada en la Villa castellana de Tardajos. La Escuela Apostolica de Tardajos es una de las mss que mss
misioneros ha cobijado dentro des sus viejos muros, un palacio
renacentista de los ricos mercaderes de Carlos V, los Santo
Domingo Manrique. Despucs de varias vicisitudes, el palacio paso
a poder de la Mitra del arzobispado de Burgos (1545) y de la Mitra
paso a la Congregacion para que lo usara como Escuela apostolica
en 1892.
El Padre Herrera ha recogido en su libro todos los documentos
que ha hallado y que hacen relacion con Ia Casa y la vida de la Comunidad en su doble vertiente: la misionera de casi toda la diocesis de
Burgos y lade formacion de mss de 700 inisioneros vicencianos que
han ido por diversas partes del mundo (Filipinas, la mayor parte de
las Reptiblicas Latinoamericanas, Estados Unidos, India y Madagascar) a predicar el evangelio y a servir a clero local.
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No puedo menos de agradecer al Padre Herrera el que haya
puesto la fotografia de mi curso, como modelo de perseverancia.
Ha lido para un momento de gozo recordar a todos los companeros
cuando teniamos los 15 o 16 anos . Me ha permitido visitarles con
la imagination y volar a Mejico, Venezuela , Londres, Espana en
donde se encuentran.
Todos los que hemos nacido en Tardajos, bien a la vida natural, Bien a la vida de la Congregacion no podemos menos de agradecer la publication de este libro. Personalmente echo de menos
que no haya dado mayor fluidez al texto , porque elementos creo
que el Padre Herrera tiene de sobra y no digamos anecdotas que
contar , lo que hubiera superado cierta sensation de sequedad que
da la lectura de tantos escuetos documentos.
Miguel PEREZ FLORES, C.M.

MARQUINA Timoteo , Ser v pacer de la 1'oluntaria de la Caridad,
Edit. La Milagrosa, Madrid, 1992, pp. 188.
El Padre Timoteo Marquina nos ofrece en cste libro sus conocimiento de la primera obra de san Vicente : las Ilamadas boy Voluntarias de la Caridad . El mismo Padre Marquina anade una explicacion al titulo. En ella indica mas concretamente el contenido del
libro: "Datos histciricos , humanos y espirituales sobre el estilo de
vida v entrega al senvicio de los pobres de las Voluntarias de la Caridad de San Vicente de Pacil ".
Con este libro son ya dos los publicados por la Editorial de la
Milagrosa , sobre las Voluntarias de la Caridad : el del P. Jose Luis
Cortazar: " Todo comenzo en Chatillon " y el presente. Ambos libros
se completan.
Con frecuencia me he preguntado que ban hecho las Provincias por
cumplir lo establecido en el art . 7 de los Estatutos de la Congregacion
de la Mision en el se dice: "Los misioneros tendrdn especial cuidado de
las Asociaciones de laicos fundadas por San Vicente o que dimanan de
su espiritu, pues Como tales tienen derecho a que las asista ^nos y fomentemos". En el parrafo segundo se anade: "Si bien todos los misioneros
deben estar preparados para prestar dichos senvicios, es necesario, sin
embargo, que haya algunos mds versados en este cometido".
La aparicion de libros como este alegran a todo amante de las
obras vicencianas . Hay quc agradecer al Padre marquina quc nos
haya ofrecido este libro porque nos puede ayudar a cornprender
mejor la primera fundacion de San Vicente y poderla ayudar a que
ocupe el puesto propio en este momento del florecimiento de los
movimientos laicales en la Iglesia.
Miguel PEREZ FLORES, C.M.
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